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Quotation is a serviceable substitute for wit.
OSCAR WILDE
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Samenvatting
Deze thesis behandelt de 3D elektromagnetische simulatie van verstrooiingsproble-
men aan stuksgewijs homogene media. Hiertoe wordt gebruik gemaakt van de Mo-
mentenmethode (MOM), via randintegraalvergelijkingen (BIE), een techniek die als
voornaamste voordeel heeft dat alleen de interfaces tussen de media gediscretiseerd
moeten worden (bv. in driehoeken), in plaats van het gehele volume (bv. in tetrae¨ders),
wat een significante reductie in het aantal vrijheidsgraden oplevert. Het equivalen-
tietheorema laat toe om het probleem te formuleren in termen van equivalente op-
pervlaktestroomdichtheden, die gediscretiseerd worden via expansiefuncties, gebruik
makende van het driehoeksmesh. Na deze discretisatie wordt een volledig vol systeem
van lineaire vergelijkingen bekomen, omdat alle interacties tussen expansiefuncties
beschreven worden met behulp van de Greense functie. Deze densiteit van de ma-
trix is het grootste nadeel van de MoM in vergelijking met andere methodes, zoals
de Eindige Elementen Methode, die tot ijle systemen leiden. Voor grote structuren is
het aantal onbekenden (en dus ook de dimensie van de systeemmatrix) vaak zo groot
dat directe inversie ongewenst of zelfs onmogelijk wordt. Om die reden verkiezen we
meestal een iteratieve oplossing, die de expansiecoe¨fficie¨nten van de gediscretiseerde
oppervlaktestroomdichtheden via een convergerend iteratief proces bekomt.
De berekening van de zogenaamde impedantie-integralen, die de systeemmatrix
opvullen, is nog steeds een actief onderzoeksonderwerp. Een aantal welbekende me-
thodes, zoals Singularity Cancellation en Singularity Extraction, worden gebruikt voor
materialen die niet al te verlieshebbend zijn. In het geval van de goede geleiders zoals
koper, echter, bleek dat deze methodes falen. De reden hiertoe is dat de Greense func-
tie bijzonder oscillatorisch en gedempt wordt, iets waar de typische kwadratuurme-
thodes geen rekening mee houden. Gelukkig kan dit gepulste gedrag ook uitgebuit
worden in een nieuwe methode die we hier voorstellen, die de kwadratuurpunten
concentreert in de zones waar ze significant bijdragen tot de evaluatie van de inte-
graal. Het integratiegebied wordt op die manier gereduceerd door een afsnijafstand,
wat een foutcontroleerbare oplossing toelaat, die bovendien schaalbaar is wat de con-
ductiviteit van het materiaal betreft (een toenemende conductiviteit heeft geen invloed
op de vereiste rekenkracht). Een nauwkeurige integratie van de bronintegraal vereist
het gebruik van de Double Exponential Transform, terwijl de observatie-integraal
alleen nauwkeurig bepaald kan worden als het integratiedomein in verschillende stuk-
jes verdeeld wordt, die de zones bestrijken waarin het integrandum het sterkst varie¨ert.
De nauwkeurigheid en efficie¨ntie van deze methode werden gedemonstreerd door ze
los te laten op enkele uitdagende integralen, alsook op het numerieke voorbeeld van
geleidende afschermingen.
Wanneer het aantal onbekenden erg hoog wordt (enkele duizenden of meer), wordt
zelfs een simpele iteratieve oplossing onhaalbaar. Ten eerste vereist het opslaan van de
volledige impedantiematrix te veel geheugen. Ten tweede, aangezien de iteratieve op-
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lossing het product van de impedantiematrix met de vector van onbekenden gebruikt,
wat een O
(
N2
)
complexiteit heeft, betekent dit dat de rekentijd kwadratisch schaalt
met het aantal onbekenden. Dit heeft tot gevolg dat grote objecten niet doorgerekend
kunnen worden binnen een aanvaardbare tijd en gebruik makend van een aanvaardbare
hoeveelheid geheugen. Er bestaan een aantal zogenaamde snelle technieken, maar wij
zullen alleen de Fast Multipole Methode (FMM) hanteren. Er bestaan verschillende
FMM algoritmes, die doorgaans onderverdeeld worden in diegene die stabiel zijn bij
lage frequenties en diegene die bruikbaar zijn bij hoge frequenties. Voor het hoogfre-
quente geval is het Multilevel Fast Multipole Algorithm (MLFMA) al sinds lange
tijd de standaard en wordt ook door ons gebruikt. Voor de lage frequenties bestaan
enkele competitieve algoritmes, maar wij kiezen voor het Nondirectional Stable Plane
Wave MLFMA (NSPWMLFMA), dat het meest efficie¨nt lijkt te zijn. In deze the-
sis zullen we een volledig breedbandig algoritme ontwerpen, als een combinatie van
zowel het MLFMA als het NSPWMLFMA, op het juiste moment van het ene naar
het andere overschakelend. Een echt breedbandig algoritme moet echter ook overweg
kunnen met sterke niet-uniformiteit in het oppervlaktemesh, namelijk driehoeken die
sterk varie¨ren in afmeting, doorheen de geometrie. Dit kan voorkomen wanneer er,
bijvoorbeeld, erg fijn geometrisch detail aanwezig is op sommige plekken in de struc-
tuur. Een traditionele oct-tree constructie houdt hier geen rekening mee, wat tot gevolg
kan hebben dat de gewenste complexiteit niet gehaald wordt. We stellen een methode
voor die een adaptieve boom gebruikt en die de meeste van deze problemen oplost.
Een finaal probleem met de FMM is de kwestie van parallellisatie. Met het oog op
praktische applicaties is het vaak gewenst om een simulatie tegelijkertijd op meerdere
processoren uit te voeren, in de hoop op die manier sneller tot een oplossing te komen.
Dit kan daarenboven toelaten grotere problemen op te lossen dan mogelijk zou zijn op
slechts e´e´n computer, aangezien meer geheugen beschikbaar kan zijn. Parallellisatie
van FMM is een lastige taak, maar gelukkig konden we gebruik maken van de Nexus
bibliotheek, die dient als een asynchroon parallel framework voor FMM, onafhanke-
lijk van de precieze kernel. De hele computercode is geı¨ntegreerd met Nexus, om op
die manier parallellisatie toe te laten van elke tijdrovende stap in het simulatiepro-
ces. Gebruik makend van FMM zijn we in staat problemen op te lossen die miljoenen
onbekenden bevatten.
Een laatste probleem dat bestudeerd werd is preconditionering. De meest po-
pulaire BIE’s leiden tot een slecht geconditioneerd systeem, wat betekent dat een
iteratieve oplossing een groot aantal stappen nodig zal hebben om tot een oplos-
sing te komen die voldoende nauwkeurig is. Om een stabiele en robuuste oplossing
te bekomen moet het lineair systeem gepreconditioneerd worden, een techniek die
zowel het singulierewaardenspectrum als het eigenwaardenspectrum beı¨nvloedt, die
beiden de convergentie-eigenschappen van de iteratieve solver bepalen. Een speci-
fieke preconditioner wordt bestudeerd, die nuttig is bij lage frequenties in het bijzon-
der, namelijk Caldero´n preconditioning. Caldero´n preconditioning hanteert een volle
matrix als preconditioner, die de Caldero´n Multiplicatieve Preconditioner (CMP) ge-
noemd wordt, erg analoog aan de impedantiematrix maar opgesteld via een andere
set van expansiefuncties. Om de complexiteit van het oorspronkelijke systeem te be-
houden is het dus noodzakelijk om ook de preconditioner te versnellen via FMM.
Dit leidt tot enkele problemen, onder andere resonanties voor gesloten oppervlakken,
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lastige eigenwaardenspectra voor open oppervlakken en numerieke instabiliteiten bij
lage frequenties. We hebben deze problemen geı¨dentificeerd en opgelost, wat in het
gecombineerde CMP-NSPWMLFMA algoritme resulteert.
Het hoofddoel van dit werk was de integratie van alle bovenvernoemde methodes,
die elk een specifiek probleem behandelen, in e´e´n globaal algoritme dat in staat is om
een groot aantal praktische toepassingen op een efficie¨nte wijze op te lossen. Wanneer
bleek dat de integratie tot problemen leidde werd verder onderzoek gedaan om dit te
verhelpen. Dit heeft tot de ontwikkeling van de CMP-NSPWMLFMA en de adaptieve
breedbandige FMM geleid. Daarenboven legde ook de ambitie en pogingen om prak-
tische applicaties te behandelen enkele problemen met de populaire technieken bloot.
Pogingen om deze problemen op te lossen resulteerden uiteindelijk in de kwadratuur-
technieken voor zeer goed geleidende media.

Summary
This thesis treats the 3D electromagnetic simulation of scattering at piecewise homo-
geneous objects. This is accomplished through the Method of Moments (MoM), using
Boundary Integral Equations (BIE), a technique that has the considerable advantage
of requiring only the interfaces between media to be discretised (e.g. in triangles), as
opposed to the entire volume (e.g. in tetrahedral shapes), which results in a significant
decrease in the numbers of freedom. The equivalence theorem allows the problem to
be formulated in terms of equivalent surface current densities, which are discretised
in expansion functions, using the triangular surface mesh. After this discretisation, a
fully dense system of linear equations is obtained. The system is dense because all
interactions between expansion functions are described through the Green’s function.
This density is the drawback of the MoM compared to approaches, like the Finite
Elements Method, that lead to sparse systems. For large structures, the number of un-
knowns (and as such the dimensions of the system matrix) is often so large that direct
inversion becomes undesirable. As such, we will generally prefer an iterative solution,
where the expansion coefficients of the discretised surface current densities are found
through a converging iterative process.
The calculation of so-called impedance integrals, making up the elements of the
linear system, is still an active topic of research. A number of renowned approaches,
like Singularity Cancellation and Singularity Extraction, are used in the case of ma-
terials that aren’t too lossy. However, in the case of good conductors, like copper, it
appeared that these approaches fail. The reason is that the Green’s function becomes
extremely oscillatory and damped, an effect that is not taken into account by typical
quadrature methods. Fortunately, this pulsed behaviour can be exploited in a method
that we propose, and that focuses quadrature points only where they contribute signif-
icantly to the evaluation of the integral. The integration domain is limited through the
use of a cut-off distance, allowing an error-controllable solution that is scalable with
regard to the conductivity (increasing the conductivity does not influence the com-
putational resources required). Careful integration of the source integral also requires
the use of a Double Exponential tranform, while the observer integration can only be
performed accurately if the integration domain is cut in different pieces, that cover
the regions where the integrand varies the most. The accuracy and efficiency of this
method has been demonstrated through its application for a number of challenging
integrals, as well as the numerical example of conductive shields.
When the number of unknowns becomes very high (a few thousand or more), even
a straightforward iterative solution becomes unfeasible. First of all, the complete stor-
age of the impedance matrix requires too much memory. Secondly, the iterative solu-
tion relies on the product of the impedance matrix with the vector of unknowns, which
has an O
(
N2
)
complexity, meaning that the calculation time scales quadratically with
the number of unknowns. This means that very large objects cannot be calculated in a
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reasonable time and with only a reasonable amount of memory. A number of so-called
fast techniques exist but we will only consider the Fast Multipole Methods (FMM).
There exist different FMM algorithms, which generally have to be divided in those
that are suitable at high frequencies and those that are stable at low frequencies. For
the high-frequency case, the Multilevel Fast Multipole Algorithm (MLFMA) has since
long been the standard and is used by us as well. At the low frequency end, a number
of competing algorithms exist, but we opt for the Nondirectional Stable Plane Wave
MLFMA (NSPWMLFMA), as it appears to be the most efficient. In this thesis, we will
develop a complete broadband algorithm, as a combination of both the MLFMA and
NSPWMLFMA, switching from the one to the other at the right moment. However, a
truly broadband algorithm should also be capable of handling strong non-uniformity
in the surface mesh, namely triangles that vary strongly in size throughout the geom-
etry. This can be the case when, for instance, there is fine geometrical detail present
at some locations. Traditional oct-tree construction ignores this and as such might fail
to achieve the desired complexity. We propose an approach, using an adaptive tree,
that solves most of these issues and has been demonstrated to work. A final issue with
FMM is the problem of parallellisation. For practical applications, it is often desirable
to solve one simulation simultaneously on a number of processors, hence hoping to
obtain the solution faster. In addition, this would also allow larger simulations than
those possible on just one machine, because more memory might be available. Paral-
lellisation of FMM is a tedious task, but fortunately we were able to make use of the
Nexus library, which serves as an asynchronous parallel framework for FMM, regard-
less of the kernel. The entire computer code has been integrated with Nexus, in order
to allow parallellisation of any time consuming step in the process. Using FMM, we
are capable of solving linear systems with millions of unknowns.
A final issue that has been studied is the problem of preconditioning. The most
popular BIE’s lead to an ill-conditioned system, meaning that the iterative solution
will require a lot of steps before reaching a solution that is sufficiently accurate. In or-
der to achieve a stable and robust solution, the linear system must be preconditioned,
a technique that influences both the singular value spectrum and the eigenvalue spec-
trum, both of which contribute to the convergence properties of the iterative solver. A
specific preconditioner is studied that is useful at low frequencies in particular, namely
Caldero´n preconditioning, which uses a fully dense matrix as a preconditioner, called
the Caldero´n Multiplicative Preconditioner (CMP), highly analogous to the impedance
matrix but requiring a different set of expansion functions. This means that, in order to
maintain the complexity of the original system, the FMM must also be employed on
the preconditioner, in addition to the impedance matrix. This leads to a number of is-
sues, including resonances in closed surfaces, a troublesome eigenvalue spectrum for
open surfaces and numerical instabilities at very low frequencies. These issues were
identified and remedied, leading to the combined CMP-NSPWMLFMA algorithm.
The main objective of this work has been to integrate all the previously discussed
approaches and methods, that each target one specific problem, into one global algo-
rithm that is capable of handling a large number of practical applications in an effec-
tive manner. Whenever it appeared that the integration caused issues, further research
was instigated in order to resolve these problems, which has led to the development
of the CMP-NSWPMLFMA and the adaptive broadband FMM approach. In addition,
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the ambitions and efforts to handle practical applications also revealed a number of
problems with popular techniques. Attempts to solve these problems eventually led to
the quadrature techniques for highly conductive media.
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¯I Unit tensor or matrix
κ Condition Number
Ni Number of iterations
N Number of unknowns
Np Number of processors
¯ML Left Preconditioner
¯MR Right Preconditioner
¯PL Left Diagonal Preconditioner
¯PR Right Diagonal Preconditioner
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T Electric-Electric Operator
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Introduction
1. General Outline
In 1865, Maxwell (Figure 1) published a set of mathematical equations that are now,
although in condensed form, known as Maxwell’s Equations. They are the founda-
tion of classical electromagnetism, which describes the relationship between electric
and magnetic fields, as well as currents and charges. Their accuracy is limited to sit-
uations where quantum effects are negligible, which is true for almost all practical
engineering applications. Amongst others, they predict the behaviour of radio waves,
light and X-rays. The only difference between all these types of waves is the wave-
length and frequency, as illustrated in Figure 2. The shorter the wavelength, the higher
the frequency of the electromagnetic wave, which always propagates at the speed of
light. However, the world around us (including ourselves) reacts to electromagnetic
phenomena in various ways, depending on the frequency. This leads to certain subcat-
egories of electromagnetic waves, shown in Figure 3.
Figure 1: James Clerk Maxwell
The small region denoted as ‘Visible light’ (zoomed in upon in Figure 4) is famil-
iar to all of us: it is the range of frequencies we perceive as light with the naked eye.
Interestingly, even within that small range there are large differences with regard to the
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Figure 2: Wavelength and frequency
wave’s propagation through the atmosphere. Light with a high frequency (like blue)
is heavily scattered by the air, while light at low frequencies (like red) remains largely
untouched. This is the reason we see the sun as red and the sky as blue. Just below
visible light, there is a large region called ‘Infrared’, which we sense as heat, while
on the other end there is ‘Ultraviolet’. The latter borders on (and partially includes)
ionising radiation, which essentially means it has enough energy to detach an electron
from an atom and as such ionise it. This is potentially dangerous, because it can induce
a cell to mutate and as such possibly cause cancer. Fortunately, our atmosphere shields
most of the ionising radiation from space, while natural terrestrial sources (like back-
ground nuclear radiation) are too small to do harm. Of course, people that willingly
expose themselves to UV radiation in tanning beds run a significantly higher risk of
skin cancer. However, the frequency range that interests us most, at least with regard
to this work, is the entire region below infrared, and microwaves in particular. They
are the workhorse of the telecommunications industry, carrying, amongst others, all
cell phone conversations through the atmosphere. In addition, they are used in radar
(to detect location and speed of objects) and certain types of navigation.
All these phenomena, from ionising radiation to radar and beyond, are described
by the same Maxwell’s Equations. Unfortunately, these equations are too complicated
to be solved with pen and paper (at least in most cases). The electromagnetic fields
are generated by currents and charges, but also interact with objects (like light bounc-
ing back from a mirror). The only way to solve Maxwell’s Equations in complicated
circumstances (like those of practical applications such as antennas), is through com-
putational physics, i.e. using a computer and a numerical algorithm to approximate
the solution as accurately as possible. Further in this work, an overview will be given
of algorithms that are often employed in electromagnetism, but in general they are
highly computationally intensive, using a lot of CPU power and memory. As such,
efficiency is of the utmost importance. Even relatively small improvements to an al-
gorithm can have drastic consequences for their possible application in industry. One
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Figure 3: An overview of the frequency spectrum
Figure 4: The relation between wavelengths and how they are perceived as colours.
of these algorithms is the Method of Moments (MoM), that has recently been gaining
more popularity.
2. Motivation and Outline of This Work
From 2002 onwards, a number of researchers at INTEC (and throughout the entire
world) have been involved in studying various aspects of the Method of Moments
(Part I) and Fast Multipole Methods (Part II), including layered media [1], paral-
lellisation and preconditioning. While in all areas some drastic improvements were
achieved, it became clear that their combined impact could only be evaluated prop-
erly if the isolated breakthroughs were woven together in one powerful algorithm. In
2006, my research started off with exactly this goal in mind. Chronologically, first a
basic MoM code was written, immediately plugging it into the asynchronous parallel-
lisation framework as designed by Dr. ir. Jan Fostier [2]. Later, it was equipped with
Fast Multipole Methods (FMM) (Part II), allowing for the simulation of larger con-
figurations. The early adoption of the NSPWMLFMA (Chapter 6 and [3]), discovered
mainly by Dr. ir. Ignace Bogaert, for simulations at low frequencies also led to a few
improvements to the method itself. With FMM algorithms now available both at high
frequencies and low frequencies, the authors’ attention shifted to constructing a fully
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broadband algorithm (Chapter 7), supporting both a wide range of frequencies and
configurations with a high degree of non-uniformity, whilst still supporting efficient
parallellisation (Chapter 8). Inevitably, the simulations at ever lower frequencies con-
fronted us with the low frequency breakdown of the favoured integral equations, which
required the need for Preconditioners (Part III). Fortunately, this perfectly tied in with
research performed, at the same time, by, amongst others, Dr. ir. Kristof Cools, which
led to the discovery of the Caldero´n Multiplicative Preconditioner (CMP), solving
precisely this breakdown. The authors’ challenge was now to embed this novel pre-
conditioner in the previously constructed algorithm, using both the broadband FMM
and parallellisation. The combined algorithm, after overcoming a number of hurdles,
was named the CMP-NSPWMLFMA ( [4] and Chapter 10) and was brought under the
wings of the continuously expanding global algorithm. Further attempting to stretch
the application domain of the overall code, an issue was found with the application
of the MoM itself to materials with a high conductivity, when trying to do full-wave
simulation of the current crowding phenomena inside conductors (instead of using
approximative surface impedance techniques). A final original contribution of the au-
thors was to develop a scalable (in terms of conductivity) scheme ( [5] and Chapter 3)
to alleviate this problem.
The text of this work does not always reflect the chronological order in which the
research was done. We have attempted to organise the content in a logical manner,
often accompanying the original contributions by chapters that serve as background
material. In order to avoid any confusion, the main sources are always referred to in
the abstract of each chapter.
3. Application Range
We restrict ourselves to piecewise homogeneous materials. These are the only class
of problems where the use of MoM/FMM can reasonably be expected to outperform
other approaches, like the Finite Elements Method or the Finite Difference Time Do-
main Method. This restriction obviously has some influence on the variety of appli-
cations that can be treated. However, as we will see, there is a wide variety of appli-
cations that satisfy this property. One area is the simulation of scattering at extremely
large objects, in terms of wavelengths. In military applications, this is crucial to de-
termine the radar cross section (how visible is the fighter on radar) of an airplane
(Figure 5 left). As will be explained in Part II, however, we also employed FMM al-
gorithms that are stable at low frequencies (in comparison with the size of the object).
This opens up a number of very fascinating application domains, like metamaterials.
Metamaterials (e.g. Figure 5 right) are man-constructed materials with geometrical
details that are much finer than the wavelength, allowing them to have very particular
properties. Our approach is also very suitable (and competitive with other methods)
in a number of antenna problems, in particular their placement. Antenna placement
on, for instance, an airplane can have significant consequences for its radiation pat-
tern (compared to the situation without the airplane), so it is necessary to treat the
combined system. Figure 6 shows antennas on an airplane and a satellite. For the
latter in particular, the design is very important, because of the very strong restric-
tions on power consumption. The work in this thesis was also succesfully applied to
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Figure 5: Left: A jetfighter. Right: An example of a metamaterial, using split ring resonators.
Figure 6: Left: A Large Aircraft Antenna (LAA) radome. Right: A satellite antenna.
EMC shielding problems. This application domain studies how effectively an enclo-
sure shields its inside from electromagnetic interference. This has many applications
in industry, including the design of computer cases. Because of the flexibility and effi-
ciency of the MoM/FMM, very general geometries can be studied, like the one shown
in Figure 7, which also required the use of a powerful preconditioner (see Part III).
In addition to the previously mentioned applications, this work can be used in many
other different fields. We have included examples of a Frequency Selective Surface
(FSS), the effect of silver nanoparticles inside a solar cell, an optical waveguide and
the International Space Station (ISS), to be found in the different chapters in this book.
4. A Note about Software and Hardware
Computational physics invariably implies two things: endless lines of software code
and, hopefully, a powerful cluster of computers. During the course of this work, we
made use of an 80 node grid (10 machines with 8 cores each), each node (AMD
Opteron 2Mhz) having access to 8GB of RAM. They are connected through a Gigabit
Ethernet network. Even though faster alternatives exist (e.g. Infiniband), the restric-
tion to this slower network has always spurred us to be greedy with such resources
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Figure 7: The mesh of a computer case, used to simulate its shielding effectiveness.
as communication. The development of software was altogether a more challenging
venture than initially expected. The intent being that all methods we studied should
also be able to work together as one, demanded that the computer code be capable
of organic growth, throughout the years being extended with features of which we
couldn’t even have suspected the existence in the beginning. Needless to say, the final
result is very much a ‘research code’, meaning essentially that it is only useful to the
expert user and that efficiency and optimal performance have often been sacrificed to
some extent in favour of flexibility. After a few initial versions (Ariadne and Beatrı´z),
the one that stuck bears the inhouse name Cassandra, an aptly chosen name because
its development often seemed counteracted by the Olympian gods themselves and, in
addition, even though it (nearly) always spoke the truth, it was sometimes hard to be-
lieve so. Hence, in the remainder of this text, for ease of use, the computer code that
was used to perform all simulations will be referred to as Cassandra or simply ‘she’,
without implying any feminine characteristics (which may or may not be justified).
In addition to the C++ code (compiled with GCC 3 or 4) that was written by
ourselves, we made use of a number of freely available libraries to carry out the routine
tasks in a much more efficient manner than we ever could. For dense matrix operations
BLAS [6] and LAPACK [7] were employed, for Fast Fourier Transforms we used
the brilliant FFTW library [8] and finally, the parallel iterative solution of a linear
system was aided by PIM [9]. From the latter, unless otherwise mentioned, we chose
the Transpose Free Quasi Minimal Residual (TFQMR) algorithm, for its admirable
robustness. All calculations are performed in double precision (ε= 2.2 ·10−16), which
may at times be unnecessary overkill but fits with our objective to be thorough and
accurate above all. Nexus (coded by Dr. ir. Jan Fostier) [10] was used in order to
parallellise the Fast Multipole Algorithms.
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PART I
METHOD OF MOMENTS

CHAPTER 1
Introduction
FFF
This chapter situates this thesis in a broader context. First, a short introduction
to electromagnetism will be given, including a brief overview of the theoreti-
cal background. The next section introduces computational electromagnetism,
as opposed to the art of finding analytical solutions to problems. Finally, the
computational method of choice, the Method of Moments, will be introduced
through a concise history of its development throughout the years.
1. Introduction to Electromagnetism
The basis of electromagnetism are Maxwell’s equations [1], [2],
∇×e(r, t) =− ∂∂t b(r, t) (1.1)
∇×h(r, t) = ∂∂t d(r, t)+ j(r, t) (1.2)
∇ ·d(r, t) = ρe(r, t) (1.3)
∇ ·b(r, t) = 0 (1.4)
describing the coupling between the electric field e (in V/m), the magnetic field
h (in A/m), the electric induction d (in C/m2), the magnetic induction b (in Wb/m),
the electrical current density j (in A/m2) and the electrical charge density ρe (C/m3).
These are called the time dependent Maxwell’s equations. A simplified form assumes
that all the previously described entities behave sinusoidally. In that case, e(r, t) can
be written as e(r, t) = E(r) · e jωt , with ω the pulsation of the sinusoidal behaviour
(ω = 2pi f , with f the frequency), and completely similar for the others. This leads
to a form of the Maxwell’s equations that is easier to work with, because the time
derivatives of such a function are proportional to the function itself. The result are the
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time harmonic Maxwell’s equations,
∇×E(r) =− jωB(r) (1.5)
∇×H(r) = jωD(r)+J (1.6)
∇ ·D(r) = ρe(r) (1.7)
∇ ·B(r) = 0 (1.8)
Note that in both sets of equations only electrical sources are present. Magnetic
sources have as yet not been found in nature, but are sometimes included in the
Maxwell’s equations to enhance their symmetry. In addition, sometimes they have
a purpose as ‘equivalent’ sources (a concept which will be clarified later), acting as
virtual entities to simplify a certain problem.
From now on, focus will be on the time harmonic Maxwell’s equations. Even if
the excitation is not sinusoidal, an accurate time dependent solution can still be found
through solving a number of time harmonic problems at different frequencies and
performing an inverse Fourier transform. In general, the benefit of the less complicated
equations outweighs the disadvantage of having to do multiple calculations at different
frequencies.
From the Maxwell’s equations, the conservation of electrical charge can be explic-
itly derived (given here for time harmonic domain),
∇ ·J(r) =− jωρe(r) (1.9)
In order to solve these equations, a few additional relations are needed that depend on
the materials. These are called the constitutive equations. In this thesis, we will restrict
ourselves to those that satisfy the form:
D(r) = εiE (r) (1.10)
B(r) = µiH(r) (1.11)
with εi and µi respectively the permittivity and permeability of the material designated
by i. In other words, we will only look at piecewise homegeneous isotropic objects.
Whilst a rather drastic assumption (compared to the most general form), this covers a
very large class of practical problems.
The fields are continuous everywhere except at the interface between two materi-
als. Certain boundary conditions must be fulfilled. These can be derived through an
interpretation of Maxwell’s equations in a distributional sense, but will just be given
here (in time harmonic domain),
un× (E 2−E 1) =−Ms (1.12)
un× (H 2 −H1) = J s (1.13)
un · (D2 −D1) = ρe,s (1.14)
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un · (B2−B1) = ρm,s (1.15)
with Ms and J s the magnetic and electric surface current densities, respectively, ρe,s
and ρm,s the electric and magnetic surface charge density and un the normal to the
interface, pointing into the second domain. Note that the physical existance of nei-
ther Ms nor ρm,s has ever been demonstrated, but they serve a useful purpose further
in this chapter, as virtual entities. In some cases, ours included, it is easier to solve
electromagnetic field problems through the use of potentials. We introduce the vector
potential A(r) and scalar potential φ(r), such that
B(r) = ∇×A(r) (1.16)
and
E (r) =− jωA(r)−∇φ(r). (1.17)
A certain liberty in the choices of these potentials is possible, but the easiest form
results when imposing the Lorenz gauge. In that case, the curl equations in material i
can be written as (using the wavenumber ki = ω√εiµi),
∇2A(r)+ k2i A(r) =−µiJ(r) (1.18)
∇2φ(r)+ k2i φ(r) =−
ρe(r)
εi
(1.19)
which are decoupled Helmholtz equations, often allowing a much easier solution. Us-
ing a Green’s function formulation, these potentials can in fact be calculated directly
from the present sources. This results in the following expression for the electric field
as a function of the sources (through the representation for the potentials):
E(r) =− jωµ
∫
V
g(|r −r′|)J(r ′)dV ′+ 1jωε ∇
∫
V
[∇g(|r −r′|)] ·J(r ′)dV ′, (1.20)
introducing the Green’s function g(r) = e jkr4pir . This can be compactly rewritten as
E(r) =
∫
V
¯Gee(|r −r′|) · j(r ′)dV ′ (1.21)
employing the electric-electric Green’s dyadic ¯Gee(r) =− jωµ[¯I+ ∇∇k2 ]g(r), with ¯I the
unit tensor. Similarly, the magnetic field can be expressed as
H(r) =
∫
V
¯Gme(|r −r′|) · j(r ′)dV ′ (1.22)
with ¯Gme(r) = (∇× ¯I)g, called the magnetic-electric Green’s dyadic (and using the
unit tensor ¯I).
The Green’s functions and dyadics are only valid for media of infinite extent. As
soon as there are interfaces, they can no longer be used because they don’t automat-
ically satisfy the necessary boundary counditions. One way to circumvent this is to
generate Green’s functions that incorporate the interfaces as well. These will depend
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on the shape and material of the object. An alternative approach makes use of the
equivalence theorem, introducing ‘equivalent’ surface current densities on the inter-
faces to compensate for the presence of different materials. Let us consider the situa-
tion in Figure 1.1 (left). An incoming field (E i0,H i0) interacts with the object, resulting
in a scattered field (E s0,H s0) in the outer medium and a total field (E 1,H 1) in the inner
medium. In first instance, we are interested in the scattered field outside. The situa-
tion depicted in Figure 1.1 (right) leads to the same field outside as Figure 1.1(a). The
inside of the object is now filled with the same material as the background medium
(usally vacuum) and surface current densities Js and Ms are introduced. Posing now
that the fields outside are the same as before and the fields inside identical to zero,
we can see that the boundary conditions are satisfied if J s = un × (H i0 +H s0) and
Ms = −un × (E i0 +E s0). The scattered fields are generated by these equivalent cur-
rent densities, which will later allow us to formulate an integral equation, using Js and
Ms as the unknown entities.
E0 H0
i i E H0 0
s s
E H1 1
ε µ
ε µ
0 0
1 1
0 H0
i i E H0 0
s s
ε µ0 0
0 0ε µ
E
E=H=0
J
Ms
s
un
Figure 1.1: Left: The configuration of the scattering problem. Right: The equivalence principle
applied to the background medium, leading to equivalent current densities (Js,Ms).
2. Computational Electromagnetism
Computational electromagnetism (CEM) attempts to model the interaction of fields
and currents with objects in space. There is only a very limited number of situations
where an analytical solution [2] can be found, for instance the scattering of a plane
wave at a sphere. For more complicated geometries, Maxwell’s equations can only be
solved through a computer algorithm. Most real life problems, like the radiation pat-
tern of an antenna or the radar cross section of an airplane, require powerful numerical
methods in order to be accurately solved. In addition, a recent trend in computational
electromagnetism has been the use of large clusters of computers, which work in par-
allel on the same problem. This further complicates the design of efficient algorithms.
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In the remainder of this section, a brief and non-exhaustive overview of different
methods will be given. A first distinction can be made between approximative and full-
wave methods. The latter attempt to solve the exact Maxwell’s equations, while the
former introduce some kind of approximation. They include Ray Tracing [3] (which
models the fields as rays), Physical Optics [4] (a sort of intermediate between ray
tracing and full-wave methods) and the Uniform Theory of Diffraction [5]. All of
these are only applicable in the high frequency regime and become asymptotically
more accurate as the frequency increases. At the lower end of the spectrum, quasi-
static approximations [6] can be constructed, which can be very effective.
However, the main interest of this thesis is in the so-called ‘full-wave’ methods.
They can be roughly divided in two types, namely Integral Equation Methods and
Differential Equation Methods.
The Differential Equation Methods include a variety of very popular approaches.
Historically, the most succesful in industrial applications has been the Finite Differ-
ence Time Domain (FDTD) method [7]), which is still in widespread use. It is a time
domain method and conceptually easy to understand. A basic implementation is rel-
atively easy to write, however many improvements over the years have made a state-
of-the-art FDTD solver almost as complicated as other methods. Its major downside
is its inherent inaccuracy. It suffers from dispersion issues, meaning that signals with
different frequencies perceive a different numerical signal velocity, which differs from
the exact one . This can cause unphysical distortion. It is also less suitable if only a
narrow frequency band is of interest. One of FDTD’s main competitors is the Finite
Element (FE) [7] method, which can be applied both in time domain and frequency
domain. Notable about both FDTD and FE is that they discretise the entire volume of
the object under study. FDTD employs a regular grid, whilst FE is more flexible in the
shape of cells. Both can easily be parallellised [8], [9].
An alternative to the Differential Equation Methods are the Integral Equation
Methods. Most of these are founded on the Method of Moments (MoM). An integral
equation, expressed in unknown fields or currents, is constructed, which is then solved
through an appropriate discretisation. This leads to a linear system of equations. Their
main attraction is the fact that, when the objects under study are piecewise homoge-
neous, only the interfaces need to be discretised and not the volume itself. This leads
to a considerably smaller amount of unknowns than for FDTD or FE. The downside,
though, is that the interactions are not sparse but are described through the Green’s
function [2]. A fully dense system matrix would result, which is computationally pro-
hibitive. A number of techniques have been developed to accelerate the solution of the
linear system of equations and compress the data. In some cases, Fast Fourier Trans-
forms (FFT) can be employed, namely when the objects can be discretised using a
regular grid. However, very often this will lead to unacceptable geometrical errors.
The most flexible approach, to which a considerable part of this thesis is dedicated,
is the Fast Multipole Method (FMM) [10] (see Part II). For very large structures (in
terms of wavelengths) that require an accurate solution, the MoM-FMM has become
one of industry’s most recent favourites. With the recent development of efficient low-
frequency stable FMM algorithms (Chapter 6), their field of application is growing.
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3. History of the Method of Moments
The idea of using projections from an infinite-dimensional function space onto a finite-
dimensional subspace can be traced back to the early 20th century, when it was used
by Galerkin, a Russian engineer (although not for electromagnetical problems). It was
given a mathematical foundation in the context of Hilbert spaces. However, in those
times computers were not nearly as powerful as today and the method was not very
popular. It was only extensively used in Quantum Mechanics, from the 1920s onwards.
Around the mid sixties, researchers started using numerical methods for the calcula-
tion of electromagnetic problems as well. Van Bladel and Mei used a point matching
scheme [11]. However, the foundation of what is currently known as the Method of
Moments was laid by Harrington [12], in that same period. Meanwhile, the increasing
computational power of computers made numerical solutions to realistic electromag-
netic problems feasible. However, whereas other methods, like FDTD and FE, eventu-
ally gained a reputation as practical methods in industrial applications, the popularity
of the MoM has always remained relatively limited, at least for structures that are fully
three dimensional (it has in fact been highly succesful in the solution of layered struc-
tures). It is only with the recent advent of efficient Fast Multipole Methods (around the
mid nineties) [10] that commercial electromagnetic software companies have begun to
include this method in their packages. Further research into parallellisation (MoM is
not so easily parallellised as FE and FDTD) is now slowly making MoM the standard
for very large simulations. Currently, its biggest challenge is robustness. The most effi-
cient implementations rely on an iterative scheme to arrive at a solution. This is all too
often an ill-conditioned process that might break down. Preconditioners to alleviate
this problem are being actively researched, some breakthroughs being Loop-Star/Tree
decompositions and Caldero´n preconditioning (see Part III).
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CHAPTER 2
Integral Equation Formulation
FFF
This chapter introduces the Method of Moments for the case of homogenous
objects. The different integral equations are defined and the way to discretise
them is discussed. Finally, the particular case of objects sharing a common
interface is discussed, based on [1].
1. Integral Equations
Given a certain incoming field, the equivalence theorem introduces the so-called
equivalent surface current densities [2], which reside on either side of the interfaces
between different domains and act as sources for the induced scattered field. In gen-
eral, both electric (denoted J) and magnetic (denoted M) current densities are required
for a full description.
E0 H0
i i E H0 0
s s
E H1 1
ε µ
ε µ
0 0
1 1
Figure 2.1: Scattering at an object
.
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Let us consider scattering at a dielectric object with material parameters ε1 and µ1.
The background medium has parameters ε0 and µ0 and supports an incoming field
denoted as E i0 (electric) and H i0 (magnetic). The situation is depicted in Fig. 2.1.
The determination of the currently unknown scattered fields (E s0,H s0) and inside fields
(E 1,H 1) is the objective. Application of the equivalence theorem in the background
medium (Fig. 2.2, left) leads to the introduction of J0 and M0 on the boundary, whereas
a similar approach inside the object (Fig. 2.2, right) leads to a formulation for the in-
ner fields in terms of J1 and M1 . The boundary conditions in both cases lead to the
following equations
un,0 ×
[
H i0 +H
s
0(J0,M0)
]
= J0 (2.1)
un,0×
[
E i0 +E
s
0(J0,M0)
]
=−M0 (2.2)
un,1× [H 1(J1,M1)] = J1 (2.3)
un,1 × [E 1(J1,M1)] =−M1 (2.4)
with un,0 and un,1 the normal on the surface pointing inside medium 0 and 1, respec-
tively, with un,0 =−un,1.
0 H0
i i E H0 0
s s
ε µ0 0
0 0ε µ
E
E=H=0
J0
M0
un,0
ε µ
ε µ1 1
1 1
E H1 1
E=H=0
J
M1
1
un,1
S
Figure 2.2: Left: The equivalence principle applied to the background medium, leading to equiva-
lent current densities (J0,M0). Right: The equivalence principle applied to the inside medium, lead-
ing to equivalent current densities (J1,M1)
.
The boundary conditions of the original structure, without application of the equiv-
alence theorem, also lead to the following relations:
un,0×
[
H i0 +H
s
0
]
=−un,1× [H 1] (2.5)
un,0×
[
E i0 +E
s
0
]
=−un,1× [E 1] (2.6)
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which implies, in combination with the previous equations, that
J0 =−J1 (2.7)
M0 =−M1 (2.8)
As a result, the following equations can be obtained, defined on the medium interfaces,
in terms of Js = J0, Ms =M0 and un = un,0:
un×
[
H i0 +H
s
0(J s,Ms)
]
= Js (2.9)
un×
[
E i0 +E
s
0(J s,Ms)
]
=−Ms (2.10)
−un× [H 1(−Js,−Ms)] =−Js (2.11)
−un × [E 1(−Js,−Ms)] =Ms (2.12)
In order to solve these equations, the integral representations of the fields are required.
These are given by (with the index i refering to the respective domain),
un,i ×E si (J s,Ms)(r) =−ηiT i(J s)−K i(M s) (2.13)
un,i×H si (J s,Ms)(r) =−
1
ηi
T i(Ms)+K i(J s) (2.14)
with
T i[J s](r) =
1
ηi
un,i ×
∫
S
¯Gi(r −r′) ·Js(r ′)dS′ (2.15)
=− jkiun,i ×
∫
S
gi(|r −r′|)J s(r ′)dS′+ 1jki un,i ×∇
∫
S
∇gi(|r −r′|) ·Js(r ′)dS′
(2.16)
= T s,i +T h,i (2.17)
and
K i[J s](r) = −un,i ×
∫
S
(∇× gi(|r −r ′|)¯I) ·Js(r ′)dS′. (2.18)
Substituting these integral representations for the induced fields into (2.9-2.12) leads
to four integral equations in terms of two unknown functions on the surface of the
object: Js and Ms. (2.9) and (2.11) are called Magnetic Field Integral Equations
(MFIE) [3] and (2.10) and (2.12) are referred to as Electric Field Integral Equations
(EFIE) [3]. Linear combinations can be formed in various ways, usually two by two,
leading to two new integral equations, that will later be discretised. One popular ap-
proach combines the inside (2.12) and outside (2.10) EFIE on the one hand, and the
inside (2.11) and outside (2.9) MFIE on the other hand in such a way that the diago-
nal term vanishes. This leads to the Poggio-Miller-Chang-Harrington-Wu-Tsai (PM-
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CHWT) [3] integral equation,
un ×
[
E i0 +E
s
0(J s,Ms)+E 1(J s,Ms)
]
= 0 (2.19)
un×
[
H i0 +H
s
0(J s,Ms)+H1(J s,Ms)
]
= 0 (2.20)
which is the most popular in present day software packages. Another approach, of less
practical importance, recombines the integral equations in such a way that the (static)
hypersingular contribution from the T h operators is cancelled out in both the EFIE and
MFIE combinations. This is called the nMu¨ller [4] formulation.
In physical reality, all homogeneous and isotropic materials can be modelled us-
ing these formulations for dielectric objects, by using the proper ε and µ. However, a
popular approximation for conducting objects is the use of Perfect Electric Conduc-
tors (PEC) and Perfect Magnetic Conductors (PMC), which assume infinite electric or
magnetic conductivity inside the object. An example of an electric conductor, although
not perfect, is copper. As a consequence, the fields inside these media are identically
zero, whilst on the surface they support, respectively, only Js (i.e. a jump of the tan-
gential magnetic field) or only Ms (i.e. a jump of the tangential electric field). We will
consider only PECs here, because of their large practical applicability, but the PMC
case is completely analogous. There being only a Js (Ms is zero on the surface of a
PEC) and a non-zero field outside the PEC, only the following two integral equations
(MFIE and EFIE) are available:
un×
[
H i0 +H
s
0(J s)
]
= J s (2.21)
un ×
[
E i0 +E
s
0(J s)
]
= 0 (2.22)
which can be linearly combined to form the Combined Field Integral Equation (CFIE),
after the cross product of either of them with un.
2. Discretisation
In the previous section, the integral equations were introduced from which the un-
known surface current densities Js and/or Ms can be determined. However, these do
not allow for an analytical solution and we must resort to a numerical approach. The
Method of Moments comes down to an expansion of J and/or M in certain basis func-
tions and a testing of the integral equations with certain test functions (on the surface
S of the object). This leads to a linear system of equations that can be solved, either
directly or iteratively.
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the EFIE at a PEC surface (2.22). The
surface current density Js is expanded in basis functions:
Js =
N
∑
i=1
Iibi (2.23)
with Ii the unknown coefficients of the expansion and bi the basis functions of choice.
In order to have a unique solution, the integral equation needs to be tested N times,
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with linearly independent testing functions t i. The discretised EFIE now becomes a
linear system with N equations and N unknowns:
∫
Si
t i ·
(
un×E i0
)
dS =−
N
∑
j=1
Ii
∫
Si
t i ·n×η0
∫
S j
¯G ·b jdS′dS (2.24)
for i = 1..N, with Si and S j the surfaces of the test and basis function, respectively. If
the surface is that of a dielectric material, both J s and Ms will need to be discretised
using a set of N basis functions and both equations of the PMCHWT need to be tested
N times.
The choice of these basis and test functions is critical for the quality of the solution.
In the majority of this book we will only consider RWG [5] functions (sometimes also
called rooftops) to expand the currents. These are defined over two triangles that share
one edge (of length ln), as
f i(r) = αi ln2Ai (r −r p,i) (2.25)
with α0 = 1 and α1 =−1, Ai the surface of the respective triangle and r p,i the vertex
on the triangle that is not shared with the other triangle (see Fig. 2.3). This definition
guarantees continuity of the component of f i normal to the shared edge, a property
that can later be leveraged to simplify the calculation of certain impedance integrals.
In order to construct these RWG functions f i, the surface must first be meshed into
NF triangles. On a closed surface, this leads to N = 1.5 ·NF RWG functions, which are
used as basis functions b j to model the electric current density J s. As testing functions
for the EFIE at a PEC, we can choose t i = un× f i.
r
r
p,0
p,1ln
A
A
0
1
Figure 2.3: Illustration of an RWG expansion function
.
Note that the discretisation using flat triangles can possibly introduce geometrical
meshing error in the case of curved surfaces. Most of the techniques described in the
remainder of this book are also applicable to expansion functions defined on a curved
triangular mesh, but this is beyond the scropt of the current work. In general, it leads
to additional complications without changing the nature of the approach.
We will conclude this section with a short overview of the spectral properties of the
resulting system matrix, after discretisation of the various types of integral equations
with RWG functions. For PECs, the MFIE leads to a well-conditioned matrix but a
rather inaccurate solution [6]. On the other hand, the EFIE is highly accurate but ill-
posed. Both of them are suspectible to resonance solutions (spurious modes that satisfy
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the boundary condition but are not physical), but only those of the MFIE effectively
radiate [7], [8]. However, in order to avoid the extremely high condition number that
results from a spurious mode, the EFIE and MFIE are usually combined in order to
form the CFIE, which is resonance free. In the case of dielectrics, a more or less
similar story can be told regarding the PMCHWT (ill-posed but very accurate) and the
nMu¨ller formulations (well-posed but comparatively inaccurate) [4]. However, both
are inherently free from spurious modes. In Part III, a number of techniques will be
discussed to alleviate the ill-conditioned nature of the EFIE and PMCHWT.
3. Junctions
In the previous sections, we have considered only the case of objects that are em-
bedded in a background medium without touching any other objects. However, more
complicated situations arise along lines where more than two media meet, as, for in-
stance, shown in Figure 2.4. In the remainder of this book, the approach outlined in [1]
is followed. As this section contains only a very brief overview of a complicated prob-
lem, the interested reader is strongly recommended to read [1] for more information.
The method is essentially a logical generalisation of the one-interface cases from the
previous sections. As can be seen in Figure 2.4, three or more domains always meet
along a line, indicated by the circles in the frontal perspective.
1 2
0
ε µ ε µ
ε µ0 0
1 1 2 2
Figure 2.4: An example of a structure containing a junction between three materials. Left: the
3D representation of two touching cubes. Right: The frontal perspective, that will be used in the
remainder of this chapter. The red lines in the left figure and the red circles in the right figure indicate
the location of the junction.
These lines are divided in edges where three or more triangles touch, leading to
the same amount of basis functions, as shown in Figure 2.5 for the same example of a
three-medium junction.
Consider the case of, e.g., four dielectric objects that meet along one line (schemat-
ically shown in Fig 2.6). RWGs f i are constructed inside each domain Di and along
this line there will be edges in the mesh that are shared by four different RWGs (each in
their domain). Let each of these RWGs represent the equivalent currents J s and Ms in-
side the respective domain. In order to satisfy the boundary conditions (like J0 =−J1
in the previous sections), they must all be contra-aligned, which is always possible.
Now, in each medium Di, the EFIEi and MFIEi can be written down, using ni × f i as
test functions, resulting (in this case) in 8 linear equations. However, all these RWGs
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A
B
Figure 2.5: An example of three basis functions (indicated by red arrows), each of them located in
their own domain, that share one edge, namely the edge AB.
must have the same expansion coefficient in the solution, in order to satisfy the bound-
ary conditions. As such, there are only two independent unknowns (one for J s and one
for Ms). In accordance with the PMCHWT, the EFIE’s and MFIE’s are added to form
two linear equations:
4
∑
i=1
EFIEi (2.26)
4
∑
i=1
MFIEi (2.27)
ε µ ε µ
ε µ ε µ
1 10 0
2 2 3 3
Figure 2.6: A junction between four different dielectric domains. The arrows indicate the orientation
of the RWGs that represent J s or Ms, i.e. contra-aligned everywhere.
The situation becomes slightly more complicated when PEC objects are present
as well. Firstly, there can be no Ms on a PEC surface and, per extension, inside the
dielectrics that are linked to this PEC-edge through the boundary conditions. In this
case, only the EFIE is used. Additionally, the presence of multiple PECs at one junc-
tion line can separate the RWGs inside the dielectrics into multiple groups that are
each described by one shared expansion coefficient. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. Ob-
viously, some care is required in order to make sure the bookkeeping is done properly.
A final problem is concerned with RWGs on PEC surfaces inside the same domain,
as illustrated in Fig 2.8. This always leads to a linear dependency, because the basis
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ε µ ε µ
ε µ
1 10 0
2 2
PEC
Figure 2.7: A junction involving PECs (one open PEC (thick line) between medium 0 and 2 and
one voluminous PEC indicated by the shaded area). The dashed arc indicates which RWGs are
represented by one unknown coefficient.
functions radiate into the same domain. The most extreme case is that of a single
open PEC surface. Assigning RWG functions to both sides would lead to a singular
system. The solution is to consider not the currents on either side of the surface as the
unknowns, but rather the sum of both. Considering that they both radiate in the same
domain, this does not influence the solution of the scattered fields. A similar approach
is followed when two or more PEC surfaces come together. One of the RWGs has to
be eliminated from the basis and test functions, which resolves the issue. Note that
these considerations are only valid if the RWGs reside in the same domain. If, for
instance, the open PEC surface touches different domains on either side (for instance
in the case of a microstrip on a dielectric substrate), both RWGs can and must be
kept. However, because they are separated by a PEC surface (which allows a jump in
tangential magnetic field), they are not described by the same coefficient and lead to
two separate unknowns. Similar arguments can be made for PMC objects.
ε µ ε µ
ε µ ε µ
0 0
0 0
00
0 0
Figure 2.8: A junction involving open PECs in one domain. One of the RWGs has been omitted in
order to remove the linear dependencies that would otherwise arise. The three remaining RWGs are
described by different unknowns and don’t need to be contra-aligned.
This approach allows for efficient simulation of all piecewice homogeneous ob-
jects. All linear dependencies are removed and the number of unknowns is optimally
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economical. However, as mentioned before, a fair amount of preprocessing is required,
in order to correctly align all RWGs and remove linearly dependent functions. A more
serious downside, which will be briefly revisited later in Part III, is that this algorithm
for handling junctions seems incompatible with the most powerful preconditioners.
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CHAPTER 3
Impedance Integrals
FFF
In order to construct the MoM impedance matrix, the interaction integrals be-
tween basis and test functions must be calculated. When a test and basis func-
tion overlap or touch, the integrand becomes singular and special techniques
are required in order to obtain an accurate evaluation. If the medium through
which the interaction takes place is highly conductive, additional difficulties
occur. This chapter will present methods to efficiently calculate the required in-
tegrals in both dielectric and highly lossy media. The content is strongly based
on [1] and [2].
1. Overview of Integrals
Discretisation of the Boundary Integral Equations (BIE) in the MoM leads to a dense
linear system, the matrix elements of which describe the interaction, through the
Green’s function, between the expansion functions. Scattering at objects with a permit-
tivity ε and permeability µ (but neither infinitely lossy) requires the introduction of two
equivalent surface current densities, electric and magnetic, which can be solved for as
the solution of the Poggio-Miller-Chang-Harrington-Wu-Tsai (PMCHWT) [3] BIE.
In this chapter, it will be assumed that the surface current densities are expanded into
Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) [4] functions (which we will denote as b(r)), although
the proposed techniques have a broader field of application. The resulting matrix ele-
ments require the calculation of the following integrals over the support Si of the test
functions bi and the support S j of basis functions b j:
IT =
∫
Si
bi(r) ·
∫
S j
¯Gee(r −r ′) ·b j(r ′)dS′(r ′)dS(r) (3.1)
IK =
∫
Si
bi(r) ·
∫
S j
¯Gme(r −r′) ·b j(r ′)dS′(r ′)dS(r) (3.2)
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with ¯Gee(r − r ′) the electric-electric Green’s dyadic and ¯Gme(r − r ′) the magnetic-
electric Green’s dyadic, given by [5]
¯Gee(r) =− jωµ(¯I+ ∇∇k2 )g(|r|) (3.3)
¯Gme(r) = (∇× ¯I)g(|r|) (3.4)
with r and r′ the position vectors of a source and observation point and with g(|r|) the
Green’s function in 3D. Using the fact that RWG functions are divergence conforming,
IT , defined in (3.1), can be written in mixed potential form, reducing the 1R3 hypersin-
gularity to an integrable 1R singularity, with R = |r −r′|. After these operations, three
different integrals can be identified:
I1 =
∫
Si
bi(r) ·
∫
S j
g(R)b j(r ′)dS′dS (3.5)
I2 =
∫
Si
[∇ ·bi(r)]
∫
S j
g(R)[∇′ ·b j(r ′)]dS′dS (3.6)
I3 =
∫
Si
bi(r) ·
∫
S j
∇g(R)×b j(r ′)dS′dS (3.7)
When the supports of bi and b j overlap in at least a point, the above integrals have
a non-continuous integrand, although they are integrable. For Si = S j (the self patch
case), I3 becomes zero. In order to determine these integrals over a triangle, for each
possible b, it suffices to calculate the following integrals:
It1 =
∫
Si
r ·
∫
S j
g(R)r ′dS′dS (3.8)
It2 =
∫
Si
∫
S j
g(R)dS′dS (3.9)
I t3 =
∫
Si
∫
S j
∇g(R)×r′dS′dS (3.10)
To obtain the integrals I1, I2 and I3, these integrals It1, It2 and I t3 are required, in
addition to some others that are merely variations in terms of the presence or absence
of r or r ′. The reason both It1 and It2 are included here, instead of just one of them,
is to demonstrate in the examples that the presence of r has no mentionable influence
on the achieveable accuracy. In short, if the three integrals above can be evaluated
efficiently and accurately, this also guarantees accurate evaluation of all the integrals
that are required in the impedance matrix.
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2. In Dielectric Media
In order to obtain an accurate solution from the PMCHWT BIE, it is essential that the
integrals described in the previous section are evaluated with a relatively high accu-
racy. When the expansion functions bi and b j are well-separated (i.e. their distance
from each other is considerably larger than their size), the integrand is sufficiently
smooth and a straightforward Gaussian quadrature rule allows for exponential con-
vergence. More challenging are the cases when the supports overlap (singular) or are
very close (near-singular). Both situations require a specialised approach that deals
with the singular or near-singular behaviour of the integrand.
We will first elaborate on the concept of Singularity Extraction, which is based on
the fact that interaction integrals with static kernels, for example 1R , can be integrated
analytically. As such, for instance, It2 can be rewritten as:
It2 =
[∫
Si
∫
S j
[g(R)− 1
R
]dS′dS+
∫
Si
∫
S j
1
R
dS′dS
]
(3.11)
The second double integral is evaluated analytically and the first double integral,
from which the singular part is extracted, is now regular. Note that, even though the
first integrand is now continuous, it is not C∞ because the first derivative, in this
example, displays a discontinuity at R = 0. Additional terms have to be extracted
for continuity in the derivatives [6]. In practice, one to three terms are extracted
from the Green’s function. This imposes a limit on the achievable accuracy, because
Gaussian quadrature is only strictly exponentially convergent on integrands that are
C∞. Singularity Extraction can also be applied to the near-singular case, in order to
smoothen the integrand and thus increasing the efficiency. An essential assumption
behind the philosophy of Singularity Extraction is that, by extracting the singular (or
near-singular) static part, the remaining integral automatically becomes suitable for
numerical quadrature. As we will see later, in the case of conductive media, this is not
the case.
A second technique, in competition with Singularity Extraction, is Singularity
Cancellation. This method aims to regularise the integrand by a suitable change of
coordinates. Considering again It2 as an example, a simple yet effective transforma-
tion to polar coordinates in the inner integral would do the trick:
It2 =
[∫
Si
dS
∫ 2pi
0
dφ
∫ R(φ)
0
g(R)RdR
]
(3.12)
where we have assumed, in order to more clearly demonstrate the idea, that we are
dealing with the self patch case (Si = S j). The Jacobian (R) compensates the 1R that
appears in the Green’s function and as such regularises the integrand to a C∞ function.
An advantage of this approach is that it does not rely on the existence of analytical
solutions for the static part. This allows for more flexibility in the expansion functions,
paving the way for higher order solutions.
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3. In Conductive Media
In order to understand the difficulties that occur when calculating the impedance in-
tegrals in conductive media, it is instructive to look at the behaviour of the Green’s
function for various values of the conductivity σ, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The pulsation
ω is chosen equal to 300 MHz. The distance r is varied from 0 to λ10 , with λ the free
space wavelength (with εr = µr = 1). Note how even a relatively poor conductor (with
σ = 100S ·m−1) dampens the Green’s function by more than five orders of magnitude
over a distance of about λ60 . Copper, one of the most widespread conductors in indus-
try, has σ ≈ 59.6 ·106S ·m−1, leading to a Green’s function that is extremely localised
around the origin.
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Figure 3.1: The absolute value of the Green’s function g(r) for a few values of σ.
This behaviour explains why straightforward application of techniques such as
Singularity Extraction or Singularity Cancellation break down for high conductivity,
because they neglect the highly oscillatory but at the same time exponentially damped
character of e− jkr.
In order to introduce our novel approach for treating these integrals in conductive
media, the explanation will be based on It2. Further on it will also be shown how both
It1 and It3 can be treated almost identically. So, in the remainder of this section, we
will be looking at a way to efficiently evaluate the following integral:
Ii j =
∫
Si
∫
S j
g(R)dS′dS (3.13)
for arbitrary values of σ. In order to do this, a specialised approach is required for both
the inner and outer integrals.
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3.1 Inner Integral
First, we will take a look at evaluating the inner integral, namely
I j(r) =
∫
S j
g(|r −r′|)dS′ (3.14)
where, although r can be anywhere in space, the most challenging and practically
interesting cases are when r is very close to S j or even in it. The key to accurately
integrate the strongly pulsed behaviour is focusing the numerical quadrature points
only in those regions where the Green’s function has a non-negligible value, based on
a certain tolerance ε. The wave number in a good conductor approximately satisfies
k ≈ |k|√
2
(1− j) (3.15)
with k ≈√ωµσ. This allows us to approximately express the numerator of the Green’s
function in terms of |kr| only,
e− jkr ≈
[
cos
|kr|√
2
− j sin |kr|√
2
]
e
− |kr|√
2 (3.16)
The behaviour of this function is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 (with x = |kr|).
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Figure 3.2: The real part, imaginary part and absolute value of the function[
cos x√2 − j sin x√2
]
e
− x√2
.
Beyond a certain electrical length, the numerator of the Green’s function drops to
a fraction ε compared to its value in the origin. As such, a certain cut-off value of r
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can be determined, beyond which the remainder can be neglected, namely
rcut =−
√
2lnε
|k| =−δ lnε (3.17)
Within this range, it is also guaranteed that the integrand has a limited number of os-
cillations. With this knowledge, the inner integral can now be evaluated to any desired
tolerance independent of σ. As a first step, a similar transform as in the Singularity
Cancellation method is employed. As mentioned before, this allows for more flexibil-
ity in the integrand and will in fact allow us to treat the inner integrals of It1, It2 and It3
in an identical manner, despite the different kernel. With respect to a carefully selected
ro the integral I j(r) is transformed to polar coordinates (ρ,φ):
I j(r) =
∫ φ2
φ1
dφ
∫ ρ2(φ)
ρ1(φ)
g(|r − (r0 +ρuρ)|)ρdρ (3.18)
This point ro is found by first projecting r into the plane of the triangle S j and calling
this projection r p. If r p lies within S j, it is equal to ro. If r p lies outside the triangle, ro
is that point on the edge of the triangle that lies closest to r p. This process of finding
ro is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
rp
1
= ro
1
rp
2
ro
2
rp
3
ro
3
Figure 3.3: The point ro is found as the point on the triangle (or its edge) that is closest to r p. This
is illustrated for three different possibilities of r p.
Once ro is determined, S j is divided into one, two or three triangles (depending on
the location of ro), each having ro as one of their corners. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.
The total integral is expressed as the sum of the integrals over these subtriangles.
The integration over one subtriangle can be rewritten as
I j(r) =
∫ φe
0
dφ
∫ ρe(φ)
0
g(|r − (r0 +ρuρ)|)ρdρ (3.19)
which is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.4: The division into subtriangles for three different cases. The location of ro is indicated
by the small circle. Left: ro lies in the triangle, which is subdivided into three parts. Middle: ro lies
on the edge of the triangle, which is subdivided into two parts. Right: ro lies on the corner of the
triangle and no subdivision is needed.
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Figure 3.5: The integration domain for the separate subtriangles.
Let us first look at the radial integration for a subtriangle:
I j(r,φ) =
∫ ρe(φ)
0
g(|r − (r0 +ρuρ)|)ρdρ (3.20)
The endpoint of the integration ρe(φ) is dependent on the triangle shape, on the angular
coordinate and also on the value of rcut , which might truncate the integration domain.
The latter occurs when the endpoint is further away from r than the distance rcut .
In that case, the integration is carried out from ρ = 0 to ρ = ρe,t , such that the new
endpoint is rcut away from r. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. Clearly, this cut-off does
not compromise the accuracy, due to the rapid decay of the Green’s function.
Regarding the shape of the integrand, it must be noted that, while the polar coordi-
nate transform is capable of cancelling out a 1R singularity, I3 j leads to a
1
R2 singularity.
In addition, due to the conductive behaviour, the function will in any case have its least
smooth behaviour around ρ = 0. A very interesting approach to tackle such integrands
with possible endpoint singularities is the Double Exponential (DE) transform [7], es-
sentially mapping a [−1,1] region on a [−∞,+∞] region that can be handled with a
trapezoidal rule to exponential accuracy. This allows for the desired flexibility in terms
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Figure 3.6: The truncation of the radial integration domain from [0,ρe] to [0,ρe,t] to keep all quadra-
ture points within a distance rcut from r .
of kernel and expansion functions. The radial integrand now becomes (supressing de-
pendencies of φ and assuming ρe to indicate the integration endpoint, whether or not
truncated to ρe,t ):
I j(r,φ) = ρe2
∫
∞
−∞
g(|r − (r0 +ρ(t)uρ(t))|)ρ(t)ψ′(t)dt (3.21)
in which ρ(t) = ρe2 ψ(t)+
ρe
2 and with ψ(t) the so-called double exponential transform
given by ψ(t) = tanh
(
pi
2 sinh(t)
)
.
As an example, integral (3.21) is evaluated for the following data: r = (0,0,d),
ro = (0,0,0), uρ = (1,0,0) and ρe = 1. The results are given in Table 3.1 for a few
choices of the parameters. The use of the truncation distance rcut essentially imposes a
maximal absolute error on the integral. If the interaction distance d is well beyond the
skin depth δ, this may lead to a large relative error (because the value of the integral
is very small) which may amount to 1 if the entire integral is considered negligible.
However, in the MoM scheme, it is pointless to evaluate these integrals to higher pre-
cision because they barely contribute. Essentially, the more distant an interaction, the
less accurate its evaluation needs to be. That is exactly what the use of rcut accom-
plishes. Note that in all numerical experiments, both here and in the next sections, the
values of εrel are obtained through comparison with a numerical result using a much
higher amount of quadrature points, which is used as the reference result.
Having control over the radial integral, it is now used as the integrand for the
angular quadrature:
I j(r) =
∫ φe
0
I j(r,φ)dφ (3.22)
Regarding the choice of quadrature rule and number of sample points needed to evalu-
ate (3.22), it is important to notice that, when rcut is small compared to the dimensions
of the triangle, the integrand is actually not strongly dependent on φ because in that
case only a limited portion of the triangle has to be integrated over. This is illustrated
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Table 3.1: The relative error (εrel ) and absolute error (εabs) for the numerical evaluation of the radial
integral (3.21). The number of quadrature points for the double exponential formula is nρ.
δ (m) dδ εcut nρ εrel εabs
10−2 101 10−3 17 1 1.8 ·10−8
10−2 101 10−5 17 0.6 1.07 ·10−9
10−2 101 10−7 17 0.11 2.05 ·10−10
10−2 101 10−7 33 1.5 ·10−4 2.77 ·10−12
10−2 101 10−7 65 2.8 ·10−5 5.05 ·10−13
10−5 10−10 10−3 17 1.2 ·10−2 4.92 ·10−8
10−5 10−10 10−3 33 5.8 ·10−5 2.3 ·10−10
10−5 10−10 10−3 65 5.8 ·10−5 2.3 ·10−10
10−5 10−10 10−5 33 1.8 ·10−5 7.1 ·10−11
10−5 10−10 10−5 65 8.5 ·10−8 3.4 ·10−13
10−5 10−10 10−7 65 1.3 ·10−10 5 ·10−16
in Fig. 3.7. As such, in those cases, as little as one integration point is usually suffi-
cient. When the conductivity is high, these cases will occur quite often and it is worth
detecting them. If the complete triangle plays a role, then a Gaussian quadrature rule
is employed. For most practical purposes, 8 sample points in φ turn out to be suffi-
cient. In order to illustrate the obtainable accuracy and the fact that the complexity is
independent of the conductivity, we consider the following example. The triangle is
defined by the vertices (0,0,0), (1,0,0) and (0,1,0), the first of which is chosen to
be ro. Table 3.2 shows the accuracy of the angular integral for a few locations of the
observer point r, a few values of k and different numbers nφ of sample points for the
angular integration. The radial integration was performed with sufficient accuracy so
as not to influence the results.
Table 3.2: The relative error (εrel ) and absolute error (εabs) for the numerical evaluation of the
angular integral (3.22).
δ (m) rcut r nφ εrel εabs
10−3 0.011 (0.0,0.0,0.0) 1 9.99 ·10−6 4.4 ·10−11
10−3 0.018 (0.0,0.0,0.0) 1 9.99 ·10−6 4.4 ·10−10
10−2 0.11 (0.0,0.0,0.0) 1 9.99 ·10−6 4.4 ·10−9
10−2 0.11 (0.0,0.0,0.1) 1 0.22 4.4 ·10−9
10−2 0.11 (0.0,0.0,0.2) 1 1 4.4 ·10−13
10−1 1.15 (0.0,0.0,0.2) 1 8.18 ·10−5 4.8 ·10−8
10−1 1.15 (0.0,0.0,0.2) 8 2.49 ·10−5 15 ·10−8
10−1 1.15 (0.0,0.0,0.2) 16 2.34 ·10−5 1.4 ·10−8
It is clear that the previously described methods allow for efficient and accurate
evaluation of the inner integral (3.18). Application of the DE technique and the intro-
duction of rcut makes the calculation time and accuracy independent of the conduc-
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ro
Figure 3.7: The integration domain when rcut is smaller than the dimensions of the triangle. In
contrast, when rcut becomes larger, the integration domain becomes the entire triangle.
tivity. The inner integral will now serve as the integrand of the outer integral, over
triangle Si.
3.2 Outer Integral
The outer integral is given by
Ii j,2 =
∫
Si
I j(r)dS (3.23)
and the others have a similar form and can also be treated in a completely identical
manner as will be described in this subsection. However, for the sake of the argu-
ment, the approach will be focusing on Ii j,2. For the inner integral, the key to efficient
evaluation was a focusing of quadrature points in the regions where the integrand is
non-negligible (through the choice of rcut and the use of the DE transform). A simi-
lar objective lies behind the philosophy of the proposed method to evaluate the outer
integral. As an example, and to illustrate the difficulties, Fig. 3.8 shows two triangles
Si and S j that, when projected onto each other, overlap only partially. When the con-
ductivity is high, the parts on Si that are not very close to S j (basically within the
rcut range as previously determined) will hardly contribute to the outer integral. If the
two triangles are parallel and right above each other, the integrand will in fact hardly
change at all. The only regions on Si where the outer integrand is not smooth are those
that are very close to an edge of S j, because in that case the inner integrand and hence
the result of the inner integration changes rapidly. In order to accurately evaluate the
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integral, these latter regions will require special care. Our novel approach is designed
to determine those parts of S j that contribute to the outer integral and to focus the
quadrature points in those regions where the integrand changes rapidly.
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Figure 3.8: The situation of two triangles that only partially overlap when projected onto each other,
with the dashed line indicating the projection of the top triangle on the plane of the bottom triangle.
As a first step, the integration region on Si is reduced by eliminating those parts
that are too far from the plane of S j to yield any contribution. This is obtained by
calculating the intersection (if any) between Si and the region between two planes,
one at a distance rcut below and parallel to S j and a similar plane above S j. Depending
on the configuration, this leads to a single polygon with three, four or five edges. If
there is no intersection, Si is too far away from S j and the entire interaction integral,
in view of the previously chosen tolerance ε, can be considered zero. This process is
illustrated in Fig. 3.9.
The next step attempts to further reduce the integration domain and also identifies
those regions where a rapid change of the integrand can be expected. This in turn leads
to a subdivision of the integration domain in judiciously chosen subtriangles, such that
in the end quadrature points are distributed in such a way that the overall integration
precision is guaranteed. In order to achieve this, S j is first projected onto the plane of
Si. This projection is subsequently extended (in the plane of Si) with polygons, cov-
ering a distance of at least rcut from the original projection. The reduced integration
domain for the outer integral is then determined as the intersection between Si and
S j’s projection including its extensions. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. In this
particular example, the plane of triangle S j is parallel to that of Si (the geometry is
shown in Fig. 3.8). The solid black line in Fig. 3.10.a represents the projection S j,p of
S j in the plane of Si. We now first extend this projection S j,p over a distance rcut to
the outside. This extension is also shown in Fig. 3.10.a (the dashed lines). From this it
follows that the integration over Si can be restricted to the darkly shaded area (denoted
ˆS). Refering to the reasoning put forward w.r.t. the integration over φ in (3.22), it is
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Figure 3.9: The domain of Si (lying in the yz-plane) is reduced to the darkly shaded area (the
polygon ABCD), which is the intersection between Si and the (infinite) volume described by the
plane of S j (dashed thin line in the xy-plane) and its upward projection (dashed thick line) over a
distance rcut .
clear that the integrand will not vary uniformly over ˆS. In order to guarantee the overall
integration precision, the boundary of the projected triangle S j,p is now also extended
to the inside as depicted in Fig. 3.10.b, finally leading to the subdivision of ˆS in ele-
mentary integration polygons (6 in this particular example), as shown in Fig. 3.10.c.
The numerical integration over these polygons now leads to an overall positioning of
the sample points accounting for the exponential variation of the integrand imposed
by the Green’s functions (see Fig. 3.11 for a detail of the behaviour of this integrand),
as such making sure that the precision obtained for the inner integration (3.14) does
not get compromised when performing the outer integration (3.23).
To further illustrate the principles put forward by means of the example of
Fig. 3.10, we again turn to the example shown in Fig. 3.9. In this special case, the
projection S j,p of S j on Si reduces to the line AD in Fig. 3.9, as the planes of Si and S j
are perpendicular. Applying the procedure followed in the example of Fig. 3.10 now
simply amounts to the reduction of the outer integration domain to the polygon ABCD.
The combination of the first and second steps guarantees that the integrand in each
polygon is non-negligible and that each possible steep variation is covered by one
polygon. In a final step the actual integration needs to be carried out over these do-
mains. The easiest approach, which delivers accurate results, is to divide each polyon
into triangles and then consider all these triangles separately. Numerical quadrature
over a triangle is already present in most implementations, reducing the amount of
programming required. Note that, although beyond the scope of this chapter, this tech-
nique is also applicable to a more general class of problems, including higher order
basis functions and perhaps even anisotropic media, because no use is made of analyt-
ical expressions (as, for instance, in Singularity Extraction). An unrelated but impor-
tant matter is about whether or not it is allowed to use such large triangles (essentially
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using a λ10 for the background medium) if the inside of the object is conductive. The
motivation is that the rapid change of the electric field happens in a direction perpen-
dicular to the plane of the triangles and not in a transverse direction. As such, the basis
functions are still capable of capturing the changes in the equivalent surface current
densities. Of course, if sharp corners are present the mesh must be locally refined.
4. Performance
This section will evaluate the performance and accuracy for calculating the impedance
integrals for a few of the most interesting and challenging cases. The techniques de-
scribed in the previous sections will be applied to each of the integrals It1, It2 and I t3.
Three particular geometrical situations will be considered that are of particular impor-
tance to potential applications. These are the so-called self patch (when two triangles
overlap), the orthogonal neighbour patch (when they touch in a line and have orthogo-
nal planes) and the case of two parallel triangles that are close to each other. Note that
the self patch for I3 is always zero and consequently that the self patch for I t3 does not
need to be calculated.
4.1 Self Patch
The first example under consideration is that of the interaction between two identical
triangles, which is the cornerstone of the impedance matrix. The triangle is defined by
the vertices (0,0,0), (1,0,0) and (0,1,0). The material through which they interact
is chosen to be copper (σ ≈ 59.6 · 106S ·m−1) and the self patch integral is studied
at different frequencies. The challenging situations are those for which δ is small (or,
equivalently, |k| is large), which happens in the limits of high conductivity and high
frequency. The results are shown in Table 3.3. Note that the self patch contribution to
the K-operator is always zero [3], hence the omission of I t3 for this example.
Table 3.3: The relative errors (εrel,1 and εrel,2) for the numerical evaluation of the impedance in-
tegrals It1 and It2 in the case of a self patch. The number of quadrature points used for the outer
integration (3.23) is given by nO
f (Hz) δ (m) εcut (nO,nφ,nρ) εrel,1 εrel,2
104 6.4 ·10−4 10−3 (24,4,33) 1.2 ·10−3 1.1 ·10−3
104 6.4 ·10−4 10−5 (312,8,33) 1.9 ·10−5 1.1 ·10−5
105 2.0 ·10−4 10−3 (24,4,33) 1.0 ·10−3 0.9 ·10−3
105 2.0 ·10−4 10−5 (144,4,33) 1.2 ·10−6 5.1 ·10−6
106 6.4 ·10−5 10−3 (24,4,33) 1.0 ·10−3 1.0 ·10−3
106 6.4 ·10−5 10−5 (84,4,33) 3.2 ·10−6 3.8 ·10−6
107 2.0 ·10−5 10−3 (24,4,33) 1.0 ·10−3 1.0 ·10−3
107 2.0 ·10−5 10−5 (84,4,33) 7.0 ·10−6 8.0 ·10−6
108 6.4 ·10−6 10−3 (24,4,33) 1.0 ·10−3 1.0 ·10−3
108 6.4 ·10−6 10−5 (84,4,33) 1.0 ·10−5 0.9 ·10−5
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The results show that our approach is stable for small δ and can also achieve a
desired tolerance, for the frequency ranging over many orders of magnitude. Further
numerical tests show that our approach is stable for δ at least as small as 10−14m,
indicating the inherent robustness of our approach. Actually, the critical parameter in
determining the behaviour of the integrand is δdm , with dm the typical size of the mesh
elements (so dm = 1m for the self patch example). Taking a closer look at realistic
values of δdm , two frequency ranges need to be treated. In the case of high frequencies,
dm will be of the order of λ10 (with λ the wavelength in the background medium), while
in the low frequency regime, dm is determined by the geometry and can be considered
independent of the frequency. In the high frequency regime, with dm ≈ λ10 , we have
that δdm ≈
10
pic
√
ω
2µσ . As the frequency increases, the skin depth decreases as
1√
ω
, but
the discretisation of the triangles as 1ω , eventually leading to a situation where our
special approach is no longer required as the dimensions of the triangles become even
smaller than δ. However, for copper, δdm = 1 for ω = 1.4 · 1018s−1 (or f = 2.2 · 105
THz), so in practice any high frequency simulation for the microwave and millimeter
wave range involving copper (or other good conductors) requires the techniques we
previously described. At low frequencies, we have δdm =
1
dm
√
2
ωµσ and the parameter
depends both on the frequency and the geometry.
4.2 Neighbour Patch
While the self patch is critical for the contribution due to the T operator of the PM-
CHWT formulation [3], the associated impedance integrals discretising the K operator
are zero. The most common neighbour patches, namely those where the two triangles
lie in the same plane, also result in a zero contribution [3]. As such, here we will con-
sider the case of two orthogonal triangles that touch in one line (as shown in Fig. 3.9),
which, incidentally, is also of considerable practical importance. Si is again defined by
the vertices (0,0,0), (1,0,0) and (0,1,0), while S j has (0,0,0), (1,0,0) and (0,0,1) as
its corners. The remaining logarithmic edge singularity in the outer integral is a well-
known issue [3], but due to the focusing of our quadrature points in a small region
near the common edge, relatively good and stable results can be obtained by simply
applying a brute force Gaussian integration.
Table 3.4: The relative errors (εrel,3) for the numerical evaluation of the impedance integral I t3 in
the case of an orthogonal neighbour patch.
f (Hz) δ (m) εcut (nO,nφ,nρ) εrel,3
104 6.4 ·10−4 10−5 (210,8,33) 2.3 ·10−4
105 2.0 ·10−4 10−5 (210,8,33) 3.1 ·10−4
106 6.4 ·10−5 10−5 (210,8,33) 1.1 ·10−4
107 2.0 ·10−5 10−5 (210,8,33) 2.9 ·10−4
108 6.4 ·10−6 10−5 (210,8,33) 9.9 ·10−5
The results, shown in Table 3.4, demonstrate that it is possible to obtain an ac-
curacy that is more than enough for most applications. If a still better accuracy is
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required, certain approaches could be followed (e.g. [3]) to get rid of the remaining
edge singularity, but that is beyond the scope of this paper.
4.3 Thin Plate Triangles
In a practical application, many of the impedance integrals (for interaction through a
conductive medium) will be negligible, simply because the triangles are too distant
and the kernel is highly lossy. In many cases, only the self patch, neighbour patches
and point patches (when two triangles touch in exactly one point) contribute (the so-
called singular integrals). However, one exception is that of very thin plates, with a
thickness of the order of the skin depth or smaller. In that case, the interaction be-
tween the two walls through the conductive medium has an important contribution
and needs to be accounted for. An important aspect regarding accuracy is that these
integrals do not require the same accuracy as the self patch contribution because, due
to the lossy nature of the medium, they are perturbations of the diagonal. If the self
patch is known to 10−5 accuracy and the distance of the wall leads to a 10−3 drop
in interaction strength, then only approximately 10−2 relative accuracy is required for
the interactions through the wall. Any additional accuracy would get numerically lost
in the uncertainty on the self patch. Our approach automatically takes this into account
through the value of rcut . So, two types of relative errors will be given in the results,
namely εrel,2 =
|It2−It2,re f |
|It2,re f | and εrel,2,s =
|It2−It2,re f |
|It2,sp| , with It2,sp the evaluation of the self
patch integral corresponding to Si. To make it more challenging, we will consider tri-
angles that, while parallel (as is the case for thin walls), do not have a completely
overlapping support. This creates some difficulties for the outer integral, solved by
our approach. Si is defined by the vertices (0,0,0), (1,0,0) and (0,1,0) and S j by
(1,1,d), (0,1,d) and (1,0,d), where d is the thickness of the plate (and the distance
between the triangles). The results will again focus on the accuracy of It2. The results
are shown in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5: The relative errors εrel,2 and εrel,2,s for the numerical evaluation of the impedance integral
It2 in the case of near-singular parallel triangles.
f (Hz) d (m) εcut (nO,nφ,nρ) εrel,2 εrel,2,s
104 10−5 10−5 (112,8,33) 7.0 ·10−6 3.5 ·10−6
104 10−4 10−5 (112,8,33) 7.9 ·10−6 3.4 ·10−6
104 10−3 10−5 (112,8,33) 2.7 ·10−5 3.0 ·10−6
104 10−2 10−5 (112,8,33) 1 8.1 ·10−8
106 10−5 10−5 (112,8,33) 1.0 ·10−5 4.3 ·10−6
106 10−4 10−5 (112,8,33) 4.1 ·10−5 4.5 ·10−6
106 10−3 10−5 (112,8,33) 1 8.1 ·10−8
108 10−5 10−5 (112,8,33) 4.3 ·10−5 4.6 ·10−6
108 10−4 10−5 (112,8,33) 4.3 ·10−5 8.1 ·10−8
The cases where εrel,2 = 1 are the result of rcut being smaller than d (meaning that
the integral will be evaluated to zero). However, as shown by εrel,2,s ≤ 10−5, this is
within our desired tolerance.
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5. Numerical Example
To illustrate the previously developed techniques, we will consider the practical case
of very thin, conductive walls, which was in fact the original motivation for this work.
If the wall thickness is of the order of the skin depth or smaller, the ‘tunneling effect’
cannot be neglected and a full-wave solution is required. In order to allow verification
of the numerical result, a configuration will be chosen that allows comparison with an
analytical solution. Figure 3.12 displays this geometry (not to scale), which consists
of a hollow conductive sphere with radius R and thickness d.
The parameters are chosen as follows: R = 1m, d = 10µm, σ = 59.6 · 106S ·m−1
(copper). The incoming plane wave has a frequency of 4.77 ·107 Hz (so k = 1 for the
background medium) and is linearly polarised with k = (1,0,0) and E in = (0,0,1).
The skin depth of copper at this frequency is δ = 9.46µm. The surfaces of each sphere
are discretised in 584 triangles, leading to a total of 3504 unknowns. The impedance
integrals were calculated with a tolerance of 10−5.
The results are displayed in Fig. 3.13, comparing the total simulated field with
the analytical result obtained from the Mie series. The results are plotted along the
dashed line shown in Fig. 3.12 (which is the x-axis). The error is represented as
10 log10(|Esim −Ean|), which is a measure for the distance in the complex plane. As
such, it compares the complex field values, taking both amplitude and phase into ac-
count. The distance between the data and the error can be interpreted as the relative
accuracy of the result. This is better than 1%, except close to the walls. This is due to
geometrical meshing error (flat triangles are used to model a curved surface). Similar
results are very difficult to obtain with a method that discretises the volume instead of
the boundaries. In order to catch this behaviour it is, however, necessary to accurately
evaluate the impedance integrals.
In a second simulation, using the same geometry as shown in Fig. 3.12, we evaluate
the Shield Penetration (SP) for these enclosures for various values of d. The SP, in this
case, is defined as
SP = 20log10
( |E(0,0,0)|
|E in(0,0,0)|
)
(3.24)
The results are shown in Fig. 3.14 for dσ ranging from 0.1 to 10, with the error defined
in the same way as for Fig. 3.13. Clearly the simulations agree very well with the
analytical solution throughout the entire domain.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Triangle Si (lightly and darkly shaded area) is reduced to the region forming its
intersection with the projection S j,p (solid line) of triangle S j and its extensions to the outside over a
distance rcut (dashed lines). The darkly shaded area ˆS is the resulting domain for the outer integration.
(b) In addition to the outward extension, the projection S j,p must also be extended inwards. This does
not change the total integration domain, but it influences the division into polygons. The white dashed
lines indicate the region that is shown in detail in Fig. 3.11 (c) Schematic representation of the total
integration domain (identical to the darkly shaded area in (a) and (b)), subdivided into the polygons
over which the individual integrations takes place.
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(a)
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Figure 3.11: (a) A detail of the absolute value of the inner integrand (in dB), in the region indicated
by the the white dashed lines in Fig. 3.10.b. In that example, rcut is equal to 0.05 and was chosen
to achieve a 10−5 accuracy. Here we see the exponential behaviour of the integrand near the edges
(indicated by the black lines), dropping below 10−5 beyond a distance rcut . The outward extension of
the projection is indicated by the white dashdot line. (b) Similar to (a), but now showing the absolute
value of the inner integrand (in dB) minus its value at (0.4,0.4,0). The white dashdot lines indicate
the inward extension.
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Figure 3.12: The geometry for the numerical example.
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Figure 3.13: A comparison (between simulation and analytical result) of the electric field after
scattering at a very thin conductive shell.
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Figure 3.14: The Shield Penetration as a function of d, calculated both analytically and numerically.
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PART II
FAST MULTIPOLE METHODS

CHAPTER 4
Introduction
FFF
The complexity (both calculation time and memory) of the Method of Moments
is O
(
N2
)
. This means a fourfold increase in resources if the problem size dou-
bles. In this section, the techniques to accelerate solution and compress mem-
ory will be introduced, before finally giving a short history of the Fast Multi-
pole Methods, showing the different stages it went through and introducing the
choices made in the next chapter.
1. Fast Techniques in the MoM
The Method of Moments (MoM) based on Boundary Integral Equations (BIE) only
requires discretisation of the surface of the domains. Most other numerical techniques
use basis functions inside the volume as well, generally leading to a higher amount
of unknowns. However, the impedance matrix resulting from the MoM is fully dense,
describing the interactions through the Green’s function. Storage of this matrix would
require O
(
N2
)
memory. In addition, straightforward direct inversion would require
O
(
N3
)
calculation time. Both these complexities prohibit the simulation of the very
large structures that are aimed for in this thesis.
Techniques to accelerate the solution and compress the memory usage can be di-
vided into two main categories, namely direct and iterative solution. The direct solvers
(e.g. [1] and [2]) attempt to generate the inverse of the impedance matrix with an
acceptable complexity. Iterative solvers, on the other hand, never form the explicit
inverse, but obtain the solution to the linear system through a converging iterative
process.
Both methods have their advantages. Once the inverse matrix has been generated
(usually in compressed and approximative form), the solution of the system can be
obtained very rapidly. This makes direct solution attractive if scattering due to a lot
of different incoming fields is sought. Additionally, direct solution can be more stable
because it doesn’t rely on an iterative process which might or might not converge.
However, assuming that the impedance matrix is sufficiently well-conditioned, an it-
erative solution is more powerful, due to a lower complexity - in particular in the high
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frequency regime. Comparing the approximate world records for both iterative [3] and
direct solution, we see that the former manages problems that are up to two orders of
magnitude larger (in terms of number of unknowns).
Our objective in this work is the solution of scattering problems containing many
unknowns and at all frequencies. Assuming for now that the conditioning problems
can be controlled (by preconditioners, see Part III), this suggests the use of iterative
methods and the remainder of the text will be devoted exclusively to these.
An iterative solution requires calculation of the so-called matrix-vector product.
Let us look at the following linear system
¯Z ·X =E (4.1)
After proposition of an initial guess X0 (often simply a vector of zeroes, but not
necessarily), it is possible to see how accurate this guess is through evaluation of
|¯Z ·X 0−E |. If this is close enough to zero (i.e. within a certain tolerance), the solution
is found. Otherwise, the difference between ¯Z ·X 0 and E allows certain algorithms
(like BiCGStab and TFQMR) to propose a new guess, X 1, that is hopefully closer to
the actual result. This process can be repeated until a satisfactory solution is found.
The complexity of this scheme is O
(
Nit N2
)
, with Nit the number of iterations
required and N the number of unknowns. The quadratic dependency is due to the
matrix-vector product. Additionally, the memory requirements still scale as O
(
N2
)
(for storage of the impedance matrix). It is clear that both storage of and multiplying
with the system matrix is limiting the achievable problem size. In the past, a num-
ber of techniques have been developed to allow compressed storage and also faster
multiplication. A non-exhaustive list is the Adaptive Integral Method (AIM) [4], the
Adaptive Cross Approximation (ACA) method [5], [6], the use of Fast Fourier Trans-
forms (FFT) and the Fast Multipole Method (FMM). In general, each of them have
their advantage, but the FMM is most flexible with regard to complexity of the struc-
ture. For instance, using the FFT is only efficient if the surfaces are discretised in a
very structured and regular grid. This imposes considerable restraints when simulat-
ing, for instance, curved surfaces. The FMM allows for a very elegant error-control
and its compression is based on physical arguments. As will be shown further in this
chapter, it reduces the complexity for a matrix-vector product from O
(
N2
)
to either
O (N) or O (N logN), depending on whether it is a low frequency or high frequency
problem. In addition, the same complexity is achieved for the memory requirements as
well. In other words, the impedance matrix is never stored entirely. The memory con-
tains only those operators which are required by the FMM to execute a matrix-vector
product, and these scale as O (N logN). In the next section, we will briefly revisit the
history of the FMM.
2. History of Fast Multipole Methods
Many different fields in physics are confronted with the so-called N-body problem,
meaning that N different bodies all interact with each other. Naturally, this leads to
O
(
N2
)
interactions. A number of examples are the effect of gravity in a cluster of
stars, like a galaxy, or the Coulomb interaction between charged particles. Before the
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mid eighties, the only way to reduce the complexity was through the use of an FFT
approach, which puts restrictions on the grid. However, between 1985 and 1988 a
number of authors more or less independently discovered a hierarchical approach to
reduce the complexity to O (N logN) or O (N), depending on the details of the imple-
mentation and the kernel [7], [8], [9], [10]. Originally, the focus was on gravitational
and electrostatic problems. The typical overhead of FMM implementations, manifest
at a low number of unknowns, made their breakthrough rather slow, but application
exploded throughout the nineties when multi-level schemes for the electrodynamic
case were devised, like the MLFMA [11], and aided by the continuous improvement
of computer infrastructure. The FMM was named one of the ten most important algo-
rithms of the 20th century [12]. The high frequency suitable MLFMA (Chapter 5) be-
came the industrial standard, but reseach continued towards both ends of the spectrum.
At low frequencies (Chapter 6), which is closest to the original formulations of FMM
because the dynamic effect doesn’t play a dominant role, the main challenge was to
find a way to obtain diagonal translations. At the high frequency end, algorithms are
being devised that are reminiscent of ray theory but are error-controllable and are de-
rived from the traditional FMM [11]. These, however, will not be considered further
in this book. At the moment of writing, a number of truly broadband algorithms exist,
one of which will be discussed in Chapter 7. A large amount of academic research was
put into parallellising the FMM. Unlike FE or FDTD, its parallellisation is far from
trivial and achieving scalability and a high parallel efficiency is only possible through
rather complicated algorithms. This subject will briefly be touched upon in Chapter 8.
Recently, FMM was also leveraged to achieve a powerful O (N logN) preconditioner
( [13] and Chapter 10). On what is approximately the 25th anniversity of FMM, it is
widely regarded as the most promising approach to accelerate MoM BIE problems.
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CHAPTER 5
FMM at High Frequencies
FFF
In this chapter, a Multi-Level Fast Multipole Algorithm (MLFMA) will be de-
scribed, by means of background material, that is stable at high frequencies. It
was originally devised by Chew in the mid nineties [1], [2]. Later, Sarvas [3]
discovered how the FFT could be leveraged to obtain very accurate and effi-
cient interpolations. Examples will be given to illustrate the efficiency of the
method itself, as well as that of our own implementation.
1. MLFMA
The starting point of the MLFMA is the arrangement of all basis and test functions
from the MoM in a regular grid of boxes of a certain size. This size is called the Min-
imal Box Size (MBS). Each basis and test function is attributed to one box (based on
its location), as shown in Figure 5.1. The way in which all Fast Multipole Methods
reduce the matrix-vector complexity is by treating the interactions between expansion
functions in distant boxes in a much more effective way, namely through a decompo-
sition of the Green’s function. Let us consider two boxes, with centers at rC,1 and rC,2.
The first box has Nb1 basis functions (RWGs), denoted by bi, while the second box has
Nt2 test functions (also RWGs), denoted by t j. Each function is attributed a location,
usually defined by its center of mass. These locations are denoted as rb,i and rt, j for
the basis and test functions, respectively. In order to understand how the decomposi-
tion of the Green’s function leads to a computational gain, we look at the following
interaction between one basis function and one test function,
I ji,x =
∫
S j
t j,x(r)
∫
S j
g(|r −r′|)bi,x(r ′)dS′dS (5.1)
in which t j,x and bi,x refer to the x-component of the vectorial expansion functions.
This is one scalar carthesian part of the vector potential. The complete tested vectorial
potential would be given by,
I ji = I ji,x + I ji,y+ I ji,z (5.2)
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MBS
Figure 5.1: The division of expansion functions into boxes. The black dots indicate the location of
basis and test functions, whilst the red lines form the boxes (in a 2D representation). The blue arrows
show two examples of boxes that are distant enough to be handled through FMM interaction. The
green arrow is an example of two boxes that are too near to be handled with FMM and should be
treated classically.
Later the fully vectorial case involving the complete Green’s dyadic will be discussed.
The MLFMA uses the following addition theorem to decompose the Green’s function
[2], [4],
e− jkr
4pir
=− jk
(4pi)2
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
e− jk(θ,φ)·aT (krT ,θ,φ)e− jk(θ,φ)·d sinθdθdφ (5.3)
with a, rT and d illustrated in Figure 5.2 and with
T (krT ,θ,φ)≈
L
∑
l=0
(2l+ 1)(− j)nh(2)l (krT )Pl(ˆk, rˆT ) (5.4)
with Pl the Legendre polynomial of order l, h
(2)
l the spherical hankel function of the
second kind and of order l, ˆk and rˆT the unit vectors in the direction of, respectively,
k and rT , and in which the sum has been truncated to L+ 1 terms. This truncation has
a (controllable) error, a topic that will be revisited further in this section. As a result,
the interaction element 5.1 can be written as,
I ji,x =− jk
(4pi)2
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
(∫
S j
t j,xe− jk·(r−rC,2)dS
)
·T (krT ,θ,φ)·(∫
Si
bi,xe− jk·(rC,1−r
′)dS
)
sinθdθdφ
Introducing a few shorthands,
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r
a d
rT
Figure 5.2: Example of an aggregation vector a, a translation vector rT and a disaggregation vector
d , such that r = a +rT +d .
Ai,x(k) =
∫
Si
bi,x(r ′)e− jk·(rC,1−r
′)dS (5.5)
D j,x(k) =
∫
S j
t j,x(r ′)e− jk·(r−rC,2)dS (5.6)
this can be written as,
I ji,x =− jk
(4pi)2
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
D j,x(k)T (krT ,θ,φ)Ai,x(k)sin θdθdφ (5.7)
identifying the different phases of aggregation (A), translation (T) and disaggregation
(D). Assuming a suitable quadrature rule (with Q sample points) is chosen for the
integration over the Ewald sphere, this can be numerically approximated as
I ji,x = ¯D j,x · ¯T · ¯Ai,x (5.8)
with ¯D j,x a 1×Q matrix, ¯T a diagonal Q×Q matrix, and ¯Ai,x a Q× 1 matrix. It
is important to note that the aggregation phase only depends on the basis function
and the center of its box, the translation only on the centers of the two boxes and
the disaggregation phase only on the test function and the location of its box. Of
course, doing this for just one interaction element increases the computational load
considerably. However, because the different stages are now separated, multiplication
of a vector with the entire interaction block ¯Z ji between all Nb1 basis functions and
Nt2 test functions can now be handled in a considerably more efficient manner. Let us
consider
¯E j,x = ¯Z ji,x · ¯Ji (5.9)
with ¯Ji an Nb1 × 1 vector containing the coefficients of the basis functions in the ex-
pansion and ¯E j,x the Nt2 × 1 matrix containing the result of the multiplication. This
can now be decomposed as
¯E j,x = ¯D j,x · ¯T · ¯Ai,x · ¯Ji (5.10)
with, in this case, ¯D j,x a Nt2 ×Q matrix, ¯T still a diagonal Q×Q matrix and ¯Ai,x a
Q×Nb1 matrix. It gets even better when realising that once the basis functions of a
group have been aggregated into what is called an outgoing radiation pattern, this can
be used again for translations to other distant groups. In addition, the disaggregation
needs to be done only once, because contributions ¯T · ¯Ai,x from different distant boxes
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can be added together (in an incoming radiation pattern) before finally disaggregat-
ing to the test functions. There is only one downside: in order for the decomposition
of the Green’s function to be stable, there must be a distance of at least one box be-
tween a source and observer box. In other words, interactions that aren’t distant (see
Figure 5.1), still need to be calculated in the classical manner. These are referred
to as ’near interactions’. It can be shown that this scheme leads to a complexity of
O
(
N1.5
) [2] for the calculation of the entire matrix-vector product, which is already a
drastic improvement compared to the O
(
N2
)
of the fully classical approach (see Part
I).
In order to further bring down the computational complexity of the algorithm, it
is necessary to extend the scheme to multiple levels [2]. At this point, all the expan-
sion functions have been attributed to a box, but this concept can be taken further by
grouping these boxes into boxes that contain eight times the volume of those at the
level below. This process is continued until the entire structure is contained by one
single box at the top level and the result is a so-called oct tree. In the remainder of this
thesis, this top level will be denoted as level 0, the one below that is level 1 and so on
until the original smallest boxes, at level L . One difficulty is that a level with larger
boxes will require a larger number of sample points Q in order to maintain the desired
accuracy. This can be achieved through an interpolation of the radiation patterns. In
addition, an outgoing radiation pattern at level l is expressed around the center of a box
at level l, whereas that of the level above needs to be expressed in coordinates around
the parent box’s center. This requires the outgoing radiation pattern to be shifted to the
new center of origin. Without going into too much detail, the scheme for an interaction
between boxes j and i at level L but translated at level L− 1 would be:
¯E j,x = ¯D j,x ·¯ITL,L−1 · ¯Spc · ¯T · ·¯Scp ·¯IL,L−1 · ¯Ai,x · ¯Ji (5.11)
with ¯IL,L−1 the interpolation between sampling rates at levels L and L − 1, ¯ITL,L−1
the corresponding anterpolation and the ¯S diagonal matrices that shift between centers
of outgoing radiation patterns (with ‘cp’ meaning ’child to parent’ and vice-versa for
‘pc’).
A question that remains is how to choose the Ql sample points at level l to allow
accurate integration over the Ewald sphere. In [2], the [0,2pi] integration over φ is
tackled with a 2Ll +1 point trapezoidal rule, whilst the [0,pi] integration over θ can be
done accurately using a Gauss-Legendre quadrature rule using Ll + 1 samples. Here,
Ll is the truncation limit for the translation operator on the corresponding level l.
So, in the MLFMA as proposed by [2], Ql = (2Ll + 1)(Ll + 1). This guarantees that
the numerical integration will contribute less or at most equally to the overall error
as compared to the truncation error of the translation operator. What remains is the
choice of Ll in order to guarantee a desired accuracy of ε. An explicit formula (‘the
excesss bandwidth formula’), proposed by [2], gives
Ll ≈ kdl + 1.8log2/3(1/ε)(kdl)1/3 (5.12)
with dl the box size at level l. As can be seen, from a certain level on, this is approx-
imately proportional to the box size. This implies that, in the high frequency region,
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the number of quadrature points Ql increases about fourfold when going to a higher
level in the tree. The broadband situation will be discussed in Chapter 7. In [2], a local
Lagrangian interpolation scheme is used and its exponential accuracy is demonstrated.
However, in the next section, an alternative will be discussed, first proposed by [3],
which uses uniform sampling in both the θ and φ coordinates and can leverage the FFT
for an exact global interpolation that is nevertheless quite fast, and which we used in
our implementation.
Until now, only the case of a scalar FMM has been considered, i.e. using the de-
composition for the scalar Green’s function. However, the operator that maps J on E
is the Green’s dyadic. In other words, the interaction to be calculated is,
Iee, ji =
∫
S j
t j(r) ·
∫
Si
¯Gee(r −r′) ·bi(r ′)dS′dS (5.13)
In [2] it is shown how the following addition theorem is valid for the Green’s dyadic,
¯Gee(r −r ′) =− jk
(4pi)2
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
(¯I− ˆkˆk)e− jk(θ,φ)·aT (krT ,θ,φ)e− jk(θ,φ)·d sinθdθdφ
(5.14)
with a = rC,1−r′ and d = r−rC,2 the aggregation and disaggregation vectors, respec-
tively.
The incoming and outgoing vectorial radiation patterns can be described with only
two independent components, usually chosen along ˆφ and ˆθ. This comes down to the
following scheme
Iee, ji =
(
¯Dφ
¯Dθ
)T
·
(
¯T 0
0 ¯T
)
·
(
¯Aφ
¯Aθ
)
(5.15)
Interestingly, the integral describing the magnetic-electric interaction, i.e using ¯Gme
can easily be expressed in terms of the previous notation,
Ime, ji =
(− ¯Dθ
¯Dφ
)T
·
(
¯T 0
0 ¯T
)
·
(
¯Aφ
¯Aθ
)
(5.16)
Note that the considerations regarding Ql must be slightly corrected compared to
the scalar case. Typically, in the high frequency regime, the same accuracy can be
achieved as in the scalar case by increasing Ll with two for the electric-electric Green’s
dyadic and with one for the magnetic-electric case [2]. Again, this will be considered
in a broadband context [5] in a later chapter.
2. MLFMA with Uniform Sampling
In the previous chapter, the MLFMA was introduced in its original form, with uniform
sampling along φ and Gauss-Legendre quadrature points for θ. The downside of this
scheme is that it requires some form of local interpolation, which can introduce an ad-
ditional error. In [3], it was demonstrated how uniform sampling for both coordinates
can be used, which allows global interpolation using FFT. This is a numerically exact
scheme, making the entire FMM process more easily error controllable.
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Given its importance, it will be revisited here in a very concise manner and also ap-
plied to the vectorial case. Consider first the scalar case, the integrals to be calculated
are of the form (see previous section):
I ji =− jk
(4pi)2
∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
D j(k)T (krT ,θ,φ)Ai(k)sinθdθdφ (5.17)
Because an expansion in trigonometric functions will be used (rather than spherical
harmonics, like in the MLFMA from the previous section), which are orthogonal only
on [0,2pi] [3], the integral must be extended as follows:
I ji =−12
jk
(4pi)2
∫ 2pi
0
∫ 2pi
0
D j(k)T (krT ,θ,φ)|sin θ|Ai(k)dθdφ (5.18)
which is allowed due to the spherical nature of the functions involved (see Appendix
A). Assuming that D j(k) can be represented with a sample rate of (2M + 1,2N),
the integral can be evaluated accurately if T (krT ,θ,φ)|sin θ|Ai(k) (which is not band
limited) is also truncated to this sample rate. Leveraging an analytic expression for
T (krT ,θ,φ)|sin θ| [6], this can be done in a very efficient manner. The most memory
efficient scheme is to sample Ai(k) at (2M + 1,2N), interpolate it to 2(2M + 1,2N),
truncate T (krT ,θ,φ)|sin θ| to 2(2M + 1,2N), do an element-wise multiplication and
truncate the result to (2M+1,2N). This can be done at any level. In general, however,
we will prefer to simply store everything at twice the minimal sample rate. Whilst a
bit more expensive in terms of memory, it does save a few interpolations and anterpo-
lations, leading, in general, to a faster solution.
The vectorial case is only slightly more complicated. In this case (due to the ad-
ditional trigonometric factors that project the vectorial radiation pattern on the unit
vectors), the functions are antispherical (see Appendix A). This requires minor mod-
ifications to the interpolation and anterpolation routines, but is otherwise virtually
identical.
3. Examples
First, the complexity of the algorithm will be verified. In order to do this, we look at
a cubic PEC object which is illuminated by a plane wave at a frequency of 4.77 ·107
Hz (i.e. λ = 2pim and k = 1
m
). Using a characteristic mesh discretisation of 0.5m, the
size of the cube is progressively increased and the time for one iteration is measured.
The results are shown in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.3 (which also includes data for the
low frequency FMM that will be treated in the next chapter). It is obvious that the
complexity is only slightly superlinear, which proves the improved properties of the
FMM algorithm over the classical approach.
A first numerical example shows the scattering at three Thunderbirds [7]. One
Thunderbird has a total wingspan of about 9m and a length of roughly 14m, which
corresponds to about 15 wavelengths. In order to avoid spurious solutions at these
frequencies, the CFIE was employed and the total number of unknowns is equal to
1025559. The incoming plane wave hits the airplanes head on with a linear polarisa-
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Table 5.1: The iteration time Tit for a high frequency FMM simulation with N unknowns and
requiring L levels at which there are translations. The size of the cube is denoted by z.
z (m) z/λ N Tit (s) L
20 3.18 28800 2.7 3
30 4.77 64800 6.5 3
40 6.37 115200 12.0 4
50 7.96 180000 19.6 4
60 9.55 259200 28.8 4
70 11.1 352800 40.7 5
80 12.7 460800 54.1 5
90 14.3 583200 71.0 5
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Figure 5.3: The iteration time as a function of number of unknowns, for the high frequency (HF)
case and the low frequency (LF) case.
tion orthogonal to the plane of the wings. The induced electrical currents are shown in
Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.5 shows the induced current densities on an Airbus A380 passenger air-
liner, which has an overall length of 73m and a wingspan of approximately 80m, for
an incoming plane wave striking head on again at a frequency of 4.77 ·108 Hz.
A final example, this time featuring only dielectrics, shows a waveguide for opti-
cal purposes, illustrating the use of full-wave scattering techniques in microphotonics
applications. The waveguide itself is silicon, modelled as a dielectric with permittivity
12.5. The substrate is an insulator with dielectric permittivity 2.25. The total number
of unknowns is 139174. The (equivalent electrical) current density is shown in Fig-
ure 5.6, for a simulation at a (vacuum) wavelength of 1.05µm, which is in the high
infrared region. The source is a dipole, y-polarised, at the beginning of the waveguide.
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Figure 5.4: The induced electrical currents on a squadron of thunderbirds.
Figure 5.5: The induced electrical currents on an Airbus A380.
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Figure 5.6: The induced (equivalent) currents on the optical waveguide. All dimensions are in µm.
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CHAPTER 6
FMM at Low Frequencies
FFF
The MLFMA becomes unstable at low frequencies. The reason for this break-
down is investigated in this chapter and LF stable alternatives are discussed.
The alternative that will be chosen for the remainder of this book, i.e. the NSP-
WMLFMA, was first published in [1] and only a summary is given here, in a
highly condensed manner.
1. Low Frequency Breakdown
The MLFMA [2], discussed in the previous section, is a far field algorithm. This means
it is particularly effective for simulations at a high frequency, characterised by a dis-
cretisation into elements (usually RWGs) that are approximately λ10 in size. Those can
be grouped in boxes of roughly λ4 to
λ
2 and translations in that case would be of the
order of a wavelength or longer. However, at lower frequencies, the electrical size of
the discretisation elements and the FMM boxes becomes smaller and unfortunately
this causes the MLFMA to break down. The reason for this behaviour is to be found
in the addition theorem and the corresponding translation operator, repeated here for
clarity,
T (krT ,θ,φ) =
L
∑
l=0
(2l + 1)(− j)nh(2)l (krT )Pl(ˆk, rˆT ) (6.1)
The spherical Hankel function h(2)l (krT ) increases superexponentially as a function of
its order l if l > krT . This means that the higher order terms in the series can numeri-
cally dominate the lower order terms. After the numerical integration, the contribution
of the higher order terms should be reduced to being merely a correcting term, how-
ever the numbers are stored in finite precision and the lower term contribution can be
numerically lost. This process is intuitively rooted in the MLFMA using propagating
waves only and as such requiring near field information to be recovered from what
is essentially a far field process. This becomes more ill-conditioned as the frequency
goes down, requiring an increasing amount of numerical accuracy in the radiation pat-
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terns. In double precision, though, the accuracy is inherently limited to δ = 2.2 ·10−16
and as such a breakdown of this scheme is unavoidable. One way to estimate if the
addition theorem will be stable or not, is to see how much can be recovered from the
lowest order term after it has been added to the highest order term. From the translation
operator, it can easily be deduced that if
δ(2L+ 1)|h(2)L (krT )|> εh(2)0 (krT ) (6.2)
the required accuracy ε can never be achieved. Of course, this limits the accuracy even
at high frequencies, but this does not prohibit the use of the MLFMA for most practical
applications. Scattering simulations at lower frequencies, though, require an alterna-
tive approach. Over the past few years, a number of algorithms have been suggested.
Essentially, there are three main categories. One approach is to use a multipole expan-
sion of the Green’s function [2] rather than a decomposition into plane waves. Unfor-
tunately, these lead to translations that are not diagonal. As such, even though they are
essentially O (N logN), they are nevertheless quite slow. A significant improvement
are the algorithms that employ a spectral decomposition [3], [4], [5] of the Green’s
function. This leads to a division into propagating and evanescent waves [6]. How-
ever, the spectral decomposition is only valid in one half plane. As such, six different
radiation patterns are required to cover the entire space. Even though, in general, this
is still faster than the multipole expansions, further improvement is possible. A final
class of algorithms starts from the MLFMA formulation but shifts the θ-integration
domain into the complex plane. The direct result is a normalisation of the terms in
the translation operator, which avoids the numerical breakdown. More intuitively, the
shift results in radiation patterns that contain more near field information. This was
first attempted in the UMLFMA [7], [8], which regrettably had only limited error-
control. Recently, the same principle was applied in the Nondirectional Stable Plane
Wave MLFMA (NSPWMLFMA) [1]. The latter will be the subject of the next section.
2. NSPWMLFMA
The concept of the NSPWMLFMA is given here in summarised form and for more
detail, the interested reader is referred to [1]. First of all, translations that occur in the
z-direction are stabilised. For these, the translation operator simplifies to
T (krTuz,θ,φ) =
L
∑
l=0
(2l+ 1)(− j)nh(2)l (krT )Pl(cosθ) (6.3)
A Fourier series of this translation operator now requires only a decomposition in θ,
T (krTuz,θ,φ) =
L
∑
l=0
bne jnθ (6.4)
with
bn =
1
2pi
L
∑
l=0
(2l + 1) j−lh(2)l (krT )
∫ 2pi
0
Pl(cosθ)|sin θ|e− jnθdθ (6.5)
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It appears now that the integral can be evaluated in closed form, hence resulting in an
analytical representation for the translation operator (which can be found in [1]). In
order to arrive at a stable formulation, the translation operator is cast into a one-sided
form and the integration over θ is shifted into the complex plane over a distance χ.
The addition theorem becomes
e− jkr
4pir
=− jk
(4pi)2
∫ 2pi
0
∫ 2pi+ jχ
0+ jχ
e− jk(θ,φ)·(a+d)
[
L
∑
n=0
qnbne jnθ
]
dθdφ (6.6)
with a and d again indicating the aggregation and disaggregation vector (see Fig-
ure 5.2). If χ is now chosen such that the higher order term and lower order term
of the translation operator are equal, this has been demonstrated to lead to a stable
representation. So, on every level of the FMM tree, χ is chosen such that
χ = 1
L
ln
∣∣∣∣2bLb0
∣∣∣∣ , (6.7)
using (6.5) for the evaluation of bL and b0. Due to the shift in the complex plane, the
additional factor e−nχ manages to compensate the superexponential blow-up of the
spherical hankel function. As shown in [1], the achievable accuracy is still slightly
limited, but in general more than enough for any practical application.
Until now, only translations in the z-direction have been considered. The case of
other translations is more complicated and in order to tackle these, it is necessary to
use a rotation that converts them in z-directed translations. Let us look at the transla-
tion vector rT and assume it can be written as
rT = rT ¯R ·uz (6.8)
with ¯R a rotation matrix. The corresponding rotation of the k-space, to guarantee that
the translation is in the z-direction, then leads to
e− jkr
4pir
=− jk
(4pi)2
∫ 2pi
0
∫ 2pi+ jχ
0+ jχ
e− j( ¯R·k)·(a+d)
[
L
∑
n=0
qnbne jnθ
]
dθdφ (6.9)
Obviously, this scheme cannot be efficiently employed, because it would require the
evaluation of the radiation pattern in a different set of sample points for all translations
with a different direction. The solution is to generate a basis set of sample points
from which the desired radiation pattern can be generated easily. First, let us denote
e− j( ¯R·k)·(a+d) by Ψ(k). This function can be expanded in spherical harmonics up to
order L (which guarantees an accuracy of ε):
Ψ(k) =
L
∑
l=0
l
∑
m=−l
al,mYl,m(k) (6.10)
with
al,m = 4pi j−l jl(krad)Y ∗l,m(rˆad) (6.11)
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with rad = a +d . As a consequence, for any Ψ(k) there are only (L+ 1)2 degrees of
freedom and if such a number of samples is known, its evaluation in any other direction
could easily be calculated through the coefficients al,m, by solving a linear system of
equations. In order to guarantee that this linear system is not ill-conditioned, the basis
sample points are chosen through a QR from a representative set that is assumed to
contain all the information needed to do the translations in all directions. Let us assume
that we have a set of N wave vectors kn (their choice will be discussed further), and
define the following:
[ ¯M]l(l+1)+m+1,n = jl(2krB) (6.12)
[a]l(l+1)+m+1 =
al,m
jl(2krB) (6.13)
[Ψ]n = Ψ(kn) (6.14)
which satisfies
¯MT ·a =Ψ (6.15)
The QR algorithm applied to this matrix ¯M essentially results in the matrices ¯P, ¯Q and
¯R, such that
¯M · ¯P = ¯Q · ¯R (6.16)
The (L+ 1)2 wavevectors kns that are selected correspond to the non-zero elements
in the first ns columns of ¯P. Of course, when using these wave vectors to construct
the radiation patterns, modified translation operators will also be needed. In order to
construct these, the previous equation is rewritten as
[
¯M11 ¯M12
] ·[ ¯P11 ¯P12
¯P21 ¯P22
]
= ¯Q11 ·
[
¯R11 ¯R12
] (6.17)
with the submatrices ¯M11, ¯P11, ¯Q11 and ¯R11 all of dimensions (L + 1)2 × (L + 1)2.
Using these, we find that the addition theorem, sampled in the points (θn,φn) (repre-
senting the uniform sampling in some direction that can be rotated to z through ¯R, is
given by
e− jkr
4pir
=
− jk
4NθNφ
(Ψs)T ·
[
¯R−111 · ¯Q−111 · ¯Y ·T z
]
(6.18)
with
[ ¯Y]l(l+1)+m+1,Nφ(nθ−1)+nφ = jl(2krB)Yl,m( ¯R ·k(θn + jχ,φn)) (6.19)
and Ψs the evalution of Ψ in the selected sample basis wave vectors. Here,[
¯R−111 · ¯Q−111 · ¯Y ·T z
]
forms the new translation operator.
The efficiency of the setup process depends on the choice of the N wave vectors
kn, from which the basis is ultimately selected. If N is high, then it is very likely that
an accurate basis can be found through the QR procedure, provided the kn contain
enough information. In [1], a number of suggestions regarding the choice of sample
vectors is put forward. Here, we suggest another approach that was shown to lead to
results twice as accurate with the same N , or, conversely, allows a smaller N . The
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size of N can have an important influence on the efficiency, because the QR is a
costly operation. In [1], the uniform sampling directions were used in a number of
directions (typically four, along the vertices of a tetrahedron). However, we propose
here to use a Sloane spherical design (see Figure 6.1, which generally contain less
points than NθNφ, but in a larger number of directions. Numerical results indicate that,
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Figure 6.1: Sloane spherical designs. Left: 41 points. Right: 240 points.
when using a Sloane 240 point design in K (uniformly chosen) directions such that
240K ≈ 4NθNφ, the accuracy of the NSPWMLFMA using the Sloane set is about
twice as good as that of the uniform sampling. The former contains more information
than the latter.
This concludes the summary of the single level scalar FMM. In order to arrive at a
multi-level scheme, we must be able to interpolate and anterpolate between radiation
patterns at different levels. These are sampled in the wave vectors that were previously
chosen through the QR method and, just like for the translation operator, we can em-
ploy the results from the QR again. Interpolation between level g and level g− 1 (the
different notation is chosen to avoid notational confusion) is given by
¯Ig =
(
¯R−111 · ¯Q−111 · ¯S
)T
(6.20)
with
[¯S]l(l+1)+m+1,Nφ,ns = jl(2krB)Yl,m(kg−1ns ) (6.21)
whilst the anterpolation is simply the transpose of the interpolation. It is important to
note that this is a fully dense interpolation, as opposed to the FFT assisted method
from the MLFMA. The reason that no FFT (or other fast scheme) can be used here is
because the sample points for the radiation patterns are chosen numerically through
the QR. However, at low frequencies, the number of sample points required does not
change with the box size but is constant. As such, this does not harm the complexity
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of the scheme. Note, however, that both the use of a QR and the use of these dense
interpolations limit this scheme to use at low frequencies only, because of the high
order dependencies on L. The next chapter will explain how an efficient broadband
scheme (that works at any frequency) can be constructed.
To conclude this chapter, we will look at the vectorial case. A radiation pattern,
as explained in the previous chapter, is expressed by its projection on two orthogonal
unit vectors, uθ and uφ. Note that, due to the shift into the complex plane, uθ is now
actually a complex vector. The only modification required, in comparison to the scalar
case, is that QR interpolation is no longer possible and a new method must be devised.
Let us call F ns,g a radiation pattern sampled at level g in the ns sample points as
chosen by the QR. The components are stored as
F ns,g =
[
F θg
Fφg
]
(6.22)
and its total size is 2(Lg + 1)2. A vectorial radiation pattern can be decomposed in
vector spherical harmonics:
F ns =
L
∑
l=1
l
∑
m=−l
al,mX l,m(ˆk)+ bl,m ˆk×X l,m(ˆk) (6.23)
Note that the l = 0 term is not present because X 0,0 = 0. As such, there are
2
[
(L+ 1)2− 1] coefficients to be determined for the decomposition. Once these co-
efficients al,m and bl,m are known, they can be used to evaluate the radiation pattern in
another set of sample points.
The previous formula can be written as[
F θg
Fφg
]
= ¯Ag,g ·
[
ag
bg
]
(6.24)
with
¯Ag,g =
[
X ( ˆkg) ·uθg −X ( ˆkg) ·uφg
X ( ˆkg) ·uφg (ˆkg ×X ( ˆkg)) ·uφg
]
(6.25)
Let us call ¯Pg,g the pseudo-inverse of this matrix ¯Ag,g, calculated through an SVD
procedure. Now, if a similar matrix ¯Ag−1,g is defined, that converts the coefficients ag
and bg to the evaluations of the radiation pattern sampled in the points of level g− 1,
the interpolator ¯I can then be defined as:
¯I = ¯Ag−1,g · ¯Pg,g (6.26)
and the anterpolator is again simply the the transpose of this. Note that this is a fully
dense 2(Lg−1+1)2×2(Lg+1)2 matrix, making interpolation a rather costly operation.
This cost can be reduced by a factor of two through sampling the radiation patterns in
components that do not mix between levels. When projecting the radiation pattern on
the (orthogonal) unit vectors uφ+iuθ√2 and
uφ−iuθ√
2 it can easily be shown that the following
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decomposition is possible
1√
2
·
[
F φg + iF θg
F φg − iF θg
]
= ¯A′g,g ·
[
ag
bg
]
(6.27)
with
¯A′g,g =
[
X ( ˆkg) · (uθg + iuθg) 0
0 X ( ˆkg) · (uθg − iuθg)
]
(6.28)
The corresponding interpolation matrix ¯I shows this same block diagonal property and
as such the computational effort for the interpolation (and its corresponding anterpo-
lation) F g−1 = ¯Ig−1,g ·F g is halved.
3. Examples
Similar to the high frequency case, we start by verifying the O (N logN) complexity
of the algorithm, for the same cubic structure but at a much lower frequency (4.77 ·
104 Hz). The results are shown in Table 6.1 and in Figure 5.3. In comparison to the
high frequency case, it can be observed that, although the global complexity is in
accordance withO (N logN), the NSPWMLFMA is typically about three times slower.
This is due to the dense interpolations. A deeper look into the load distribution (for
the case with z = 60) revealed that 67% of the iteration time is spent in interpolation
and anterpolation, corresponding to only 17% for the high frequency MLFMA. A
number of techniques could be applied to reduce the time spent in these parts. Highly
promising is the idea of doing the shift operation before the interpolation, instead of
after. The radiation patterns contain enough sample points to do this, in principal.
Because, typically, the four radiation patterns that need to be aggregated to a higher
level can first be added together, this would reduce the time spent in interpolation and
anterpolation routine by a factor of four. This has been tried in practice and it leads to
the desired results, but error control is more tedious and in its current form it is not yet
the standard approach.
Table 6.1: The iteration time Tit for a low frequency FMM simulation with N unknowns and requir-
ing L levels at which there are translations. The size of the cube is denoted by z.
z (m) z/λ N Tit (s) L
20 3.18 ·10−3 28800 6.95 3
30 4.77 ·10−3 64800 18.3 3
40 6.37 ·10−3 115200 32.3 4
50 7.96 ·10−3 180000 54.1 4
60 9.55 ·10−3 259200 78.0 4
70 11.1 ·10−3 352800 106.5 5
80 12.7 ·10−3 460800 138.8 5
90 14.3 ·10−3 583200 178.3 5
The second example again features the Thunderbird [9]. It was discretised with
101466 unknowns, with the entire length of the airplane being only a 0.014th of the
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wavelength. To avoid the low frequency breakdown of the integral equation (see next
part), only the MFIE was used, requiring only 20 iterations to achieve the result shown
in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: The induced electrical currents on a thunderbirds (at low frequency).
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CHAPTER 7
Broadband FMM
FFF
The previous two chapters introduced the methods of choice at high frequencies
and low frequencies, respectively. In this chapter, we will discuss how they
can be effectively combined to one scheme that is stable and computationally
efficient at all frequencies. In addition, some strategies are studied for handling
strongly non-uniform grids in an effective manner. The content of this chapter
was partially published in a number of conference papers [1], [2], [3] but,
being original work, will be revisited here in a detailed manner.
1. Combined Approach
At high frequencies, the MLFMA [4] was demonstrated to be very effective. It is based
on a propagating plane wave decomposition and, through the use of uniform sampling,
an error-controllable scheme ofO (N logN) is obtained. However, the previous chapter
showed how it is essentially unstable. Whilst this unstability does not usually hinder
its application at high frequencies, it does render it useless when the boxes become
significantly smaller than the wavelength. It was also shown how the NSPWMLFMA
[5], by using a shift into the complex plane, was able to compensate for this instability.
However, the NSPWMLFMA is only computationally efficient at lower frequencies,
because of the need to do a QR, which scales prohibitively with the truncation limit L.
At high frequencies, L is proportional to the box size and as such the NSPWMLFMA,
even though it is still valid, becomes considerably less effective than the MLFMA.
The solution suggests itself: use the MLFMA for the higher levels (where the box size
is sufficiently large compared to the wavelength) and switch to the NSPWMLFMA
as soon as the box size becomes so small that the desired accuracy can no longer be
obtained. Because the NSPWMLFMA is essentially a generalisation of the MLFMA
(by using a complex shift), this is very easy to do. This is illustrated in Figure 7.1. Let’s
assume that the levels between which the scheme is switched from NSPWMLFMA
to MLFMA are denoted by l and l − 1. At level l, the radiation pattern is sampled in
the wave vectors that resulted from the QR, whilst at level l − 1 uniform sampling is
used. Clearly the only modification required lies in the interpolator and anterpolator
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between these two levels. The previous chapter discussed how to generate a dense
interpolator between two levels. This formulation can be used here as well, but this
time interpolation must be done to the uniform sample points (and using χ = 0) of
level l− 1. The anterpolation matrix is the transpose of the interpolation matrix.
NSPWMLFMA
MLFMA
λ0.3
Figure 7.1: The broadband scheme using both MLFMA and NSPWMLFMA. Below a certain box
size (here chosen to be 0.3λ, the switch is made from the high frequency suitable MLFMA to the
low frequency stable NSPWMLFMA.
Note that the transition between NSPWMLFMA and MLFMA does not necessar-
ily occur at the same level for every object that is handled through FMM. A simple
example would be the scattering at a sphere with dielectric permittivity εr = 4. The
wave numbers outside (ko) and inside (ki) satisfy
ki = 2ko (7.1)
As such, for the FMM tree inside the object, the instability would occur at a level that
is one deeper than the transition level for the outside tree. So, in order to maintain a
stable and efficient scheme, the transition levels must be chosen dependent on each
individual FMM tree of the global configuration, because the wave number depends
as much on the material as it does on the frequency.
2. Adaptive Techniques
The discussion until now assumed that the discretisation is of a relatively uniform
nature, i.e. that all expansion functions have approximately the same spatial extent.
When that is indeed the case, the FMM boxes at the lowest level of the tree all con-
tain roughly the same amount of elements, a property that is used in determining the
complexity of the scheme. This situation does indeed occur frequently, in particular at
high frequencies when the typical discretisation size is λ10 . However, consider the case
of two spheres, one very large and one, for instance, a thousand times smaller. The
larger one can be accurately discretised using elements of characteristic size d1 but
this same discretisation cannot be applied to the smaller sphere (because the triangles
would in fact be bigger than the sphere itself). Obviously, when the configuration con-
tains objects that require the modelling of very fine geometrical detail, the size of the
triangles (and by consequence the RWGs) can differ strongly throughout the surfaces.
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The scheme as it has been presented until now determines the box size through the
size of the largest triangle present, because it is not allowed that the basis functions
protrude too much from the boxes. As a result, in regions where the mesh is locally
very fine, all of them would end up in the same lowest level box. This implies that
all interactions between these expansion functions would be handled in the classical
near-interaction manner, rather than employing FMM. This is a very undesirable situ-
ation, that destroys the computational complexity of the broadband FMM scheme as
it was presented in the previous section.
One way to generalise the FMM scheme, in a way that includes the efficient han-
dling of non-uniform meshes, is to generate an adaptive tree, rather than one with a
fixed lowest level throughout the entire geometry. In regions where the discretisation
is fine, the tree would extend a certain amount of levels deeper than it does in other
places. This is illustrated in Figure 7.2. A number of criteria can be used to decide
exactly how deep to go, but a simple way is through the size of the triangle.The more
a triangle sticks out of a box, the higher the truncation L (see previous two chapters)
should be in order to guarantee that the desired accuracy is obtained. As a result, it
is desirable to make sure that the triangles are not larger than a certain fraction of the
box size, say 1S (with typically S = 3, for example). The objective is now to generate
an FMM tree such that the local lowest level never contains a triangle larger than MBSS
(with MBS the box size at the lowest level) but also such that MBS2S is smaller than the
largest triangle inside the box (otherwise it could be subdivided to create an additional
level). As a consequence, the tree can no longer be generated a priori, with just the
information of the bounding box and the number of levels, but must be constructed
through an algorithm that involves the individual characteristics of every expansion
function.
One way to achieve this, is through the following algorithm,
• Based on all the expansion functions, determine the bounding box (lower left and
upper right locations).
• Create an FMM tree with just one level, the box size being the smallest cube that
fits the entire bounding box.
Now, for each expansion function, go through the following steps,
• Determine the maximal amount D it can stick out from any box (usually the biggest
distance from center of mass to the edge, but it depends on how it is decided if an
expansion function belongs to a box or not - for RWGs this can also be the center
of the shared edge) See Figure 7.3.
• Calculate the size of the smallest box that would be allowed to contain this expan-
sion function as S ·D.
• Drop the expansion function into the FMM tree, creating boxes along the way if
necessary, until it has reached its lowest point (when a box at a lower level would
be too small).
• Check if there are any expansion functions that belong to children of the box to
which the expansion function was just added. If so, bring them up in the tree to the
same box that contains the expansion function (see Figure 7.4).
• Delete any children boxes.
At the end of this algorithm, all expansion functions are added in such a way that
the largest triangle in any box does not allow further subdivision. In addition, the last
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two steps of this approach guarantee that aggregation from expansion functions into
radiation patterns is done at one level in a branch and not at different levels. This
simplifies the implementation and has been experimentally shown to be a satisfactory
approach in cases where the inhomogeneity of the mesh isn’t too steep. If a large
number of very small triangles is close to a much larger triangle, this approach will
lead to difficulties with regard to load balancing. A future improvement would be to
allow aggregation at different levels instead of just one (which requires modifications
to Nexus), allowing for a more efficient parallellisation.
Figure 7.2: Illustrates how an adaptive FMM tree is constructed. The tree goes one level deeper for
the small triangles compared to the large ones.
D
Figure 7.3: The maximal amount an RWG can stick out of a box is the largest distance D between
the location (here the center of the shared edge, indicated by the small circle) that is used to determine
to which box it belongs and the edges of the triangles.
3. Examples
The Airbus from the last two chapters is now simulated at three distinct frequencies
[6], all handled by the same combined algorithm, ranging from very low to high. The
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Figure 7.4: Illustration of the last two steps of the adaptive tree algorithm. Left: the original situa-
tion, i.e. a small RWG has been added to the tree at its most ideal level (bounded by the dashed line).
Middle: a larger RWG has been dropped into the tree down to its most ideal level (one higher than
the small RWG). Right: The content of the small child box (i.e. the small RWG) is brought up to the
higher box, after which it is deleted.
results are shown in Figures 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7, with the wavelengths as indicated in
the captions. For the highest frequency, approximately half a million unknowns were
used, whilst for the other two a discretisation of 120000 was sufficient. For the airplane
simulated at a wavelength of 62.8m, both the NSPWMLFMA (at the lower levels) and
MLFMA (for the higher levels) were employed. The two other examples required only
one of either.
Figure 7.5: Scattering at an Airubus A380 at a wavelength of 0.628m
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Figure 7.6: Scattering at an Airubus A380 at a wavelength of 62.8m
A next example deals with a system of two antennas (one transmitting and one
receiving) and a Thunderbird flying more or less in between. The entire geometry is
shown in Figure 7.8, while a detailed view of the monopole mesh is shown in Fig-
ure 7.9. The induced currents on the geometry are shown in Figure 7.10, for the case
when one of the antennas is transmitting. The field received in the other antenna is
shown in Figure 7.11, shown along the axis of the coaxial cable. Two cases are studied,
with and without the presence of the Thunderbird between the two antennas. Clearly,
the radiation pattern of the transmitting antenna is perturbed by the Thunderbird, re-
sulting in a smaller signal in the receiving antenna. Due to the very fine mesh along
the coaxial cable (to accurately catch its geometrical behaviour) as opposed to the
rather crude mesh of the Thunderbird, this example benefited a lot from using the
adaptive methods. In addition, the small boxes containing the antenna required the use
of NSPWMLFMA (as a part of the combined algorithm) in order to achieve a stable
solution.
A very challenging example is the simulation of silver nanoparticles in solarcells.
The obvious issue is that solar cells are at least multiple micrometers in diameter,
while the nanoparticles are a few hundred times smaller. This leads to a high degree
of non-uniformity in the mesh, requiring both the adapative tree and combined FMM
algorithm to result in an efficient solution. The geometry of the solar cell is schemati-
cally shown in Figure 7.12. The induced electrical currents are shown in Figure 7.13,
when illuminated by a Gaussian beam with λ= 470nm (light blue). At a much smaller
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Figure 7.7: Scattering at an Airubus A380 at a wavelength of 6280m
Figure 7.8: Two antennas and a Thunderbird
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Figure 7.9: A side and top view of the mesh of the monopole antenna (all dimension in m).
Figure 7.10: The induced currents
scale, embedded in the solar cell, the nanoparticles reside. A two dimensional field plot
going through them is shown in Figure 7.14. It is obvious that the field close to the
nanoparticles shows a strong increase in strength, which can be attributed to a plas-
monic resonance. By placing the nanoparticles in the active layer, the intention is to
increase the efficiency of the solar cell. Figure 7.15 shows a plot of the field strength
along the direction of the incoming wave, through the solar cell. The sharp spike in
the field is due to the nanoparticle that is present there.
A final example is a particular design of a Frequency Selective Surface (FSS). The
FSS is designed in such a manner that only a part of the frequency band is transmitted
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Figure 7.11: The field (V/m) along the coaxial feed of the receiving antenna, with and without
presence of the Thunderbird (Th2).
Silver electrode
Active layer
SiO2500
100
300
incoming wave
Figure 7.12: Schematic representation of the sun cell geometry (all dimension in nm). The active
layer has relative permitvity εr = 3.99− j0.4. The small sphere in the center indicates the location
of the nanoparticle (less than 10nm in size).
or reflected. As part of a larger project [7], a slot array based design was simulated and
compared with measurements. The geometry for a 4×4 array is shown in Figure 7.16.
The reason for using an FMM powered solver is that the finiteness of the substrate was
of importance. For an infinite substrate and an infinite array, periodic approaches could
be applied. However, if the substrate is finite and the slots can vary across the surface,
a complete full-wave simulation must be done. The mesh is uniform, but due to the
fact that a frequency sweep was required, the combined FMM algorithm made use
of both the NSPWMLFMA and the MLFMA throughout. The result of the frequency
sweep and a comparison with the measurements is shown in Figure 7.17. Additionally,
the induced current density on the surfaces is shown in Figure 7.18. More detailed
information regarding the materials, geometry and simulation parameters can be found
in [7]. Note that the discrepancies between simulation and measurement are larger
than what would normally be acceptable. Numerous verifications of the numerical
result have been done (increasing the mesh density, changing the integral equation,
verifying the sensitivity of the result to the geometrical parameters, .. ). However,
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Figure 7.13: The (equivalent) electric currents on a solar cell induced by a Gaussian beam coming
from below (all dimensions in nm).
Figure 7.14: A 2D field plot through the nanoparticles in the absorbing layer of the solar cell
(dimensions in nm).
insight in the measurement setup was limited and we assume that the discrepancy can
be traced back to some difference in the problem definition.
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Figure 7.15: A 1D plot of the electric field intensity (V/m) through the solar cell (dimension in nm).
The sharp spike is due to the plasmonic resonance of the nanoparticle.
Figure 7.16: The geometry for the 4×4 FSS.
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Figure 7.17: A comparison between simulation and measurements of the S11 (reflected field) pa-
rameter.
Figure 7.18: The induced electric current density for the 4× 4 FSS, near the resonance of the
structure.
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CHAPTER 8
Parallellisation
FFF
The FMM algorithm explained in the previous chapters scales as O (N logN).
However, for very large simulations, this can still lead to a considerable use
of time and memory. In recent days, large clusters of computers have become
a popular method to accelerate the solution. When an algorithm is properly
parallellised, all computers will be working on the same simulation at the
same time, making it possible to handle millions of unknowns. In this chap-
ter it will be explained how the 3D broadband FMM algorithm can effectively
make use of Nexus [1], an open source library for parallel FMM computa-
tions. The author’s contributions are with regard to implementation (linking
a 3D MoM solver to the kernel-independent Nexus) and the algorithm itself
(designing Nexus’ support of an adaptive tree). The background content of this
article is largely based on [2], [3], [4], [5], while the more detailed study of
parallel performance in 3D was done in light of this thesis.
1. Introduction
As soon as two or more computers are connected through a network, it makes sense
to use their combined power in order to tackle ever larger computational challenges.
This is an evolution that has been going on for the past few decades and takes place
on various scales. Modern personal computers have multiple cores inside them to
make even fairly simple tasks run smoother. Universities and companies often own
computer clusters, ranging from a mere two to more than a thousand units, connected
by a network. Finally, programs like ’SETI@Home’ [6] rely on the contributions from
computers all over the planet to search for life that exists beyond it.
Computational physics often benefits from such parallellisation strategies. All too
often, the simulation of realistic problems leads to a large consumption of computa-
tional resources, often too big for just one computer. A number of algorithms lend
themselves very well to this. Approaches like FDTD and FE result in operations with
sparse matrices, which can easily be written in such a way that the parallel efficiency
approaches 100%. This means that when Np computers are employed together, the
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solution can be found almost Np times faster than with just one machine. However, for
the MoM, accelerated with FMM, this is another story altogether. The algorithm, as
shown previously, relies on an intricate web of different tasks, many of them depen-
dent on others. This dependency introduces strict order relations, often a nightmare for
parallellisation because it means one task cannot proceed until another one is finished,
potentially introducing bottlenecks and so-called ’traffic jams’. For instance, the ag-
gregation of radiation patterns to level g−1 can not happen until all radiation patterns
on level g have been calculated. Despite all these challenges, researchers have been
studying ways to efficiently parallellise the existing FMM algorithms.
A first significant attempt was the ScaleME code [7], [8], which partitioned FMM
boxes over the different nodes (spatial partitioning). One downside is that, as we go
higher in the tree, the number of boxes at that level decreases, whilst the size of the
radiation patterns increases. From a certain point on, it would in fact be more efficient
to partition the sample points of a radiation pattern rather than attribute an entire ra-
diation pattern to a single node, which causes an unbalanced scheme when trying to
attribute the highest level boxes. This is called k-space partitioning and in ScaleME
this was already accomplished by introducing a split level gs. Below gs, the partition-
ing was done in terms of boxes (so an entire radiation pattern was attributed to one
node), whilst above gs, one radiation pattern was shared by all nodes. This is called a
hybrid scheme. A further generalisation was achieved by [9], [10], which introduced
a fully hierarchical scheme. This means that at the lowest levels, entire radiation pat-
terns are still contained by one computer, but as we go up in the tree, one radiation is
progressively shared by two, three, four or more computers, until finally also reaching
a stage where complete k-space partitioning is done. It was demonstrated [4], [5] that
this hierarchical scheme is the only way to achieve a truly scalable method. Scalable
means that, when the same problem is increased Np times in size but also executed
on Np times the number of computers, it should be solved in roughly the same time.
Neither complete spatial partitioning, complete k-space partitioning nor the hybrid
scheme satisfy this constraint. Of course, this makes the hierarchical scheme a prime
candidate for the future. One downside is that it is remarkably hard to implement in a
robust manner. However, when dealing with the parallellisation of FMM, ‘remarkably
hard’ should pretty much be taken for granted.
One very recent improvement is the introduction of the asynchronous approach,
[2], [3]. Until then, all methods relied on synchronisation points during the process
and were essentially all doing a similar type of calculations between two such points.
At one time, all nodes would be involved in calculating the aggregation pattern at level
g and would then wait until all were finished doing this before proceeding to the next
step, which could for instance be the aggregations to level g− 1 or the translations on
level g. However, there is no real need for all computers to wait once they have fin-
ished. It is perfectly possible, for example, to calculate some near interactions whilst
the others are still aggregating. This leads to an asynchronous algorithm. No longer
do nodes rely on synchronisation points but rather on a more complex list of order
relations, in an attempt to minimise the idle time for every node. The first (and un-
til now only) library that has achieved this in a robust manner is Nexus [1], an open
source kernel independent implementation of parallel FMM, which has been consis-
tently used in our work. In the next section, the basic ideas of Nexus will be explained.
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In the final section of this chapter, we will look ahead at some of the drawbacks in its
current implementations and suggest some improvements for the future.
2. Asynchronous Parallellisation with Nexus
As previously explained, a synchronous parallellisation algorithm [2], [3] means that,
at one given time, all nodes are performing the same kind of task. This introduces a
few problems that might prohibit an efficient solution:
• At every level, synchronisation between all nodes is required. This means that,
unless the configuration is very well-balanced, a number of nodes might end up
doing nothing at all for large periods of time, when they are waiting for others to
finish. Whilst load balancing is not so hard for fairly uniform structures, practical
applications often lead to difficulties in this area. Also, as we progress in the tree,
the number of boxes decreases, making it an even tougher task. In this work, we
do not yet make use of the hierarchical partitioning that Nexus provides.
• Once all nodes have finished calculating, usually data needs to be communicated to
other machines. In a synchronous algorithm, this communication would all occur
at the same time, leading to burst communication. On expensive networks, like
Infiniband, this may not be prohibitive, but on cheaper Gigabit Ethernet networks,
the network could get congested and calculation might be delayed.
These matters become even more clear when simulating scattering at multiple di-
electrics. Due to the inherent nature of the synchronous algorithm, the FMM trees
associated with each object (even the small ones) have to be partitioned over all nodes
and then their interactions are treated in a serial manner. Clearly, this could pose se-
rious issues for a proper load balancing. It would be much more efficient if the FMM
trees were partitioned according to a global approach. The entire tree for a small object
could then be contained entirely by just two nodes, for example, whilst the interactions
for the background medium are tackled by all of them. In addition, it is beneficial for
minimising communication if radiation patterns from boxes that are close to each other
in space are also contained by as few as possible nodes. This led to the concept of par-
titioning according to a global Space Filling Curve [2]. The way to solve, or minimise,
the two previous issues is by introducing asynchronous calculation. This means that
different nodes can perform different calculations at any time and communicate data
whenever they are ready to do so. Of course, this makes it more complicated to guar-
antee that the algorithm will perform in a correct manner. There are order relations to
be satisfied, for instance
• In order to aggregate from level g to g− 1 or to translate on level g, all radiation
patterns at level g must be calculated or received from another node.
• In order to disaggregate, all translations on that level and disaggregations on the
higher level must be received or calculated.
These order relations lead to what are called work packages (WP). An example of a
WP is a near interaction, translation, aggregation or disaggregation. As soon as the
order relations are satisfied for a certain WP, it is added to a queue, which means
that at any give time, the node is allowed to start working on it. So, nodes no longer
necessarily perform the same task as the others, but can pick any task that is added to
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the queue, without compromising the correctness. The order in which these WP are
handled is determined by a priority system, which can make or break the efficiency
of the algorithm. For instance, near interactions are always local, in the sense that no
other node will be waiting for them (they are not necessary for the execution of other
tasks, unlike, e.g., the aggregations). As such, it makes sense to put them at the bottom
of the queue, only to be handled when nothing more urgent is required. For more
details regarding the different possible priority approaches, the reader is referred to [4].
Note that, in the case of many dielectrics, the asynchronous approach becomes very
appealing. The FMM trees for different objects are essentially decoupled, meaning
that a lot of flexibility is possible. Essentially, a synchronous approach might very
well be suitable for rather academic problems, but realistic simulations often benefit
greatly from allowing asynchronous calculation.
3. Examples
In this section, a few examples will be studied with regard to their parallel efficiency
ηp = TpNpT1 , with Tp the time for one iteration (in seconds) when using Np nodes. The
following notation will be used: f indicates the frequency (in Hz) and N denotes the
number of unknowns.
As a first case study, let us look at what is arguably the most ideal structure when
it comes to load balancing, namely one very large cube (in terms of number of un-
knowns). The results are shown in Table 8.1 and illustrated in Figure 8.1 (for the case
of low frequencies) and in Table 8.2 and illustrated in Figure 8.2 (for the case of high
frequencies), for an incoming plane wave with both the direction and polarisation or-
thogonal to one of the cube’s sides.
Table 8.1: The parallel efficiency ηp for the LF simulation on Np nodes of a PEC cube discretised
(with N1 = 64800, N2 = 259000 and N3 = 352800) at a frequency f = 4.77 ·104 Hz
Np Tp,1 ηp,1 Tp,2 ηp,2 Tp,3 ηp,3
1 18.3 1.00 78 1.00 105 1.00
2 10.8 0.85 52.5 0.75 78.3 0.67
4 5.0 0.92 25.2 0.77 35.5 0.74
6 3.8 0.80 20.8 0.63 24.7 0.71
8 3.7 0.62 15.7 0.62 22.0 0.60
10 2.9 0.63 14.2 0.55 18.5 0.57
12 2.6 0.59 11.0 0.59 15.8 0.55
14 2.3 0.57 10.0 0.56 13.7 0.55
16 2.1 0.54 9.7 0.50 12.9 0.51
20 1.95 0.47 7.5 0.52 11.5 0.46
24 1.9 0.40 6.9 0.47 9.0 0.49
As explained in the previous sections, the LF simulations are typically slower than
their HF counterparts due to the fact that the interpolations and anterpolations take a
longer time. Regarding the parallel efficiency and speed-up, it can be noted that the LF
case is somewhat more efficient, in particular when using a lot of nodes. This is due to
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Table 8.2: The parallel efficiency ηp for the HF simulation on Np nodes of a PEC cube discretised
(with N1 = 64800, N2 = 259000 and N3 = 352800) at a frequency f = 4.77 ·107 Hz
Np Tp,1 ηp,1 Tp,2 ηp,2 Tp,3 ηp,3
1 6.5 1.00 28.8 1.00 40.1 1.00
2 3.7 0.89 17.2 0.84 27.2 0.74
4 1.9 0.86 8.6 0.84 11.4 0.88
6 1.0 0.90 6.0 0.80 8.1 0.82
8 0.81 0.80 4.8 0.75 6.5 0.77
10 1.2 0.66 4.5 0.64 6.2 0.65
12 0.98 0.60 4.1 0.59 5.7 0.59
14 0.9 0.55 3.8 0.54 5.4 0.53
16 0.85 0.50 3.5 0.51 4.7 0.53
20 1.40 0.25 3.4 0.42 4.6 0.44
24 1.40 0.21 3.3 0.36 4.6 0.36
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Figure 8.1: The parallel efficiency and speedup for the LF results as shown in Table 8.1.
the fact that the number of sample points in a radiation pattern is independent of the
level at LF, as opposed to the HF case (where the number of radiation patterns grows).
As such, LF is perfectly suited for a spatial partioning approach, whereas the HF
simulation would be parallellised more effectively when the more general hierarchical
approach would be applied.
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Figure 8.2: The parallel efficiency and speedup for the HF results as shown in Table 8.2.
In a second example, we will consider a simulation containing multiple dielectrics.
To this end, a constellation of 2× 2 cubes (each with εr = 2) is constructed as shown
in Figure 8.3. The structure is discretised with N = 147456 unknowns. The results for
the HF and LF case are shown in Table 8.3 and illustrated in Figure 8.5.
16
16
30
30
Figure 8.3: Four dielectric cubes (16m×16m×16m) with a separation of 30m between the centers.
The incoming plane wave has a direction as shown in the Figure and a polarisation orthogonal to the
plane formed by the centers of the four cubes.
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Figure 8.4: Four dielectric cubes (16m×16m×16m) with a separation of 30m between the centers,
one of the dielectrics has a vacuum hole inside. The incoming plane wave has a direction as shown
in the Figure and a polarisation orthogonal to the plane formed by the centers of the four cubes.
Table 8.3: The parallel efficiency ηp for the HF ( f = 4.77 · 107 Hz) and LF ( f = 4.77 · 104 Hz)
simulations on Np nodes of a structure containing four dielectric cubes (N = 147456).
Np Tp,HF ηp,HF Tp,LF ηp,LF
1 31.1 1.00 70.3 1.00
2 20.4 0.76 45.3 0.78
4 10.1 0.77 24.6 0.71
6 7.3 0.71 19.8 0.59
8 6.0 0.65 16.6 0.53
10 5.4 0.58 14.0 0.50
12 4.2 0.62 11.2 0.52
14 3.5 0.63 8.4 0.60
16 3.5 0.56 9.1 0.48
20 3.7 0.42 7.5 0.47
24 3.1 0.42 6.1 0.48
The same conclusions can be made as for the previous example, but is it note-
worthy that the efficiencies are roughly similar to the case of the single PEC cube.
The asynchronous algorithm does not lose efficiency when multiple dielectrics are
present. A final example attempts to disturb the load balancing a bit. The previous ex-
ample, even though containing multiple dielectrics, was rather simple and allowed for
a relatively easy load balancing. The next example adds a cubic hole (i.e. a vacuum
object) inside one of the four boxes from the previous example, as shown in Fig-
ure 8.4. The number of unknowns increases slightly, but, more importantly, a higher
degree of asymmetry is present, which would definitely disturb the performance of a
synchronous algorithm. The results for the HF and LF case are shown in Table 8.4
and illustrated in Figure 8.6. Despite the addition of a small FMM tree (to handle
the interactions in the vacuum hole), the efficiency is actually at least as good as for
the previous case. The additional level of asymmetry possibly spreads the load more
efficiently in time, leading to less problems with communication bursts.
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Figure 8.5: The parallel efficiency and speedup for both the LF and HF results as shown in Table 8.3.
Table 8.4: The parallel efficiency ηp for the HF ( f = 4.77 · 107 Hz) and LF ( f = 4.77 · 104 Hz)
simulations on Np nodes of a structure containing four dielectric cubes, one of which contains a hole
(N = 156672)
Np Tp,HF ηp,HF Tp,LF ηp,LF
1 35.5 1.00 70.3 1.00
2 21.1 0.84 45.3 0.72
4 10.9 0.81 24.6 0.69
6 7.6 0.78 19.8 0.57
8 6.5 0.68 16.6 0.52
10 6.0 0.59 14.0 0.48
12 4.6 0.64 11.2 0.55
14 3.8 0.68 8.4 0.54
16 3.5 0.64 9.1 0.50
20 3.7 0.48 7.5 0.44
24 2.9 0.50 6.1 0.49
The conclusion from these examples is that the asynchronous algorithm is very
well suited for more complicated geometries, being capable of achieving decent effi-
ciencies not just in the case of one single PEC object, but also for structures containing
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Figure 8.6: The parallel efficiency and speedup for both the LF and HF results as shown in Table 8.4.
multiple dielectrics. In many cases, the efficiencies for the latter are in fact higher than
for simple objects.
4. A Look Ahead
A first improvement, with regard to the current implementation in Cassandra [11],
would certainly be the support of hierarchical partitioning, i.e. allowing the radiation
patterns for one box to be distributed over more than one node. This is provided for in
Nexus, but the routines to handle interpolations and anterpolations become very com-
plicated and require communication between different nodes. The global FFT scheme
can no longer be employed and a more local approach, using BLIF interpolations [4],
is currently being researched. Even though a hierarchical scheme introduces some
level of necessary synchronisation (during the interpolation and anterpolation), this
is more than compensated for with regard to a better balancing of the load amongst
nodes. This improvement would allow a more efficient treatment of high frequency
simulations (because only there does the sample rate of the radiation patterns increase
as we go up in the tree) with multiple millions of unknowns.
More generally, heuristic optimisation algorithms should be devised to make the
load as balanced as possible, e.g. as in [12]. The current implementation simply at-
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tempts to distribute the number of unknowns as evenly as possible. However, there
are many applications where this does not lead to a satisfactory solution, most no-
tably those with a high level of non-uniformity. Essentially, what should be balanced
is not the number of unknowns, but the accumulated calculation time per node dur-
ing one iteration, while at the same time keeping communication as low as possible
(although the latter restriction may be unnecessary on fast networks). Such an opti-
misation algorithm would require estimates of the time it takes to calculate a work
package (because this may vary according to the infrastructure) and then decide on
a pseudo-optimal balancing. An even wilder idea could be to adapt the load balanc-
ing throughout different iterations, moving work from one node to another when it
appears that improvement is possible. In some other computational methods, like Fi-
nite Elements, such techniques are already applied. However, FMM accelerated MoM
leads to a much more complicated algorithm, with, amongst others, restrictions on the
execution order of the different operations, making load balancing in general and the
dynamic approach in particular a very hard to achieve. Such plans would require also
considerable modification to both Cassandra and Nexus and might stretch well beyond
the visible horizon.
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PART III
PRECONDITIONING

CHAPTER 9
Introduction
FFF
The system of linear equations that results from the Method of Moments is
often ill-conditioned. This can be alleviated through the use of preconditioners.
This chapter will introduce the principle behind preconditioners and give an
overview of the most popular approaches in the Method of Moments.
1. The Importance of Preconditioning
After discretisation, the integral equations are translated into a system of linear equa-
tions,
¯Z ·X = B (9.1)
In previous chapters, it has been explained how an iterative solution allows for much
larger simulations than direct inversion, through the use of Fast Multipole Methods.
The total computational complexity is equal to O (NiN logN), with N the number of
unknowns and Ni the number of iterations. Until now, little has been said with regard
to Ni. Of course, an iterative solution is only feasible if the number of iterations is suf-
ficiently low. The success of an iterative solution depends on two things, the condition
number and the clustering of the eigenvalues [1].
The condition number is given by κ = σ0σN−1 , i.e. the largest singular value divided
by the smallest one. Its effect is twofold: a higher condition number means that the
number of iterations required to achieve a high accuracy will increase, whilst at the
same time limiting the obtainable accuracy. Essentially, the numbers of digits of the
solution that can never be resolved equals log10 κ, while Ni varies more or less as
√
κ.
The influence of eigenvalue clustering is not as easily represented in a quantitative
manner. As a general rule, it seems that iterative algorithms benefit if the eigenvalues
are clustered in a certain region of the complex plane (away from zero). For example,
there is a large difference in iterative performance between systems with all eigenval-
ues located at 1+0i and those, e.g., with eigenvalues e j2pin/N, with n = [0,N−1], even
though both have κ = 1.
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The problem with achievable accuracy cannot be solved, even with a direct solu-
tion. The loss of accurate digits is inherent to the system and more precision can only
be obtained through formulating a ¯Z with a lower κ (in the remainder we will always
assume the use of double precision, i.e. machine precision δ = 2.2 ·10−16). However,
the problems with regard to Ni can often be resolved (or at least softened) through the
use of preconditioners. The original system of linear equations can be shaped into a
new one, that leads to the same result:
¯ML · ¯Z · ¯MR ·Y = ¯ML ·B (9.2)
with
X = ¯MR ·Y (9.3)
The above system can be solved for Y , using ¯ZP = ¯ML · ¯Z · ¯MR as the new coefficient
matrix and BP = ¯ML ·B as the new right hand vector. After Y is found, X can be
constructed as indicated above. When the preconditioned system is plugged into an
iterative algorithm, what essentially determines the number of iterations Ni will be
the condition number and eigenvalue clustering of ¯ZP , as opposed to ¯Z in case of the
unpreconditioned system. As such, a careful choice of ¯ML and ¯MR can result in a much
more stable solution.
2. An Overview of Techniques
There exists a wide variety of preconditioners, of varying degree of complexity. Ar-
guably the simplest one uses ¯ML = ¯Z
−1
, i.e. the exact inverse. Of course, this would
mean that ¯ZP = ¯IN (with ¯IN the unit matrix of dimensions N ×N), i.e. the solution
of the system is directly available as X = ¯M−1L ·B. This essentially comes down to a
direct solution and, in this form, has complexity O
(
N3
)
. More advanced techniques
exist to construct an approximate (but error-controllable) version of ¯Z−1 with a lower
complexity, allowing a direct solutiuon to compete with an iterative solution up to a
certain extent. However, in the remainder of this section, we will look at precondition-
ers that do not directly lead to the solution but still require an iterative process.
A first major class are so-called algebraic preconditioners. These are not specific
to the MoM and are essentially applicable without any knowledge about the system
other than the impedance matrix. In general, they attempt to construct a ¯ZP that is
an approximate unit matrix, in such a way that ¯ML and/or ¯MR can still be multiplied
with a vector in O (N logN) complexity. The first and most simple example is a diag-
onal preconditioner. Let ¯D be the matrix containing only the diagonal elements of ¯Z,
then ¯ML = ¯MR = ¯D
−0.5
would effectively result in a ¯ZP that has a unit diagonal. In
some cases this can be very effective. A few examples will be shown in further chap-
ters where a diagonal preconditioner can be used in combination with another one to
achieve excellent results. A generalisation of the diagonal preconditioner is the Block-
Jacobi preconditioner. In this case, ¯ML is calculated as the exact inverse of a block di-
agonal matrix, filled with elements of ¯Z, as shown in Figure 9.1. The blocks could for
instance be chosen to be identical to the lowest level FMM boxes. In general, Block-
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Jacobi preconditioning is effective if the system isn’t too badly conditioned to begin
with (for instance an MFIE impedance matrix) or when there is little coupling between
the blocks (for instance a simulation of two spheres that are separated and each con-
tained by one block). For the EFIE (or PMCHWT), a Block-Jacobi preconditioner can
actually make matters even worse, in particular at lower frequencies. More advanced
algebraic preconditioners include, e.g., the Sparse Approximate Inverse (SAI) [2], the
Incomplete LU (ILU) [3] and the use of an approximate MLFMA (aMLFMA) [4].
As a general rule of thumb, as will be clarified in the next chapter, these can be very
effective at high frequencies, but fail at lower frequencies [5].
Figure 9.1: The structure of a Block-Jacobi preconditioner.
The second class of preconditioners are those that employ the particular physics
and mathematics behind the MoM formulation in order to achieve a well-conditioned
formulation. The next two chapters will treat two such approaches. Caldero´n pre-
conditioning [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [5] (which can be applied to the EFIE and the
PMCHWT) essentially uses an ¯ML that is constructed similarly to ¯Z but with an-
other type of expansion functions. This is due to the fact that the EFIE essentially
preconditions itself. Caldero´n preconditioning for PEC objects is the subject of the
next chapter. A decent alternative is the use of Multiresolution (MR) precondition-
ing [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] , [16], which is rooted in the well-known Loop/Star
expansion, but which will not be treated here. It uses an ¯ML and ¯MR that express a
linear combination of the expansion functions, representing a basis transformation.
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CHAPTER 10
Caldero´n Preconditioning
FFF
This chapter will introduce Caldero´n preconditioning and use Fast Multipole
Methods to maintain a global O (N logN) complexity. The content is strongly
based on [1].
1. Introduction
Integral equations discretised by the Method of Moments (MoM) are very popular for
handling scattering problems in the frequency domain as these result in fully error
controllable solutions. In this chapter we focus on scattering at Perfectly Electrically
Conducting (PEC) objects. There exist two independent Boundary Integral Equations
(BIE) for this scattering problem, namely the Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE)
and the Magnetic Field Integral Equation (MFIE) [2], which can be linearly combined
to form the Combined Field Integral Equation (CFIE). The MFIE is inherently well-
posed and as such results in a limited number of iterations when solved iteratively.
However, for the same level of discretisation it is significantly less accurate than the
EFIE [3], [4]. Regrettably, the EFIE is ill-posed, with the situation becoming worse
as the frequency drops (or, a related problem, as the discretisation becomes finer).
We also need to make the distinction between closed and open objects. For the latter
ones, the MFIE is not valid and only the EFIE remains viable. In high frequency (HF)
simulations of closed objects, both the EFIE and MFIE show spurious solutions at
certain resonance frequencies, leading to strongly increased condition numbers (only
discretisation error prevents it from becoming infinite). The CFIE is resonance-free
but still suffers from a breakdown due to its EFIE contribution, when the mesh-
density becomes high. The above outline shows that there are a few situations for
which no satisfactory approach is available without the use of efficient precondition-
ers. Recently [5], [6], a new type of preconditioners has displayed impressive results
in stabilising the EFIE at all frequencies, making it an ideal candidate to solve the low
frequency (LF) stability problems described above. The preconditioners are based on
the Caldero´n identities, exploiting the fact that the square of the EFIE operator is
a second kind operator. Initial formulations [6] of the preconditioner suffered from
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problems when it was discretised using Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) [7] expansion
functions, because the second kind behaviour was lost during the discretisation. This
was recently remedied by using Buffa-Christiansen (BC) [8] functions for the pre-
conditioner. With every RWG, a BC is associated on a refined so-called barycentric
mesh. Using the RWG-BC combination allows the formulation of the Caldero´n pre-
conditioner as a matrix multiplication of the MoM matrix with the so-called Caldero´n
Multiplicative Preconditioner (CMP).
As explained in previous chapters, the Multilevel Fast Multipole Algorithm
(MLFMA) [9] has been shown to reduce the computational and memory cost in the it-
erative solution of the MoM system from O
(
N2
)
to O (N logN) in the high frequency
case and seamless extensions of the MLFMA to low frequencies have been proposed,
such as the NSPWMLFMA [10]. In this chapter we will develop a new combined
CMP-NSPWMLFMA.
We want to emphasise that the discussion in the remainder of this chapter is equally
applicable to a combination of the CMP with the traditional MLFMA. However, since
the MLFMA itself breaks down at low frequencies [9], [10], it is less suitable to com-
bine with Caldero´n preconditioning that focuses on the low frequency regime. It is also
possible to replace the NSPWMLFMA by alternative approaches that are stable at low
frequencies, most notably the spectral methods [11] and traditional LF-FMM [9].
This chapter is organised as follows. First, in Section 2 we will briefly revisit
the CMP. Section 3 reintroduces the NSPWMLFMA and some concepts of fast mul-
tipole algorithms that are applied further in the chapter. In Section 4, the CMP-
NSPWMLFMA is applied to closed surfaces, in both the low and high frequency
regime, the latter requiring the linear addition of the MFIE to form the CFIE. Section 5
demonstrates how to incorporate open PEC objects in the CMP-NSPWMLFMA,
while Section 6 explains and solves the problems that occur when using the CMP-
NSPWMLFMA at extremely low frequencies. Finally, Section 7 contains a num-
ber of numerical examples that demonstrate the validity and capability of the CMP-
NSPWMLFMA combination. In addition, the different sections contain numerical ex-
periments that assert the staked claims therein.
2. Caldero´n Multiplicative Preconditioner
In the frequency domain (an e jωt time dependence is assumed and suppressed) the
EFIE on a PEC scatterer is defined as
−ηT [J s](r) = un ×E i(r), (10.1)
with E i the incident electric field, Js the unknown induced surface current density
on the scatterer, ε the permittivity, µ the permeability, η =
√
µ
ε the characteristic
impedance and un the unit normal on the scatterer surface. The electric-electric op-
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erator T is given by
T [J s](r) =
1
ηun×
∫
S
¯Gee(R) ·Js(r ′)dS′ (10.2)
= − jkun ×
∫
S
g(|R|)J s(r ′)dS′+ 1jkun×∇
∫
S
∇g(|R|) ·Js(r ′)dS′ (10.3)
= T s +T h (10.4)
with R = r − r ′, k = ω√εµ the wavenumber, g(r) = e− jk|r|4pi|r| the homogeneous space
scalar Green’s function and ¯Gee(r) = − jωµ(¯I + ∇∇k2 )g(|r|) the homogeneous space
Green’s dyadic with ¯I the unit dyadic [12]. The first term T s represents the contribu-
tion from the vector potential, while the second term T h describes the influence from
the scalar potential. The singular value spectrum of this operator has two branches,
one going to infinity and one going to zero [13]. As the mesh-density increases, the
singular functions associated with these very large and very small singular values can
be better resolved and therefore the condition number κ of the resulting impedance
matrix in the MoM discretisation will increase. More precisely, κ ∼ 1
(kd)2 with k the
wavenumber and d the typical discretisation size. This means that it becomes increas-
ingly difficult to solve the MoM EFIE system iteratively without preconditioning if
the mesh-density (unknowns per square wavelength) increases. In chapter 9, a num-
ber of algebraic preconditioners (SAI, ILU, ..) were mentioned. However, experience
shows that this type of preconditioners is generally not performant when dealing with
the EFIE at fine mesh-densities although they can be very effective when considering
large scatterers requiring not too fine meshes (see also the numerical experiment at
the end of this Section). Recently, a new type of preconditioner was proposed, that ap-
proaches the problem at the level of the integral equation. It is based on the Caldero´n
identities [14], [13] and preconditions the EFIE by operating T on the EFIE, resulting
in a combined operator that is second kind.
One Caldero´n identity is
T 2 =−1
4
+K2 (10.5)
with
K [Js](r) = −un×
∫
S
(∇× g(|r −r′|)¯I) ·Js(r ′)dS′ (10.6)
the magnetic-electric operator. The operator − 14 +K2 is second kind and has a
bounded spectrum, which means that the integral equation
−ηT 2[J s](r) = T [un×E i(r)] (10.7)
is well-posed. When decomposing the T 2 operator in contributions from vector and
scalar potentials, we arrive at
T 2 = T 2s +T sT h +T hT s +T
2
h (10.8)
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The range of T h is also its kernel, such that T 2h = 0 [14], [6]. However, when discretis-
ing the operators, one must be careful regarding the choice of the expansion functions.
When using RWG functions to discretise both the preconditioning T and the EFIE T ,
it appears that the property ¯Th · ¯Th = ¯0 is not preserved, with ¯Th the discretised ver-
sion of T h, and in addition the Gram matrix is singular. A proposed solution is to
use the decomposed form (10.8) and manually omit the T 2h term. This approach [6]
introduces a discretisation error, limiting the accuracy. Recent research [14], [15] has
revealed that the use of BC expansion functions for the preconditioning operator and
RWG funcions for the EFIE operator maintains the second kind behaviour also af-
ter discretisation. This method yields a true Caldero´n Multiplicative Preconditioner
(CMP). While more accurate than the approach using solely RWG functions, it is also
faster and more memory efficient because less matrices need to be stored, added and
multiplied.
The BC functions are constructed on a refined, so-called barycentric mesh and are
div-conforming and quasi curl-conforming. The former property makes them suitable
for use as basis functions, the latter assures that the Gram matrix between RWG func-
tions and BC functions is well-conditioned. With every RWG function, a BC function
is associated, defined in [8], [14], [15] and illustrated in Fig. 10.1. Each BC function
can be constructed by a weighted sum of ‘small’ RWG functions on the barycentric
mesh. In order to make the BC functions scale identically as their associated RWG
function on the original mesh, the BC functions are multiplied by L (see Fig. 10.1),
the sum of the lengths of the two central edges in the barycentric mesh. This will sim-
plify the handling of non-uniform meshes and make the formulation more symmetric.
Figure 10.1: An example BC function. The filling colours (magnitude) and arrows (orientation)
illustrate the vectorial behaviour. Compared to the original definition [8], [14], [15], the BC function
is multiplied with a constant factor equal to the length L, i.e. the sum of the lengths of the two central
edges of the barycentric mesh. The two large empty triangles (named a and b) indicate the support
of the RWG function that is associated with this BC function.
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The following scheme is used to discretise the preconditioned EFIE (similar to
[14], but in the frequency domain)
¯TBC · ¯G−1 · ¯TRWG ·X = ¯TBC · ¯G−1 · 〈un ×RWG|E i〉, (10.9)
with ¯TBC = 〈un ×BC|T (BC)〉, ¯TRWG = 〈un ×RWG|T (RWG)〉 and with the Gram
matrix ¯G = 〈un×RWG|BC〉. The inner product 〈et |D(eb)〉 is defined as the matrix ¯D
with ¯Di j =
∫
S et,i(r) ·
∫
S D(eb, j(r′))dS′dS, with the et,i a set of test functions and the eb,i
a set of basis functions. The inner product 〈et |eb〉 is defined as 〈et |I(eb)〉, with I the
identity operator. Finally, the ‘right hand side’ inner product 〈et |E 〉 is defined as the
vector E with E i =
∫
S et,i(r) ·E(r)dS. Here, un×RWG and un×BC represent the curl-
conforming functions obtained by rotating the RWG and BC functions. The Gram
matrix is sparse and well-conditioned and its evaluation and multiplication causes
barely any need for additional computational resources.
An example demonstrates the stability properties of the CMP as shown in
Fig. 10.2. The condition number κT of ¯TRW G is compared to the condition num-
ber κT 2 of ¯TBC · ¯G−1 · ¯TRWG over a wide range of mesh sizes. The scattering ob-
ject is a 1m× 1m× 1m PEC cube, discretised in triangles of approximate edge size
d = 0.2m, leading to 450 RWG basis functions. By increasing the wavelength, the
mesh-density (expressed as number of elements per square wavelength) increases.
The non-preconditioned EFIE has a rapidly rising condition number with increasing
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Figure 10.2: Condition number of the discretised operator for EFIE and Caldero´n preconditioned
EFIE as a function of the inverse mesh size d (in wavelengths)
mesh-density, while the Caldero´n preconditioned matrix remains stable.
Some care must be taken when the mesh is non-uniform (to efficiently discretise
a large object with important sub-wavelength detail). To guarantee a low condition
number κG of the Gram matrix, a diagonal preconditioner can be applied that makes
all elements on the diagonal equal [15]. A second problem is the condition number
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of the entire ¯TBC · ¯G−1 · ¯TRWG. The diagonal elements must be of the same order of
magnutide, which can again be achieved by applying a diagonal preconditioner. Unlike
for ¯G the diagonal elements of ¯TBC · ¯G−1 · ¯TRWG cannot be calculated efficiently, but
from (10.5) and the definition of RWG and BC functions it can be deduced that they
scale proportionally to the area of the RWG or its associated BC function. The most
general formulation for diagonally preconditioning the entire system is
¯PL · ¯TBC · ¯G−1 · ¯TRWG · ¯PR · ¯P−1R ·X = ¯PL ·B, (10.10)
which is solved for Y = ¯P−1R ·X , after which X follows immediately. In these expres-
sions, ¯PL and ¯PR are a left and right preconditioner, respectively. The most balanced
system is formed when ¯PL and ¯PR are diagonal matrices containing the inverse square
root of the areas of the RWG and BC functions, respectively. However, the condition
number and iteration count are almost equally low when only a ¯PL containing the in-
verse areas of the BC functions or only a ¯PR containing the inverse areas of the RWG
functions is used. Diagonal preconditioners of this kind are very effective when the
only source of ill-conditioning is a scaling mismatch, as is the case for both the Gram
matrix and ¯TBC · ¯G−1 · ¯TRWG.
If the object is closed (i.e. it has a finite and nonzero volume) and if it has di-
mensions about half a wavelength or larger, then the matrix ¯T2 may become singular
due to internal resonances. This is typically alleviated by forming the CFIE as a linear
combination of the EFIE and the MFIE. The latter one is defined as (the additional
cross product with un assures that it is well-tested by un×RWG test functions):
−un×{12 −K}[Js](r) =−un×
[
un ×H i(r)
]
. (10.11)
Because we have
T 2 =−1
4
+K2 = (K − 1
2
)(K +
1
2
), (10.12)
the operator T 2 contains all resonances of the MFIE operator ( 12 −K) and more. There-
fore, forming the Caldero´n preconditioned CFIE (in the remainder of this chapter de-
noted as the Modified CFIE (MCFIE), in accordance with [13]) in the traditional way
as
{−αηT 2 +(1−α)ηun× (12 −K)}(Js) = αT (un×E
i)+ (1−α)ηun× [un ×H i],
(10.13)
does not lead to a resonance-free integral equation because both terms contain the
MFIE resonances. However, the stabilising properties of the Caldero´n preconditioner
are local [13], which allows the use of a localised version T L of the preconditioner.
Unlike T 2, T LT does not contain the MFIE resonances [13]. The choice of α will be
discussed in the sequel.
We will discuss in Section 4 how we construct a localised version of the precon-
ditioner, which removes the resonances in the MCFIE. In [16] another localisation
technique for the MCFIE is proposed.
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Let us now consider the choice of α. In the unpreconditioned CFIE, the number of
iterations is minimised around α ≈ 0.2−0.3 [4]. However, the EFIE is more accurate
and for a certain tolerance on the Radar Cross Section (RCS) it appears that α ≈ 0.5
obtains the result most efficiently, as a balance between the number of unknowns and
the amount of iterations required [17]. In the MCFIE, on the other hand, both the MFIE
and locally preconditioned EFIE contributions are well-conditioned and the number
of iterations is almost independent of α. Figure 10.3 displays the backscattered RCS
as a function of α for scattering at a 2m×2m×2m PEC cube in a high frequency and
low frequency case (for an incoming plane wave with the direction and polarisation
along one of the cube’s axes). This illustrates that the typical accuracy considerations
still apply. In the low frequency case the number of iterations was always limited to 6
or 7 (for 10−6 relative accuracy), while in the high frequency simulation the number
of iterations varied from 16 to 8 as α was increased from 0 to 1, regardless of the
number of unknowns. The conclusion can be drawn that α should be chosen fairly
high, in order to profit from the high accuracy of the EFIE, but not so high as to have a
negligble MFIE contribution, which could lead to a strong increase in iterations in case
of a resonance. We propose α≈ 0.8 as an approximation, but a detailed study (beyond
the scope of this work) might reveal an optimal choice. In Section 4 we will briefly
revisit this topic when an object is simulated at a frequency which displays spurious
solutions. A further improvement could include a different expansion scheme for the
MFIE (for instance [4]), which enhances its accuracy, to make the choice of α almost
completely irrelevant.
Of course, the MFIE impedance matrix leads to additional calculation time per
iteration and increased memory-usage for storage and, as displayed in Fig. 10.3, leads
to a loss of accuracy. For these reasons, we will only use the MCFIE when the situation
requires so, namely for closed objects larger than half a wavelength.
To conclude this section, we compare the Caldero´n preconditioner with one of the
most popular algebraic precondioners, the so-called Incomplete LU (ILU) decomposi-
tion. ILU preconditioning has been extensively discussed in [18] (and it is beyond the
scope of this work to give a detailed overview and comparison). However, as Caldero´n
preconditioning is aimed in particular at stabilising the low frequency (or dense grid)
breakdown of EFIE, it is useful to compare both preconditioners in a broadband sense,
rather than just the high frequency regime which is most often studied when evaluat-
ing algebraic preconditioners. We simulate scattering at a 16m×40m (open) PEC plate
(7568 unknowns), for a range of frequencies, and compare the number of iterations
for solution of the EFIE integral equation. The incoming plane wave has its direction
orthogonal to the plate, while the polarisation is along the length of the plate. The
drop tolerance [18] of the ILU preconditioner was chosen for each frequency such
that the sparsity of the preconditioner (≈ 60%) is approximately equal to that of the
near interaction matrix, from which it was built. The Caldero´n preconditioner has 0%
sparsity. In this example neither the impedance matrix nor the CMP were accelerated
using fast multipole methods, due to its limited size. The results of the comparison
(using the TF-QMR iterative algorithm [19]) are shown in Table 10.1.
It is clear that the ILU preconditioner performs well at high frequencies (dis-
cretisation approximately λ10 ), as was already shown by previous authors [18], but
quickly breaks down when the frequency drops (or the grid density increases), while
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Figure 10.3: The influence of α in the MCFIE on the backscattered RCS of a 2m× 2m× 2m. The
high frequency (top, f = 4.77 · 107 Hz) and low frequency (bottom, f = 4.77 · 105 Hz) simulations
show the value of the backscattered RCS for three different mesh densities, indicated by the number
of unknowns N
Table 10.1: Comparison of ILU and Caldero´n preconditioner as a function of the frequency ( f ) and
the associated electric discretisation size dλ . The iteration count is shown for a solution to relative
accuracy 10−6 for the unpreconditioned case (‘none’) and usage of the ILU and Caldero´n (‘Cal’)
preconditioner, for scattering at a PEC plate.
f (Hz) dλ Nit,none Nit,ILU Nit,Cal
4.77 ·107 8 ·10−2 577 5 51
1.59 ·107 2.6 ·10−2 748 8 33
4.77 ·106 8 ·10−3 669 52 17
1.59 ·106 2.6 ·10−3 889 198 15
4.77 ·105 8 ·10−4 915 > 1000 15
the Caldero´n preconditioner is less effective at high frequencies but is very stable at
low frequencies. The low frequency breakdown of ILU is in accordance with an obser-
vation made later in this chapter, namely that the sparsity of the preconditioner must
decrease when the frequency goes down, in order to remain effective. The Caldero´n
approach leads to a fully dense matrix and as such does not suffer from this effect.
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Because of this, it is however more computationally expensive (although, as will be
shown, this is not prohibitive to the complexity after applying fast multipole methods).
As such, at high frequencies the algebraic preconditioners are at least competitive with
and probably preferable to Caldero´n techniques and the focus in the remainder of the
chapter will be predominantly on the performance in a broadband frequency range.
One may also consider to apply the ILU preconditioner to, e.g., an impedance matrix
constructed with Loop-Tree (or Loop-Star) expansion functions. However, Loop-Tree
only alleviates the low frequency breakdown (and not the dense grid breakdown). It
is our belief (although not yet verified through experiment) that a ’general purpose’
algebraic preconditioner is uncapable of completely removing a structural breakdown
(like low frequency or dense grid). As such, in order to have a stable solution for an in-
creasingly denser grid, one should use a more powerful preconditioner, like Caldero´n
or Multiresolution. An additional note is that an ILU preconditioner is very difficult
to construct for very large problems on a cluster of machines [18], regardless of the
frequency, although at high frequencies it might be well worth the effort.
3. Truncation of the Translation Operator in the NSPWMLFMA
This section is devoted to introducing and clarifying a few subtle aspects of the
(NSPWM)MLFMA that are important to Caldero´n preconditioning. First of all, we
will generally use the vectorial formulation, based on the dyadic representation in
(10.2). The Green’s dyadic can be decomposed as
¯Gee(r ji)≈
∫
(¯I− ˆkˆk)e− jk·r jm Tmm′(k,rmm′)e jk·r im′ dˆk (10.14)
with ˆk indicating the unit vector in the direction of k. Because ¯I − ˆkˆk = ˆθˆθ+ ˆφˆφ and
because it is a projection operator, the radiation patterns are fully determined with only
two independent components, namely a θ and φ component (as one could expect from
a far field pattern). The scalar formulation of the MLFMA relies on (10.3) and uses
four components (three Carthesian components for the vector potential and one for
the scalar potential). The number of components can be reduced to three by exploiting
the Lorenz gauge, but it is still less efficient than the vectorial formulation which
we will use in the next section. An important aspect of vectorial formulations is the
choice of the truncation limit L (see chapters 5 and 6). A number of implicit and
explicit expressions for L exist for the scalar case [20], [9]. In the HF regime it can be
shown [9] that the vectorial case requires two extra terms to be included for the EFIE,
to compensate for the ∇∇· operation in the Green’s dyadic. However, an expression
valid over the entire frequency range is significantly more analytically involved. The
MFIE contains only one ∇ operation and as such it is expected to require a lower L
than the EFIE. A detailed study is conducted in [20] and we will limit ourselves here
to Fig. 10.4, displaying the required L for the scalar case, the MFIE and the EFIE,
to approximate respectively the Green’s function g(r), the electric-electric Green’s
dyadic ¯Gee(r) and the electric-magnetic Green’s dyadic ∇×g(r)¯I with 10−3 accuracy
and nt = 3 (the minimal distance between two box centra in order for them to be
considered as ’far’, expressed in units of box size).
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Figure 10.4: Truncation L required for approximating within a tolerance of 10−3 the Green’s
function (denoted ’scalar’), the electric-electric Green’s dyadic (denoted ’EFIE’) and the magnetic-
electric Green’s dyadic (denoted ’MFIE’), as a function of box size for nt = 3.
As expected, in the HF-regime (i.e. for boxes that are of the order of a wavelength
or larger) the differences are small and the Green’s dyadics require at most one or two
extra terms, compared to the scalar Green’s function. However, in the LF regime the
differences are much more pronounced and are rooted in the differential operators that
occur in the Green’s dyadics. For our purpose, we observe that at lower frequencies
the MFIE requires significantly less terms in the series than the EFIE for the same
accuracy.
The previously mentioned L denotes the number of terms in the translation op-
erator. The required sampling rate for the Ewald sphere integration (in the case of
NSPWMLFMA) can be shown to be (L + 1)2. However, this is not the number of
sample points required to store the aggregation or disaggregation patterns with suf-
ficient accuracy. One can use a smaller amount of sample points, namely (L′+ 1)2,
expressed by means of a parameter L′ (with L′ ≤ L). L′ is defined as the smallest num-
ber for which (L′ + 1)2 sample points at the aggregation and disaggregation stages
still lead to the desired accuracy after interpolation to and anterpolation from (L+1)2
sample points at the translation stage. This is particularly useful at the lowest level,
where aggregation and disaggregation are done through dense matrices that need to
be stored. In the high frequency limit one expects L′ to approximate L2 , which would
mean a fourfold reduction in memory. A detailed analysis is given in [20], here we
will restrict ourselves to Fig. 10.5, showing the required L′ for accurate aggregation
and disaggregation.
While using L′ < L significantly saves memory, it will increase computational cost
due to the extra interpolations and anterpolations required. If the number of iterations
is limited, e.g. by using a Caldero´n preconditioner, such that the overall run-time is
dominated by setup, then the reduced memory-usage can be more important than the
increased computational iteration cost.
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Figure 10.5: Aggregation L′ required such that after interpolation to L the Green’s function
(‘scalar’), the electric-electric Green’s dyadic (‘EFIE’) and the magnetic-electric Green’s dyadic
(‘MFIE’) can still be approximated within a tolerance of 10−3, as a function of box size for nt = 3.
In the next three sections, we will demonstrate how the NSPWMLFMA (or,
for high frequencies, the MLFMA alone) can be efficiently used to accelerate the
Caldero´n preconditioned EFIE. We will start with the most straightforward case: that
of closed objects.
4. Closed Objects
Storage and calculation of (10.9) is of O (N2) complexity due to the dense matrices
¯TBC and ¯TRWG. Both these complexities can be reduced to O (N logN) by applying the
NSPWMLFMA (including the transition to MLFMA when the boxes become large),
which makes the scheme useful for objects requiring many unknowns. Application
of fast methods to the impedance matrix ¯TRWG has been studied extensively before
and has been shown to be highly effective. The oct-tree used for the RWG functions
can be re-used for the BC functions. Since every BC function is associated with one
RWG function and has approximately the same centroid and spatial extent, the BC
function can be assigned to the same box as the corresponding RWG function. This
makes extension of existing codes significantly easier. Let us first look at the simula-
tion of (closed) objects below their first resonance frequency, in which case the EFIE
alone is sufficient to obtain an accurate solution. As an example, a 2m× 2m× 2m
PEC cube is considered, illuminated by a plane wave (direction and polarisation along
the axes of the cube) with frequency 4.77 ·107 Hz, which is well below the first reso-
nance frequency. Table 10.2 shows the number of iterations (Nit ), the time per iteration
(Tit ) and the memory for aggregation/disaggregation matrices (Magg), near interactions
(Mnr) and translation operators (Mtr) as a function of the number of unknowns (N) and
mesh-density (ρm as number of unknowns per square wavelength). Additionally, the
memory is indicated that would be required for a classical MoM simulation without
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use of fast multipole techniques (Mcl). The relative accuracy of the iterative solution is
10−3. The Transpose Free Quasi Minimal Residual (TFQMR) iterative algorithm [19]
was used in this and all later examples.
Table 10.2: Statistics for scattering simulations of a 2m× 2m× 2m cube at 4.77 · 107 Hz as a
function of the number of unknowns (N) and mesh-density (ρm as number of unknowns per square
wavelength).
N ρm Nit Tit (s) Mnr (MB) Magg (MB) Mtr (MB) Mcl (MB)
288 4.74 ·102 5 0.026 2.53 0 0 2.53
1152 1.90 ·103 6 0.118 40.5 0 0 40.5
4608 7.58 ·103 6 1.36 200 225 7.4 648
18432 3.03 ·104 6 20.7 684 992 24 1.04 ·104
73728 1.22 ·105 6 137 2348 3876 41 1.66 ·105
294912 4.85 ·105 6 664 8691 15876 113 2.66 ·106
The table shows that, even for very high mesh-densities, the scheme including
NSPWMLFMA maintains the LF stability of the integral equation. Also note that the
electrical size of the cube is approximately 0.3λ, which coincides more or less with the
lowest level box size of the traditional (high frequency) MLFMA. For stability reasons
(see Section 3), this box size cannot be reduced in the MLFMA and therefore it cannot
be applied in this example. This illustrates the importance of having an LF stable fast
multipole technique (like the NSPWMLFMA) in combination with the CMP.
When the frequency is high such that resonance solutions cannot be excluded, the
MCFIE (10.13) is needed. When not using a Caldero´n preconditioner, the impedance
matrices resulting from the EFIE and MFIE can simply be added at setup-time, re-
sulting in no additional memory or CPU time during the iterative process. How-
ever, in our scheme this is no longer possible, because ¯TBC · ¯G−1 must be applied
to ¯TRWG ·Js alone. Therefore, the memory required for the near interactions of the
MFIE must be stored separately. However, the distant interactions can be stored effi-
ciently since the aggregations and translations of ¯KRWG and ¯TRWG are identical, with
¯KRWG = 〈un×RWG|K(RWG)〉. The sharing of aggregations and translations can also
be exploited during the iterative process, by treating MFIE and EFIE together for ag-
gregation and translation and only seperating them for disaggregation.
The sampling rate for the radiation patterns of the MFIE is significantly smaller
than that of the EFIE, such that the disaggregation matrices of the MFIE can be stored
more compactly than those of the EFIE. We have previously indicated that T 2 con-
tains all the resonances of 12 −K and more, such that we must use a localised version of
¯TBC (denoted as ¯TL,BC) in order to obtain a truly resonance-free equation. A number of
methods exist to create a ¯TL,BC, but here we will opt to omit interactions over a distance
longer than 1λ. Omitting distant interactions beyond a certain translation distance has
the secondary advantage of saving some memory and accelerating the matrix-vector
product, even though these gains are generally marginal because most computational
effort is done on the lowest levels, i.e. at short distances. This implies that when the
frequency goes down (and the mesh remains identical), ¯TL,BC becomes less sparse,
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eventually being fully dense when the scatterer is smaller than the wavelength. An al-
ternative method for localisation (using jk instead of k in ¯TL,BC [16]) shows essentially
the same behaviour. The choice of 1λ as the cut-off distance is not critical (although
it shouldn’t be significantly more or less), but it is in our case inspired by the fact
that, in a high frequency simulation, it usually covers the near interactions, basically
allowing us to skip all the distant interactions. Of course, as the frequency goes down,
additional levels of far interactions must be included to maintain a coverage of the 1λ
interaction distance. Although a detailed study is beyond the scope of this work, this
behaviour could indicate why the (sparse) algebraic preconditioners break down when
the frequency drops. Although in general high frequency simulations can be treated
efficiently with algebraic preconditioners like ILU, using a Caldero´n preconditioner
for electrically large objects can be necessary when the mesh-density is high (for in-
stance, due to fine geometrical features), leading to a high condition number due to
the EFIE contribution in the unpreconditioned CFIE.
In the following example we consider a 2λ×2λ×2λ resonating PEC cube with a
locally refined mesh near the edges, to more accurately catch the singular behaviour of
the induced currents. The object has dimensions larger than half a wavelength, requir-
ing CFIE or MCFIE. For a fair comparison between the two solution methods it is nec-
essary to solve the solution vectors for the same accuracy. During the iterative process,
when solving the system ¯A ·X = B, the stopping criterium is such that || ¯A·X−B||||B|| < ε.
When using a preconditioner ¯M, the stopping criterium used is || ¯M·( ¯A·X−B)|||| ¯M·B|| < ε. How-
ever, these do not lead to solutions that are equally accurate, because of the difference
in condition number of ¯A and ¯M · ¯A. We will use the a posteriori stopping criterium
of X−X eX e < ε, with X e an approximation of the exact solution that we obtained by first
solving for a few additional orders of magnitude accuracy. While this has no prac-
tical purposes, because the exact solution is not known at run-time, it allows for a
more accurate and fair assessment of preconditioners. A significant increase in itera-
tion count is observed for those where ¯M · ¯A (or just ¯A if no preconditioner is applied)
is ill-conditioned.
The results are displayed in Table 10.3, for ε = 10−6. The numerical value after
CFIE and MCFIE indicates the coefficient α. Note that both the EFIE and the MFIE
have spurious solutions. However, only those of the MFIE will effectively radiate,
leading to incorrect radar cross sections. The EFIE will lead to incorrect current den-
sities but results in the correct scattered field values. Hence, even though the MFIE
(its exact solution X e is finite, due to the discretisation, so the iteration count can be
determined) is included in Table 10.3 for the sake of completeness, it cannot be con-
sidered a dependable solution method in the high frequency region. This is illustrated
in Fig. 10.6, displaying the radar cross section of the cube at large distance, obtained
using most of the integral equations from Table 10.3.
The accuracy of the CFIE and MCFIE are good and, as expected, depend on the
choice of α (a high α means the accurate EFIE dominates the slightly more inaccu-
rate MFIE, as previously discussed). Table 10.3 explains our earlier recommendation
of α ≈ 0.8 in the MCFIE: the accuracy is high and the number of iterations is low.
The MFIE alone leads to a completely incorrect far field, as a result of the radiating
spurious mode.
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Table 10.3: Comparison of the various integral equations for the solution of a resonating cube
(N = 150390).
Equation Operator Nit Tit (s)
EFIE T ≈ 50000 161
MFIE K 136 161
CFIE0.2 0.2T + 0.8ηK 109 161
MCFIE0.05 0.05T L ·T + 0.95ηK 64 473
MCFIE0.5 0.5T L ·T + 0.5ηK 15 473
MCFIE0.8 0.8T L ·T + 0.2ηK 13 473
MCFIE0.95 0.95T L ·T + 0.05ηK 23 473
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Figure 10.6: Comparison of the radar cross section (RCS), using various integral equations (see
also Table 10.3). The absolute difference of the results using MFIE, CFIE and MCFIE with the
EFIE (used as a reference) are plotted along a large circle around the cubic scattering object. For
convenience, the entries in the legend are ordered by descending value along the 180◦ direction.
It is obvious that NSPWMLFMA-accelerated Caldero´n preconditioners have sig-
nificant value in situations where the mesh-density is too high for the EFIE to converge
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fast. The additional cost per iteration is more than compensated for by the highly re-
duced number of iterations. The improved spectral properties guarantee robustness.
5. Open surfaces
One of the most powerful features of BC functions is that ¯TBC effectively precondi-
tions ¯TRWG even in the case of open structures [15], something hitherto impossible us-
ing only RWG functions. As shown in [13], on open surfaces we solve for Js =J++J−
as the sum of the current densities on both sides of the surface, using the EFIE
−ηT ++[Js](r) = un×E i(r) (10.15)
with T ++ the operator between the electric current densities and electric fields on the
top side (+) of the surface [13]. However, contrary to closed surfaces, T ++ cannot be
linked to K++, such that T 2++ cannot be shown to be a well-posed operator. Some
arguments indicating the superiority of T 2++ over T ++ are given in [13]. Still, through
a Helmholtz-decomposition it can be shown that the range of ¯Th++,RWG is the ker-
nel of ¯Th++,BC [14]. In the remainder of this section, ¯T++ will simply be denoted as
¯T. Due to the particular construction of the BC functions at the edges, the scheme
described by (10.9) applies to open structures as well. However, application of the
vectorial NSPWMLFMA to ¯TBC faces some difficulties due to the fact that BC func-
tions, contrary to RWG functions, have a component normal to the edge. In order to be
able to calculate the near interactions for the contribution due to the scalar potential,
the integral ∫
Si
bi(r) ·∇
∫
S j
∇g(|r −r′|) ·b j(r ′)dS′dS (10.16)
must be calculated. When b does not have a component normal to the edge, this can
be reduced to the less singular form
−
∫
Si
∇ ·bi(r)
∫
S j
g(|r −r′|)∇ ·b j(r ′)dS′dS (10.17)
of which the singular part of the inner integration can be integrated analytically for
linear functions b [21]. However, in the case of BC functions, the normal compo-
nent gives rise to equivalent line charges. These line charges lead to non-integrable
integrals over the edge. While this may seem an unsurmountable issue, in previous
publications [14] these line charges were simply omitted. Practice shows that it leads
to the desired results. In the NSPWMLFMA the omission of the line charges requires
a different formulation for the distant interactions. The vectorial formulation, based
on the decomposition of the Green’s dyadic, does not move a ∇ to the basis and test
functions and thus includes the contribution of the line charges. This would lead to a
mixed matrix, where the near interactions omit the line charges and the far interactions
include them, jeopardising the preconditioning effect. For consistency, the scalar for-
mulation is required, using four scalar radiation patterns. The extra computational cost
is relatively limited: the far interactions for the preconditioner become twice as costly.
There is no modification to the storage of ¯TRWG, nor to the calculation of ¯TRWG ·Js.
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The near interactions of ¯TBC are treated identically as for closed objects. Only the
distant interactions related to ¯TBC require twice as much memory and computational
time, due to a doubling of the number of the radiation pattern components. As an illus-
tration, scattering at a 2m×2m PEC plate is considered, for an incoming wave directed
orthogonally to the plate and with a polarisation along one of the axes, at a frequency
of 4.77 · 107, for varying mesh-density. The results are displayed in Table 10.4 and
show the number of iterations (Nit ), the time per iteration (Tit ) and the memory for
aggregation/disaggregation matrices (Magg), near interactions (Mnr) and translation
operators (Mtr) as a function of the number of unknowns (N) and mesh-density (ρm as
number of unknowns per square wavelength). Additionally, the memory is indicated
that would be required for a classical MoM simulation without use of fast multipole
techniques (Mcl). The relative accuracy of the iterative solution is 10−3.
Table 10.4: Statistics for scattering simulations of a 2m×2m plate at 4.77 ·107 Hz as a function of
the number of unknowns (N) and mesh-density (ρm as number of unknowns per square wavelength).
N ρm Nit Tit (s) Magg (MB) Mnr (MB) Mtr (MB) Mcl (MB)
12160 1.2 ·105 8 33 981 291 3.8 4.5 ·103
48896 4.8 ·105 8 145 3774 1250 5 8 ·104
196096 1.9 ·106 8 606 15465 5054 7 1.2 ·105
The results indicate that the preconditioner has the same effect on open surfaces as
it has on closed ones. While in general the condition number of ¯TBC · ¯G−1 · ¯TRWG for
open surfaces is slightly higher than that for closed surfaces, the same independence
of mesh-density is observed. The previous example demonstrates the LF behaviour.
The Caldero´n preconditioner can also be applied to HF simulations (characterised by
mesh-sizes of the order 0.1λ). In Table 10.5 the number of iterations is compared when
using the unpreconditioned matrix ¯TRW G, the full ¯TBC · ¯G−1 · ¯TRWG matrix and a local
preconditioner as in ¯TL,BC · ¯G−1 · ¯TRW G. The dimensions of the plate are systematically
increased, while the frequency remains at 4.77 · 107 Hz. The relative accuracy of the
iterative solution is 10−3.
As expected, the number of iterations for the unpreconditioned EFIE increases
rapidly. More surprising, however, is the fact that the iteration count for ¯TBC · ¯G−1 ·
¯TRWG rises relatively fast as well (even though it remains considerably lower than the
EFIE alone), while ¯TL,BC · ¯G−1 · ¯TRWG seems to keep things under control. In order
to get a better understanding of this phenomenon, the eigenvalue spectra for both are
displayed in Fig. 10.7 for the 20m× 20m plate.
Unlike for closed objects, the global operator T 2 cannot be analytically related
to a second-kind operator [13] and displays eigenvalues in all quadrants of the com-
plex plane. In addition to a slightly increased condition number, this scattering of the
eigenvalues causes difficulties for iterative solvers, which perform optimally when
the eigenvalues are clustered and restricted to certain areas of the complex plane [22].
When using the local preconditioner, the scattering is limited and as a consequence the
solution is found in less iterations. In general, it is better to use a local preconditioner,
not just as a way to save resources but also to obtain faster convergence. This is related
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Table 10.5: Comparison of the iteration count Nit and memory usage M (in MB) for a HF scattering
simulation at a square plate of increasing size (N unknowns) for matrices ¯TRWG (denoted ¯T), ¯TBC ·
¯G−1 · ¯TRW G (denoted ¯T2) and ¯TL,BC · ¯G−1 · ¯TRWG (denoted ¯TL ¯T).
Size (m2) N Nit (¯T) Nit (¯T
2
) Nit(¯TL ¯T) M(¯T) M(¯T
2
) M(¯TL ¯T)
16× 16 3008 178 28 19 138 350 350
20× 20 4720 226 34 13 228 573 573
24× 24 6816 220 43 13 338 845 845
28× 28 9296 304 49 13 473 1177 1177
32× 32 12160 322 55 13 629 1559 1558
36× 36 15408 310 67 13 807 1995 1994
40× 40 19040 382 73 13 1010 2491 2490
44× 44 23056 448 82 13 1230 3030 3028
60× 60 42960 592 112 15 2293 5626 5623
80× 80 76480 700 180 17 4144 10138 10135
120× 120 172480 >1000 316 20 9475 23120 23116
160× 160 306560 >1000 >1000 24 16983 41386 41380
to the fact that, using a local instead of global preconditioner, the influence from the
edges on the rest of the surface is reduced. This explains why open structures with a
high edge to surface ratio (for instance Split Ring Resonators) still cause compactness
issues, even when using a local preconditioner. The memory comparison in Table 10.5
shows that for open surfaces the scheme with a preconditioner requires about 2.5 times
the memory of the unpreconditioned scheme. This is due to the previously discussed
fact that the scalar formulation of (NSPW)MLFMA with four radiation patterns must
be employed for ¯TBC.
Both this section on open surfaces and the previous one on closed surfaces deal
with frequency ranges that cover most practical applications of electrodynamics. The
next section investigates what happens at extremely low frequencies.
6. Very Low Frequencies
When using the NSPWMLFMA to accelerate the Caldero´n preconditioner and the
impedance matrix at even lower frequencies, the Caldero´n preconditioner, as de-
scribed previously, will eventually break down. In Fig. 10.8 the condition number
of ¯TBC · ¯G−1 · ¯TRWG is shown as a function of the frequency, for scattering at a con-
figuration of two small cubes positioned such that they interact through the NSP-
WMLFMA (they each fill one entire FMM box of size MBS, and their centers are
separated over a distance of three times the MBS). It appears that the condition num-
ber increases very rapidly from a certain point. A comparison of the three curves for
various truncation errors indicates that it is essentially caused by the error introduced
by the NSPWMLFMA. Indeed, the explosion of the condition number can be sup-
pressed by increasing L, but obviously this comes with the cost of additional memory
and CPU time.
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Figure 10.7: Eigenvalue spectra (in the complex plane) of the matrices ¯TBC · ¯G−1 · ¯TRW G (left) and
¯TL,BC · ¯G−1 · ¯TRW G (right) for a square plate
The instability is caused by cancellation errors, prohibiting ¯Th,BC · ¯G−1 · ¯Th,RWG to
vanish. For reasons of compactness, in the remainder of this section we will omit the
notations BC and RWG, as well as the Gram matrix ¯G−1, unless the context requires
their presence. As can be derived from (10.3), with varying frequency, ¯Ts behaves
like O (k) and ¯Th like O
( 1
k
)
. In Fig. 10.9 the norm of the various constituents of the
matrix ¯T2 are displayed as a function of frequency, for the same two-cube example
with a 10−2 truncation error. The norm |¯Th ¯Th| is ten orders of magnitude smaller
than the product of the norms |¯Th||¯Th|, demonstrating that the cancelling of the hy-
persingular contribution is very effective. However, no matter how accurate the NSP-
WMLFMA calculates the distant interactions, there will always be a frequency range
where |¯Th ¯Th|> |¯Th ¯Ts|, destroying the well-behaved properties of the operator.
Analysis of the expressions for ¯Ts and ¯Th in (10.3) shows that
|¯Th ¯Th|
|¯Ts ¯Th|
∼ f (ε)
(kd)2 (10.18)
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Figure 10.8: Condition number of ¯T2 as a function of inverse wavelength for various truncation
errors.
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Figure 10.9: | ¯Ts ¯Th|, | ¯Th ¯Th| and | ¯Th|| ¯Th| as a function of inverse wavelength for a truncation error
of 10−2.
with f (ε) a certain function of the accuracy ε of the distant interactions, k the
wave number and d the typical size of the mesh. An expression for f (ε) is difficult to
derive, because it depends on many factors, including box size at the lowest level, nt
and whether or not L′ < L (see Section 3). As also illustrated by Fig. 10.8, this means
that increasing the accuracy with an order of magnitude delays the instability by the
same amount for this small configuration. In general, also for larger objects, Fig. 10.8
is a good indicator to verify when the instability occurs.
Another problem, related to the previous one but independent of the use of the
NSPWMLFMA, limits the achievable accuracy of the iterative process. The term ¯Th ·
¯Th ·X must be negligible, in comparison with ¯Th · ¯Ts ·X . Because ¯Th increases in
magnitude with decreasing frequency and the solution of ¯G−1 ·X is of limited precision
(≈ κG10−16 in double precision, with κG the condition number of the Gram matrix),
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round-off effects in the last significant digit cause the process to eventually stagnate.
The number of digits ni that can be solved for can easily be estimated as
ni = log10
k2d2
κGεG
, (10.19)
with κG ≈ 2 and εG = 10−15 the accuracy used to solve ¯G−1 ·X . Figure 10.10 dis-
plays the convergence process (lines) and the estimated limit (10.19) (circle) for three
different frequencies, demonstrating that (10.19) provides an accurate estimate. It is
obvious that a purely multiplicative scheme for the preconditioner can never obtain
more accurate digits than a direct inversion, hindered by the condition number of
¯TRWG.
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Figure 10.10: The lines represent the convergence behaviour of the iterative process in the simu-
lation of a small cube, at three different frequencies. The circle indicates the estimated convergence
limit, predicted by (10.19).
Even though usually neither of the above two problems occurs in electrodynamic
simulations of practical interest, it is useful to provide a solution. Both can be avoided
with the same technique, albeit at a cost of memory and CPU time. Both issues are
caused by the failure to cancel ¯Th ¯Th, hence the only solution is to manually eliminate
the term from (10.8) and give up the strictly multiplicative scheme. A similar approach
was used in [6], before the invention of the CMP. In order to save time and memory,
the decomposition can be partially recombined as
T 2 = (T h +T s)T s +T sT h (10.20)
Note that eliminating this term does not introduce a discretisation error (unlike the
case of RWG-only schemes [6]), because only numerical errors cause it to be different
from zero. There are now two matrix-vector products instead of one. The calculation
of ¯Th,RWG ·J s and ¯Ts,RWG ·J s requires a formulation of the NSPWMLFMA with re-
spectively one and three radiation pattern components. ¯Ts,BC ·J s must also be treated
in a scalar way, with three components, while ¯Th,BC + ¯Ts,BC requires either four scalar
radiation patterns (for open surfaces) or can rely on the vectorial formulation with
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two components (when the object is closed). The recombination (10.20) also saves
significant memory and time for the near interactions.
Considering the two cube problem at different frequencies treated with the de-
composed operators now yields results that are fully stable. When the frequency goes
down (experiments went as low as 3.18 ·10−7 Hz) the condition number and iteration
count quickly converge to 2.475 and 11, respectively, when solved for a relative itera-
tive accuracy of 10−12. The omission of ¯Th ¯Th makes the formulation unconditionally
stable.
7. Numerical Examples
In this section we will illustrate the capabilities of our preconditioning approach by
means of three examples of increasing electrical size. The first one features metama-
terials, which require a very fine discretisation. Metamaterials have very fine electric
details and are usually only effective at certain resonance frequencies, complicating
accurate simulation. In this example we study a material built from small identical
spirals (which can be considered as closed PEC objects), leading to macroscopic chi-
rality. To accurately describe the geometrical behaviour, a single spiral requires 4584
unknowns. The discretisation is shown in Fig. 10.11. A time domain analysis revealed
the resonance frequencies of one spiral [23], one of which (5.98 ·106 Hz) will be used
to execute the simulations for a large constellation of spirals as well. A cylinder-shaped
metamaterial is constructed using 222 spirals that are oriented identically, shown in
Fig. 10.12, leading to a total of 1017648 unknowns. Note that despite the large num-
ber of unknowns, the structure itself is small compared to the wavelength, allowing
us to use the EFIE alone. For an efficient handling, the parallellised version of the
NSPWMLFMA was employed, as elaborated upon in chapter 8. As explained in [23],
the presence of the chiral effect depends on the direction and polarisation of the in-
coming wave. Two simulations are executed, using the incoming fields schematically
represented in Fig. 10.13. The bistatic radar cross section (RCS) for both is displayed
in Fig. 10.14. In agreement with the predictions, the RCS resulting from the field with
oblique incidence displays some asymmetry, while the other one is perfectly sym-
metrical. In the case of a homogenous and isotropic scatterer, both results would be
symmetrical.
Due to the resonance of the structure, the number of iterations required to get
below 10−3 accuracy is about 100. Note that these are lossy resonances, which are not
related to spurious solutions. If the simulation is repeated at a non-resonant frequency,
the number of iterations required becomes as low as 4, but this triggers a much weaker
chiral response and is not interesting from an engineering point of view. Due to the
very fine mesh, in comparison with the wavelength, these accurate simulations would
be nearly impossible without a powerful preconditioner.
In a second example we will demonstrate the performance of the CMP-
NSPWMLFMA through the simulation of a geometry featuring many open surfaces,
thin objects and sharp corners. In addition, there is a significant amount of non-
uniformity present (the ratio of the areas of the largest and smallest triangles present
is approximately 50). Figure 10.15 shows a mesh representing a simplified form of
the International Space Station (ISS) as it would look after completion. It is roughly
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Figure 10.11: The mesh for one spiral object (all dimensions in m).
Figure 10.12: A cylinder-shaped constellation of 222 spiral objects (all dimensions in m).
110m× 50m× 20m in size. As was shown in Section 2, the CMP-NSPWMLFMA is
particularly useful at low frequencies, and we will study the effect of an incoming
left hand circular polarised plane wave (directed along the (1,1,1) vector, with the
xy-plane defined by the large solar panels) with a wavelength about the size of the
ISS. The mesh contains 164768 unknowns. We again employ the EFIE formulation
(the closed object is sufficiently small to be below the first resonance). The CMP-
NSPWMLFMA algorithm required 121 iterations (for a residual error of 10−3), each
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Figure 10.13: The geometry for the simulation (not to scale), displaying the cylindrical object,
the two incoming plane waves and the circle along which the far field is calculated. The first plane
wave has k1 = (1,0,0) and E 1 = (0,−1,0), while the second one is defined by k2 = 1√2 (1,0,1) and
E 2 = (0,−1,0).
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Figure 10.14: The bistatic RCS (for the y-component) of the two incoming fields displayed in
Fig. 10.13
iteration requiring 13 seconds. Without preconditioning, a single iteration takes 5 sec-
onds. However, even after 1000 iterations the relative residual error was still close
to one. This example, due to its non-uniformity, also demonstrates the need for the
diagonal scalers (see Section 2). Without the scalers, no significant improvement in
the solution is obtained after 1000 iterations. In both this example and the previous
one, succesful usage of algebraic preconditioners would be extremely difficult due to
the low frequencies (see also Section 2). Both examples also required the use of the
NSPWMLFMA for an efficient solution, because the lowest level box sizes are much
smaller than λ3 (which would be about the smallest box size in an MLFMA scheme,
see Section 3).
In a final example we will look at a structure of multiple wavelengths in size.
Figure 10.16 shows the realistic (open PEC) model of a PC case (0.21× 0.405×
0.425m3), as can be used for the calculation of shielding efficiencies. This structure
is illuminated by a plane wave (λ = 0.17m, k = (0,−1,0) and E pol = (0,1,0)). For a
normal high frequency problem (discretisation approximately λ10 ), algebraic precon-
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Figure 10.15: Left: the mesh of the ISS. The habitable parts and the laboratories form one closed
object. The solar panels and the two radiators (the zigzag structures) are modeled as open surfaces.
Each radiator consists of 24 small plates placed closely together. Right: the induced surface current
densities as a result from an incoming left circularly polarised plane wave.
ditioners are arguably more performant than the Caldero´n preconditioner. However,
in this case, a fine discretisation was used for very accurate modeling (d ≈ 0.005m)
with local refinement near the ventilation holes (see Fig. 10.16), leading to 200127
unknowns. This relatively dense mesh ( dλ ≈ 0.03) makes the application of sparse al-
gebraic preconditioners undesirable, because the near interaction matrix alone is not
sufficient to create an effective preconditioner (see also Section 2). In addition, the
cavity-like nature of this structure makes preconditioning a necessity. When using a
fully dense Caldero´n preconditioner, the number of iterations (for 10−3 relative accu-
racy on the iterative solution) is 541. When employing a local preconditioner (cutting
interactions beyond 1λ) as described in Section 5, the number of iterations is reduced
to 283, illustrating its effectiveness. Without a preconditioner, the same amount of ac-
curacy is only reached after 6270 iterations. The amplitude of the z-component of the
total field is shown in Fig. 10.17.
8. Conclusion
The combination of the NSPWMLFMA and the CMP leads to a very stable and ef-
ficient scheme for scattering simulations at PECs. The application, however, is not
trivial and the various problems that occur have been explained and solved in the pre-
vious sections. Further research will focus on the use of CMP’s for dielectric objects
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Figure 10.16: Left: the geometry of the PC case. A slot is shown, through which the field penetrates.
The areas of local refinement model small holes. Right: a detail from the backside of the PC case,
showing the local refinement around the ventilation holes. All dimensions are in m.
as well, as these preconditioners have proven to be very promising in removing the
Achilles’ heel of surface integral equations in practical applications, namely the lack
of guaranteed fast convergence when solved iteratively. The application of Calderon
preconditioning to systems constructed with higher order basis functions is also a topic
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Figure 10.17: The amplitude of the z-component of the total electric field (V/m) in the yz-plane,
with x=0.1m (see also Fig. 10.16). The black line indicates the contours of the PC case. All dimen-
sions are in m.
that is currently being studied (although not by ourselves). In these cases, a numerical
construction on the refined mesh (as opposed to the analytical definition of the BC’s)
seems to be the best way to go.
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Conclusions
Education is an admirable thing,
but it is well to remember from time to time
that nothing that is worth knowing can be taught.
- Oscar Wilde
Looking Back
The main objective of this work was to contribute to the ongoing research on efficient
computational electromagnetism. The approach of choice was the Method of Moments
(MoM), accelerated by Fast Multipole Methods (FMM). In addition, we have looked
at the application in 3D of asynchronous parallellisation, as well as the effectiveness
of certain preconditioners. One important aspect has been to verify that all these differ-
ent techniques are capable of working together. To that end, the low frequency stable
NSPWMLFMA was combined with the high frequency suitable MLFMA, resulting
in a broadband stable algorithm. This broadband approach is fully compatible with
Nexus, allowing flexible asynchronous parallellisation. Later, it was noted that using
the Caldero´n preconditioners together with the FMM leads to certain issues. These
were resolved, resulting in the CMP-NSPWMLFMA. While attempting to simulate
conducting objects, it was noted that currently known techniques do not allow an effi-
cient yet accurate treatment of the impedance integrals. In order to resolve these prob-
lems, a novel numerical method was designed that results in the completely scalable
calculation of these integrals, paving the way for future applications.
Looking Ahead
Of course, even though we believe that this work (together with all the other research
that has been going on in this field throughout the world) is a step forward towards effi-
cient and accurate electromagnetic simulation using the MoM, it by no means defines
the finish line. A number of fairly fundamental questions are still open. For one, it is
not immediately clear yet how the Caldero´n preconditioner, unlike algebraic precon-
ditioners, can be combined with junctions (lines where three or more objects touch).
In the current implementation, a solution is not yet provided and at the moment of
writing it is still a point of active research. In addition, a more thorough evaluation
of the preconditioner is required with regard to dielectrics. Even though it has been
applied to the PMCHWT by now, some issues of instability, in particular for very
low frequencies or for materials with a high impedance, are yet to be evaluated more
closely. Other concerns are of a more incremental nature. The NSPWMLFMA is ar-
guably the most efficient FMM at low frequencies, but improvements might well be
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possible. If the dense interpolation, which is clearly its bottleneck, can somehow be
accelerated or more sparsified, its use of computational resources is projected to rival
with that of the MLFMA itself. A final field of future study is the parallel efficiency
in the case of complicated objects. As mentioned in Chapter 8, a lot of ground is yet
to be covered before reaching a stage where typical engineering applications can be
handled in a satisfactory manner. The most pressing concern involves the load balanc-
ing amongst the different nodes, which is currently only optimal for structures with a
rather uniform discretisation. However, none of the previously mentioned issues are
regarded as insurmountable and as such we believe that the work done in this thesis is
relevant for the future.
APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
Extended Functions on a
Sphere
The MLFMA with uniform sampling expands a radiation pattern in trigonometric
polynomials. These are orthogonal only on the [0,2pi] interval, requiring an extension
of the MLFMA integration domain (which is over the Ewald sphere), such that both θ
and φ are in the interval [0,2pi].
Let us call Ws(x,y,z), defined on the real unit sphere (x2 + y2 + z2 = 1), a scalar
complex function (for instance a radiation pattern). This function can be expressed
in spherical coordinates, i.e. Vs(θ,φ) =Ws(sinθcosφ,sin θsinφ,cosθ). If the function
Vs(θ,φ) is extended, it appears that [1]
Vs(2pi−θ,φ+pi) =Ws [sin(2pi−θ)cos(φ+pi),sin(2pi−θ)sin(φ+pi),cos(2pi−θ)]
(A.1)
=Ws [sinθcosφ,sinθsin φ,cosθ] (A.2)
=Vs(θ,φ). (A.3)
Functions that satisfy V (2pi− θ,φ+pi) = V (θ,φ) are called spherical functions and
all radiation patterns from a scalar FMM representation will satisfy this property. In
a vectorial form, however, the radiation pattern is projected on two orthogonal unit
vectors, usually uθ and uφ, given by
uφ(θ,φ) = (−sinφ,cosφ,0) (A.4)
uθ(θ,φ) = (cosφcosθ,sin φsin θ,−sinθ) (A.5)
We can easily see that for these it is valid that
uφ(2pi−θ,φ+pi) =−uφ(θ,φ) (A.6)
uθ(2pi−θ,φ+pi) =−uθ(θ,φ) (A.7)
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As such, the components Vas(θ,φ) of a vectorial radiation pattern, when projected on
these spherical coordinate unit vectors, will satisfy a different relationship:
Vas(2pi−θ,φ+pi) =−Vas(θ,φ) (A.8)
and such functions we denote as antispherical functions.
The radiation patterns on the extended sphere will need to be interpolated and
anterpolated to the sampling rate of the level above and below it. Due to the uni-
form sampling, this can be done through a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). The
(anti)spherical property can be leveraged [2], [1] to make interpolation and anterpo-
lation more efficient. Note that the 2D DFT matrix of a matrix with samples (from a
spherical function), at least when they are of dimensions (2M + 1,2N), satisfies the
following relationship:
a(2M+ 1−m,n) = (−1)na(m,n) (A.9)
which is called a transspherical matrix. An antitransspherical matrix then satisfies
a(2M+ 1−m,n) =−(−1)na(m,n).
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